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Abstract

The Igaliko Nepheline Syenite Complex is in the Julianehåb District of South
ern Greenland, at about 61°N and 45°W. The syenites and related rocks cover an
area of about 450 square kilometres in the country between Tunugdliarfik and
Igaliko Fjord on the west, and the Inland lce to the east.

The Complex belongs to the group of Precambrian igneous intrusions, com
prising the Gardar 19neous Province, exposed in the country around Ivigtut and
Julianehåb. The Complex comprises four distinct intrusive centres, termed, in order
of decreasing age, the Motzfeldt Centre, the North Qoroq Centre, the South Qoroq
Centre and the Igdlerfigssalik Centre. With these are associated a number of small
satellitic syenites which generally pre-date the rocks of the main centres of aetivity
and numerous alkali trachyte and Big Feldspar Dykes, which, for the most part,
belong to the regional Mid-Gardar swarms. The satellitic syenites and the three
earlier syenite centres are earlier than the Mid-Gardar dykes swarms. Three members
of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre are also earlier than the dykes but the fom late intru
sions in this centre cut the majority of the dykes.

Each centre is made up of several intrusive members; including satellitic
intrusions, the Complex consists of 28 separate units as well as several small dyke
like bodies of syenogabbro and alkali gabbro. Within each centre the individual
intrusions have arcuate, steep-sided outcrops with discordant, intrusive relations
towards earlier members although, occasionally, there is evidence that petrograph
ically and texturally distinet syenites were intruded at only short intervals thus
possibly representing rapid pulses of magma from the same source. The mineralogy
of the syenites is usually simple: perthitic alkali feldspar, nepheline and alkali pyrox
ene are the dominant minerals; these are accompanied by fayalitic olivine, alkali am
phibole, biotite, magnetite-rich opaques, analcite, natrolite and apatite. Pegmatites
are not numerous but the Complex does contain the celebrated Narssårssuk pegmatite
which lies within the outer member of the later group of syenites in the Igdlerfig
ssalik Centre. Except where locally contaminated by assimilation of country rocks,
the Igaliko syenites are all nepheline bearing; the commonest type is foyaite. The
quartz syenite - alkali gabbro intrusive of Klokken, about 5 km south of the Com
plex, is not regarded as a satellite.

19neous layering and mineral lamination are common internal structures in
the syenites. These generally define concentric, inward-dipping structures within
individual intrusions; the frequency with which the well-developed internal struetures
in one syenite may be sharply truncated by a later syenite indicates that, in some
instances, an appreciable amount of time must have elapsed between successive
intrusions. The struetures found in the Igaliko syenites are identicaI with those de
scribed from other layered alkaline, basic and ultrabasic intrusions.

19neous activity within the Complex began at least as early as the Mid-Gardar.
Syenites of the earliest centre intrude sediments, agglomerates and lavas belonging
to the Eriksfjord Formation and also cut a dolerite dyke which may belong to the

1*



4 C. H. EMELEUS and W. T. HARRY III

relatively early Gardar dyke swarm. The early 0stfjordsdal Syenite (pre-South
Qoroq Centre) cuts a small swarm of nepheline porphyry dykes.

The dykes of the Mid-Gardar swarms maintain their regional WSW-ENE
strike throughout most of the Complex except near Qoroq where there is a marked
swing into a more northerly direction.

Two major sinistral faults, striking ESE and east-west, displace the earlier
centres of the Complex and the dykes. The faults are members of a regional set devel
oped throughout southern Greenland. Since no alkaline dyke cuts the younger of the
two faults, it is considered likely that the 2 km sinistral transcurrent movement of
this fault post-dates the late syenites in the Igdlerfigssalik Centre; the late syenites
are cut by a number of alkaline dykes petrographically identical with those displaced
by the sinistral faults. Thus, the latest syenites at Igaliko may be of slightly earlier
date than the later members of the Ilimaussaq Intrusion and the Central Complex
of TugtutOq, although still belonging to the Late-Gardar group of intrusions.
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PREFACE

C. H. EMELEUS
Department of Geology,
The University, Durham

March,1968

W ILLIAM T. HARRY died suddenly in June 1964. At that time we had
almost completed our field investigations of the Igaliko nepheline

syenites; the details of the succession within the Complex had been
worked out and a start had been made on the petrography and miner
alogy. It had been our intention to present as complete as possibIe an
account of the Complex in a single publication; however, with HARRY'S
death the situation altered so that the decision was taken to complete
and publish a general account of the geology to accompany the geological
map (Plate 4), rather than wait for the length of time that would inev
itably elapse before supporting chemical, mineralogical and petrographic
data became available.

In preparing this account I have drawn freely on HARRY'S field
notes and on the joint reports which we submitted to the Geological
Survey of Greenland on the completion of each season's work. The field
work was either carried out together or else with much subsequent
consultation when we did not map from the same camps; consequently,
the conc1usions reached regarding sequences of intrusion, age relations,
etc., are always the results of our joint efforts. In dealing with the North
Qoroq Centre (Chapter IV c) I have relied almost entirely on notes
prepared and specimens collected by HARRY; apart from a brief visit
which I paid in 1966, and some earlier work where the centre adjoins
the South Qoroq Centre, the field investigation of this ground was car
ried out by HARRY.

Since the field work was largely carried out jointly, I feel that it
is only appropriate that this account should appear under joint author
ship, particularly as it is mainly concerned with work done prior to 1964.
However, since I have prepared the material for publication I must ac
cept responsibility for errors or omissions that have arisen at this stage.

I should like to record my gratitude for the help which I have
received from Mrs D. HARRY, and from the late Professor C. F. DAVID
SON and other members of the staff of the Department of Geology of
St. Andrews University. In particular, Professor DAVIDSON generously
placed at my disposal the large collection of thin sections of Igaliko
rocks prepared in his Department, and Mrs HARRY kindly gave me the
numerous reprints assembled by her husband in preparation for our
joint work on Igaliko.
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L INTRODUCTION

Since N. V. USSING'S (1912) classic account of the geology of the
country around Julianehåb, it has been known that there is a very large
area of nepheline syenite to the east of Tunugdliarfik and the village
of Igaliko; the presence of some syenite in this ground was, of course.
well known to other geologists who visited the area during the nine
teenth century.

In 1958 Grønlands Geologiske Undersøgelse (the Geological Survey
of Greenland, GGU) commenced systematic mapping of the country
between the southern limits of the Ivigtut area (BERTHELSEN, 1952)
and the eastern boundary of Nunarssuit (HARRY & PULVERTAFT, 1963),
and Kap Farvel at the southern tip of Greenland. When we had completed
the field investigations of our areas in Nunarssuit and neal' Ivigtut it
was decided that we should jointly undertake the survey of the Igaliko
syenites. Accordingly, field work began in 1961 and was continued
through the two succeeding field seasons. Arter the death of W. T. HARRY
in 1964 it became necessary to check certain points of the field mapping,
so a further brief visit was made in 1966. With the completion of the
primary field mapping the results were compiled into a single map
covering almost all the syenites in the Igaliko area (Plate 4). The purpose
of the present account is to provide a general description of the geology
to accompany the map, and to give an outline of the petrography of th8
rocks comprising the Complex; more detailed accounts of aspects of the
petrology are in preparation.

The Igaliko nepheline syenites form a group of high, barren moun
tains rising to a general levelof between 1300 and 1800 metres (fig. 1).
The ground is deeply dissected by fjords and steep-sided, ice-eroded
valleys ; in some instances glaciers still occupy the valley floors (fig. 2)
and cling to the steep north-facing sides of the mountains (fig. 1). The
general configuration of much of the ground is that of a deeply dissected
shallow dome (fig. 2) with an elevation of about 1450 metres.

There is great variation in the ease with which access may be
obtained to different parts of the Complex. The western parts neal'
Narssarssuaq, Igaliko and Tunugdliarfik present littIe difficulty but the
northern and eastern parts are remote and inaccessible. While it is pos-
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Fig. 1. The northern side of lhe IgdleJ'ftgssalik massif vicwed acJ'oss Q6roq fJ'om
thc Norl.h QUr'uq Centre. Tlle high pcaks are fonDed by l.hc sycnil.c SI. 5. Tlie enl.r·ance
lo "Oicseckcs Dal" is sil.ual.ed in the Jeft middle distance. Note thc cxtensivc glacial

deposits on thc lower slope.· uf tho mountain . (Pholo: C.lI.E., GOU).

sible Lo l'each 1Il0sl af Complex an fool, any, eriou invesliguLions af
lhe ground north af "Gie 'ecke' Dal" SIlOUld only be unuerLaken by a
vvell-oquipped party af aL ]eust four Ol' five persons. 1'ho I'emainder af
Lhe area could be visiLed by smaller groups buL iL must be remembered
that, even here, the terrain is rough, and the area virtualJy unin!labited
and on]y occasionally vi ited by fj 'hermen who come lo Qoroq and
"Gieseckes Dal", and hy Gl'eenlander herding '!leep neal' 0stfjordsdal
and aJong lhe western cdges af the mounlains.

II elicopter transport wa' LI 'ed extensively during aIli' in \'esligalions,
excepl in 1966 when this was not available. Using small BeH-Augusta
he]icopLeJ's, il, was possibie to e tab]ish camps at many p]ares lhat
couJd not otherwise have boen reached in Lhe Limo at aU!' disposal.
IniLially, we worked from the 'ame cump sites but in 1962 and 1963
separate camps were eSlablished, contact being mainLuinod evel'y lwo
weeks Ol' so when camp ite were changed. 1'he on]y major deparlures
from this method of working were in 1962 whon wc both mapped Lhe
silOres af QOJ'oq and Tunugdliarfik, using the motor cutter "Ussing"
as aU!' base, and in 1962 and 1963 when we joined forces at the end
af oach season to map the complicated ground between Tunugdliarfik
and Igaliko Fjord.

Details af same af the route through Lhe complex, and relaLed
mattel's, are given in Lho Appendix (Chapter IX).
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Fig. 2. '\1olzfcldt, '" and Ihe mounlain neal' llle i\E. edge of Ihe Molzfeldt Cenlre.
Tho peaks Ilave a vel'Y llnifol'ln level al about 1500 IO. (I'holo: C.IT.E., nnf;).

Earlier visitors commented forcibly on the hadweather and i11e
aLLentions of tlle mosquitoes (e.g. U SING, 1912, p. 227). Over most of
the Complex Lhe insects have ceased to be a serious nuisance, their
disappearance apparenLly coinciding wilh the introduelion af larO'e num
bers of sheep. 1'he weatller remains unreliahle, the violent fOhn winds
that afflicLed SSI:\:G are still a serious hindrance, especialJy whel'e
reliance is placed on helicopter transport. While working an this Com
plex we lost abouL one-quarter of Lhe total time in the field through
the effects of bad weather; this was fairly oqually divided beLween pe
riods of torrential rain, and fohn wind . Snow tOI'IDS may he encountered
al any time during Lhe summer months, especially over the high ground
away from the fjo/'ds. The spelIs of fine weaLher may be mar'red by
fog: towards evening, a thick blanket creeps in fl'om Julianehåb Bugl,
thi may per isL fal' into Lhe following day, enveloping ground up Lo
1000 metres oltitude, leaving only the peaks sLunding clear in the sun
shine. Fog is parLiculady prevalent near' Tunugdliarfik and JgaJiko Fjord.

Exposure i genel'ally good within the nepheline syeniles, aHhough
valley floors may be covered by glacial deposiLs (fig. 1) and some hill
sides have extensive and pectaculal' SCl'ee aprons an their lower slopes
(fig. 36a). There is littIe vegetalion on tho syenites over an altitude of
abouL 500 meLl'es, excepl on the ars arssuaq pcninsula; the rocks
cl'umble to give a mobile covcring af gt'avel and rOaJ'se sand, making
iL difficult fol' planLs Lo obLain a foothold.



II. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

The Igaliko area was visited by GIESECKE during each of his two
excursions to the Julianehåb District (GIESECKE, 1910, pp. 36-37 &
pp. 216-218). an both oecasions he visited the settlement of Igaliko
and sailed into Qoroq, exploring the side valley (now named "Geiseekes
Dal") and viewing Qorqup sermia. During the later visit, GIESECKE
and people from Igaliko sailed to the SE arm of Igaliko Fjord where
they went ashore and gained a vantage point from which a view of the
sand flats in 0stfjordsdal was obtained; at the same time mention is
made of the faet that an inland lake is situated to the east of Qoroq
so GIESECKE was aware of the existenee of Motzfeldt Sø although it is
unlikely that he actually saw Ol' visited this lake. The salmon river in
"Gieseckes Dal" is eorrectly placed as originating from the inland sea.
GIESECKE made a few notes on the rocks of the area; the sandstones
and porphyries at Igaliko and granite at Qoroq are mentioned. The
sandstone and porphyry dykes at Igaliko appeal' to have attraeted the
attention of most of the early geologists visiting the area, an aecount
of the dykes was given by PINGEL (1843), they were subsequently col
leeted by LAUBE (1873) and described petrographically by VRBA (1874,
p. 106, plate 1 fig. 1).

The presenee of a large area of nepheline syenite east of Igaliko
and Tunugdliarfik was known from a relatively early stage in the geolog
ical and mineralogieal investigation of southern Greenland (e.g. STEEN
STRUP & KORNERUP, 1881; FLINK, 1898) but no attempt at geological
mapping in any detail appears to have been made until the latter part
of the 19th century and the early years of this eentury when N. V.
USSING and O. BØGGILD mapped the syenites on the coast sections
between Narssarssuaq and Qoroq, around "Flinks Dal", and between
Qoroq, Iganaq and Qororssuaq, including the Igdlerfigssalik summit
area (USSING, 1894; 1912, plate IV). USSING makes a clear distinction
between the marginal syenites at Niaqornårssuk, Narssårssuk and
Iganaq, which he grouped as Augite Syenite, and the remainder whieh
he elassified as nepheline syenite, much of whieh he found to be similar
to foyaite. He termed the foyaites the Korok type, from their develop
ment around Qoroq; they are probably equivalent to the syenite SS. 5
(see page 49) of the South Qoroq Centre. Another type, charaeterised
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by thieker rectangular feldspars and interstitial nepheline, was also
noted as erratics on Iganaq and in the valley east of the small peninsula
Usuk (USSING, 1912, plate IV); this type which he termed the Usuk
type, is almost certainly the same as the syenite SI.5 of the Igdlerfigssalik
Centre. Dykes of syenite porphyry and tinguaite were noted cutting the
syenites west of Qoroq, near "Flinks Dal", in Qororssuaq and in the
river south of Narssarssuk. At the last named locality the augite syenite
is cut by a tinguaite dyke, containing milky-white areas which were
identified as cordierite (USSING, 1912, p. 250, but see this account, p. 91).
USSING investigated the contact relations of the syenites and described
the zone of alteration exposed between Tunugdliarfik and Iganaq; he
also mapped the adjoining country rocks, recording the faulting on
Iganaq (USSING, 1912, p. 264, fig. 24). The dykes were examined in some
detail, several varieties were distinguished including diabases, monzonite
porphyries, augite-syenite porphyries, hedrumites, and nepheline por
phyries. The important observation was made that while the augite
syenite and nepheline syenites were intruded by only a few dykes tilis
was not the case with the country rocks where the dykes are extremely
numerous, hence a large number of the dykes pre-date the syenites.
This observation, based as it was by work carried out principally in the
ground between Tunugdliarfik and Igaliko fjords, has been verified in
the recent investigations (Plate 4).

The only widely known feature of the Igaliko Nepheline Syenites
is the occurrence of a large variety of rare minerals at Narssarssuk.
In 1888 the Greenlanders from Igaliko took STEENSTRUP to this locality,
and since that time it has become famous for its wealth of rare minerals
as well as the occurrence of well-crystallized aegirine, quartz, feldspar,
etc. Amongst the accounts of the locality and its minerals those by
FLINK (1898) FLINK, BØGGILD & WINTHER (1899), BØGGILD (1906), and
STEENSTRUP (1909) may be mentioned. The details of the investiga
tions at Narssarssuk to about 1900 are summarised by N. V. USSING
who also listed the minerals that had been found at Narssarssuk, com
paring them with those known from the pegmatites of the Ilimaussaq
Intrusion (USSING, 1912, p. 244-249). Since the appearance of USSING'S
account, the locality has continued to be visited by mineral collectors
and mineralogists (GORDON, 1924, 1927) who have sampled extensively,
often using explosives, with the result that the pegmatite area now
resembles a desolate battlefield, pock-marked by small craters. Un
fortunately, much of the early collecting and description was made
solely from the standpoint of the presence of the new and rare minerals,
littIe attention being paid to the mineral paragenesis. At the same
time as the general mapping of the Igaliko Complex was in progress a
thorough mapping and collecting of the pegmatite occurrence was un
dertaken by Dr II. MICHEELSEN af the University of Capenhagen.
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Two notable contributions to the general geology of the Igaliko
syenite area have appeared since USSING'S account. The southern limit
of the syenites was extended to Østfjordsdal by H. ØDUM who also
discovered the Klokken Syenite on the southern side of the broad,
gravel-covered flats of Østfjordsdal (ØDUM, 1927, Plate VII). He re
garded this syenite as forming a part of the main Igaliko mass. ØDUM
also demonstrated the presence of the marginal Augite Syenite (= SI. 4
of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre) for some distance south of Qororssuaq,
on the northern side of Tavdlorutit. Immediately before World War II,
the south of Greenland was visited by Professor C. E. WEGMANN who
made an outstanding reconnaissance survey of the country south of the
Frederikshåb District (WEGMANN, 1938). WEGMANN'S field work on the
Complex appears to have been concentrated on the coast section between
Qoroq and Narssarssuaq (Kiagtut) and the valley at Narssarssuaq. He
was particularly impressed by the number of dykes cutting the massif
in this area, in marked contrast to USSING'S observations based on ex
posures south of Tunugdliarfik. Some of the dykes were considered to be
younger than the massif but many were thought to be older and trans
formed, being preserved during transformation of the pre-existing rocks
to nepheline syenite (WEGMANN, 1938, p. 81). His interpretation was in
accord with the largely transformationist migmatitic hypothesis advanced
for the Ilimaussaq nepheline syenites (WEGMANN, 1938, p. 80). BONDAM
(1955) followed this approach in his account of some alkali-trachyte dyke
rocks from Narssarssuaq.

Since 1958, regional mapping by Grønlands Geologiske Undersøgelse
has extended into the country around the Igaliko Complex. Numerous
papers have appeared describing the results of this work; these are re
ferred to in the main text, but may be briefly summarised here in so
far as they relate to the nepheline syenite complex. The glacial features
have been described by WEIDICK (1959, 1963) who also discovered
syenite occurrences beyond the limits of the ground mapped by us
(see p.37). Work south of Igaliko Fjord by BERRANGE (1966) shows
that the Gardar dyke swarm is present in the ground just south of the
fjord. North of Narssarssuaq, WALTON (1965) has delimited the northern
extent of the Gardar dykes and established a local chronology (WALTaN,
1965, pp.39-51, fig. 1). The western margin of the Motzfeld Centre
syenites was fixed by WALTON during his mapping and the northern
extension of the Narssarssuaq pIug mapped. Recently, SCHARBERT (1966)
has published details of chemical and X-ray studies on alkali feldspar
from alkaline dykes including some from the Igaliko Complex. J. W.
STEWART and V. POULSEN have mapped the sedimentary and extrusive
rocks between the Igaliko Complex and Narssaq (POULSEN, 1964) as
well as the numerous minor intrusions (STEWART, 1964).



III. COUNTRY ROCKS OF THE COMPLEX

(a) Pre-Gardar rocks

Members of the Ketilidian Julianehåb Granite suite form the ma
jority of the country rocks to the nepheline syenites (ALLAART, 1964,
Map. 1; Plate 1). They include diorites and granodiorites, which are gen
erally massive though sometimes with a weak NE-SW, steeply-inclined
foliation, and occasional amphibolitic lenses. Areas of strongly banded
gneiss have been mapped near Fox Bay to the SW of the Complex,
relics of well-banded gneiss occur as large xenoliths within the nepheline
syenites of the Motzfeldt Centre (p. 30). an the NW margin of the Motz
feldt Centre, west of Qoroq and Qorqup sermia, the syenites cut the
outer members of a group of monzonites and diorites mapped by WALTON
(1965) in Mellemlandet and in Johan Dahl Land. Petrographically similar
rocks also pre-date the syenites on the northern margins of the Motzfeldt
Centre and the North Motzfeldt syenites, they may constitute an eastern
extension to the basic to intermediate pre-Gardar complex mapped by
WALTON. In this area the pre-Gardar rocks are cut by a few well-defined
amphibolite dykes (e.g. 58394*).

Large microeline and plagioclase crystals are frequently found in
the country rock gneisses. These porphyroblasts were noted north of
the Motzfeldt Centre and also in dioritic and granodioritic rocks on the
north side of "Gieseckes Dal". There does not appear to be any con
nection between the development of these large feldspars and the syenite;
they do not result from any fenitization processes. The Ketilidian rocks
throughout the Julianehåb district are sporadieally porphyritic or por
phyroblastic, the development of the large feldspars is attributed to pre
Gardar events (cf. UPTON, 1962).

(b) Gardar supracrustal rocks (the Eriksfjord Formation)

Isolated areas of supracrustal rocks are found at several localities
bordering the Igaliko syenites; as well, there are smaller masses included
within the Complex (Plate 4). They form the eastern extension of the

*) The numbers 58394, etc., refer to the rock collections of the Geological
Survey of Greenland.

186 2
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sediments and vo1canic rocks which occupy much of the ground between
Tunugdliarfik and Bredefjord (POULSEN, 1964, Map 1; Plate 1).

Fairly extensive outcrops are found at Narssarssuaq, between
Tungdliarfik and Igaliko Fjord, and at several localities on the margin
of the Motzfeldt Centre (Plate 4). The first two have recently been
described (POULSEN, 1964; STEWART, 1964). At Narssarssuaq, a thick
series of basic lava flows and pyroclastic rocks overlies and is inter
bedded with clastic sediments. To the south, at Igtmaq and Narssårssuk,
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Fig. 3. Cross-section of the western margin of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre at Nar
ssårssuk, showing the downwarping of country rocks towards the syenite SI. 4.

(Symbols as on fig. 4.)

quartzitic sandstone and grits predominate but near the syenites thin
basic layers are interbedded; they owe their preservation to the local
development of steep dips towards the syenites (fig. 3). In this area there
are occasional silty horizons in the sandstones ; near Narssårssuk there
is a thin magnetite-rich layer (63786).

The supracrustal rocks margining the Motzfeldt Centre were dis
covered during the recent mapping although their presence was suspected
from loose fragments of breccia collected by K. ELLITSGAARD-RASMUS
SEN and J. BONDAM during earlier reconnaissance work (21514). On the
SW side of "Flinks Dal", sandstone, grit, vo1canic breccia and thin
basalt flows overlie Julianehåb Granite (fig. 4). The layers of vo1canic
breccia contain rounded, elongate areas of basalt up to 0.5 m in length.
These have vesicular margins and resemble volcanic bombs (fig. 5).
Within the syenites a few hundred metres to the NE, large masses of
vesicular basalt with good flow structures dip steeply to the NE; these
weather a dark green colour contrasting strongly with the syenite (fig.
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11). On the SE side of "Flinks Dal" about 3 km ESE of the Ih'sL locality,
a small patch of coarse quartzit outcr'ops beLween snowfields at about
1700 m elevation. orth of MoLzfeldL Sø, an the NB margin af tile
MoLzfeld L Centl'e there are two areas of su pr'acl'llstal rocks. The more
nOl'Lhel'ly of the e cansi t of about 200 m af eoal'se, white andstone
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Fig. 4. tratigJ'aphic successions in llle rocks of Lhe (1;rik fjord Formation margining
the MotzfeldL Centre: 1. 1610 m mountain on thc north side of Motzfeldt Sø.
2. 1550 In mountain abou t 3 km nodh ol' Motzfcldt Sø. 3. 1535 m mountain on

thc south-ea'l side of lhc lowcr parl of "F1inks Dal".

fine-grained ripple-marked ehoeolate-eoloured sandsLone with thin gritty
partings, inLerbedded basalt flows, and breccia containing edimentary
and igeneous fragment, The clastic sediments, dominantly andstone
0(' grits, also contain thin layers af silty rocks and a conspicious chocolate
caloured layer of mudsLone with rippie marks and sun cracks. The sed
iments .in this area have a general dip of abaut 15°SW. In another area,
lying to the north of the 1610 m summit, a thiekeT' ser'ies is preserved
(fig. 4.), consisting in the lower part of coar'se gl'iLs and sandstones, often
cross-bedded. Ovel'lying these is a series of fl.inty, fine-bedded tufTaceous

2*
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rocks, a coarse agglomerate containing basaltic and sedimentary frag
ments and, at the summit, a thin development of basic flows which have
been metamorphosed by the adjacent syenites.

The sedimentary rocks north of Motzfeldt Sø are cut by two volcanic
plugs (Plate 4). The northern plug is situated in a narrow gully near the
margin of the sandstone outcrop. It measures approximately 70 m from
north to south and 120 m from east to west. The plug consists of coarse
agglomerate in which basalt fragments are dominant but with quartzite
and Julianehåb Granite blocks present near the margins. AIso included
are blocks of carbonate-rich rock (58385). The country rock quartzite
has been shattered and welded into a breccia for up to 2 m from the
margin of the plug. There are also areas of well-bedded coarse green
tuff (58381) within the coarse pyroclastic rocks. The pyroclastics are cut
by irregular thin sheets of red trachyte (58383), while a trachytic sill
(58384) at the northern margin of the plug thins rapidly to the north. The
second plug is at 1300 m on the northern side of the 1610 m peak. It is
about 100 m in diameter but the lower side is scree-covered. The plug
is zoned with an outer member consisting of breccia of quartzite, basalt,
and rare pieces of Julianehåb Granite, all in a fine-grained basic tuf
faceous matrix. Within this zone there is a core of basaltic agglomerate
(fig. 6) cut by a small central plug of unbrecciated dolerite (58392).
Thin, irregular sheets of red-brown trachytic rock ramify through the
breccias but none was found intruding the dolerite core.

1200 m north of the second plug the quartzites are altered in a
highly irregular manner to white, milky vein-quartz with sporadic
patches of pink feldspar. Over an area of about 20 metres diameter
the irregular development of the vein-quartz resembles a breccia but
closer examination showed that the alteration had taken place without
appreciable disturbance of the quartzite (cf. WALKER & LEEDAL, 1954
p.214).

Supracrustal rocks, including basalt flows, agglomerates and white
and grey quartzitic sandstones, are present at the east edge of the syenite
NE of Motzfeld Sø and to the east of the East Motzfeldt Syenite; how
ever, the succession is not known in detail.

In a subsequent section a description is given of large masses of
altered basalt, agglomerate and Julianehåb Granite enclosed in the
syenites of the Motzfeldt Centre. The more important inclusions are
located immediately north and south of upper "Flinks Dal" but inclu
sions are also found at several other places. Flows of basalt inclined at a
steep angle (500 N) form a large body in the syenite about 1 km NE of
the main outcrop of supracrustals south of "Flinks Dal" (fig. 11) and
another smaller body of altered basalt was found in syenite just north
of the glacier at the NE corner of Motzfeldt Sø. Several small areas of
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Fig. 5. Volcanic bombs in agglomerate. From a locality at '1510 m altitude on the
sou th-east side af the lower pal'\; of "Flinks Dal" (= locaiity 3., fig. 4). 'cale: coin

about 4 cm diameter, (PJlolo: C. TI .B., GG .l

Fig, 6, Basic agglomel'ate in plug culling sandslone. Locality on the north side of
the 1619 m mounlain norlh of folzfeldt ø. (Locali ly '1, ngo q cale: hammer head

'15 cm 10nO'. (Photo: C.J-LE., GGC.)
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highly altered basic rock and sediments occupy low ground on the east
side of the lakes in the central part of the 0stfjordsdal Syenite.

A screen of quartzite was mapped along the NE margin of the
Outer Foyaite (SN. 1) of the North Qoroq Centre, and at Narssårssuk
xenoliths of coarse quartzite are intimately associated with the well known
pegmatite.

It is evident from the distribution of the supracrustal rocks around
the Igaliko Complex that there was once a widespread covering of sed
iments, pyroclastics and basic lavas, possibly extending well to the
north and east of the areas mapped (SCHARBERT, 1963; POULSEN, 1964;
WALTON, 1965). A considerable NW extension of the supracrustals is
also indicated by occasional finds of lithologically-similar sedimentary
fragments amongst the glacial debris at the edge of the Inland lee be
tween Igaliko and Arsuk Fjord, and even further north, in the Frederiks
håb District (W. S. WATT, personal communication).
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SI": late Igdlerfigssalik

SI': early Igdlerfigssalik

SS: South Qåroq

SNo North Q6roq
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Fig. i. 'ketch map howing the igneous centres af Lhe Igaliko ,ompJex and Ihe
principal area or supracru lal rocks adjoining the syenites.

IV. THE EPHELINE SYEKITES

(a) General

The Jgaliko epheline Syenitc Complex has four elistinct centres
anel a number of small satellitic intrusions (fig, 7). Each of the centt'e.
con ist· of severaJ nepheline syenite intl'usions; associaLed with orne of
the centres there al'C small intrusion of syenogabbro and alkali gabbro.
With the exception of the small quartz syenitc-aJkali. gabbro intru ion
of Klokken (Plate 1) all mcmbers af the CompIe.' are undcrsatul'atcd,
nepheline-bearing rocks.

1 o radiometric dating ha ] een canicd out on rock from the
JO'aliko Complex although data are available for the llimaussaq Intrusion
anel the alkaline igneous complex of Kungnåt {1020 m.y. and 1170 m.y.
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respectively; BRIDGWATER, 1965). The Igaliko Complex probably spans
a considerable part of the period of Gardar igneous activity (see Chapter
VIII), the latest members being approximately equivalent in age to the
Late-Gardar complexes of Kungnåt, Ilimaussaq and Nunarssuit, the
earlier ones pre-dating the Mid-Gardar dyke swarms.

The criteria used to distinguish between the different syenites and
to determine relative ages need not be reviewed in detail; they were those
normally employed when mapping igneous complexes and included the
development of fine-grain marginal facies and intrusive apophyses, and
the presence of xenoliths or xenocrysts. aften, relative ages could be
determined by the cross-cutting relationships of one syenite towards
another, sometimes on a large scale but more often on a small scale
(e.g. fig. 16). During the mapping it was frequently observed that in
dividual intrusions maintained mineralogical and textural characteristics
over very large areas of outcrop which proved a considerable aid in de
limiting syenites.

ane textural criterion for the presence of a contact proved excep
tionally useful. Fine-grained, chill margins are not always developed at
contacts; near the outer edge ayounger syenite might become texturally
extremely variable with irregular or rounded patches of coarsely crystal
line or pegmatitic syenite set in a relatively fine-grained matrix. The
coarse patches were often partially filled by analcite or natrolite in addi
tion to the normal minerals of the syenite, and the mafic minerals zoned
to more extreme, sodic varieties. Texturally, the patchy pegmatitic
structure is similar to the drusy marginal facies found in certain high
level intrusions (cj. RICHEY, 1928); the difference being that whereas
open cavities develop under high-level conditions, in the deeper-seated
intrusions represented by the Igaliko syenites it was probably relatively
difficult for open cavities to form, instead infilling by hydrous and low
temperature minerals took place.

(b) The Motzfeldt Centre

(i) Introduetion

The Centre covers an area of about 150 km 2, including the parts
concealed beneath the glaciers and the waters of Qoroq and Motzfeldt
Sø. Because of its relative inaccessibility this centre has received the
least detailed investigation of any within the Igaliko Complex; until
1966 there were virtuaIly no maps available and although the aerial
photographs are good they do not cover the NE extremity of the centre.

Five nepheline syenite intrusions were distinguished. The relative
ages have been established for the three oldest but are not completely
known for the younger members: it appears likely that the two youngest
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Fig. 8. 81l'eaky lextural banding in lhe marginal part of lhe syeni Le 831. 1 on the
nOJ'Lh shol'e of Q6roq, MotzfeldL Centre. Scale: hammel' shafL about 35 cm long.

(PhoLo: C.H.E., GGU.)

syenites 'hould be represented by Lh,'ee intrusions (p. 34). The numerous
alkali trachyte and other dykes cutting the centre are pI'obabJy of ap
preciably later date but the small al'cuate Ol' dyke-like intrusions af
syenogabbro and of alkali gabbro are considered to be part af the centre.

(ii) Sycnitc Sit!. 1

Thi syenite crops out in a broad arcuate zone on the outer part
of the centre except an the southern margin where it is cut out by later
members. The rock is a bl'own to red-brown highly feldspathic syenitc
with bladed alkali feldspars up to 3 cm in lengLh. Other minerals incluc!e
interstitial amphibole and alkali pyroxene, and small amounLs af neph
eline, genel'aJly in a highly allered condition. Caarsely feldspathic, am
phibole-bearing pegmatitic patche are cammon wiLh purpJe iluoritc
often a prominent constituent (63717). :.lcaT' the external cantact, the
yenite is relati vely fine-grained with a patchy developmen t of small

pegmatitic areas 10-15 cm in diameter. Texturally Lhe rock resembles
the yaung syenite SI. 6 af the IgdlcT'flgssalik Centre (fig. 26); a patchy,
pegmatitic tex ture of this type is a very common feature of the marginal
faeies af syenitcs throughout the Complex.

The syenite contains few mappable intel'llal structures. An example
af weakly-dcveloped mineral layering was found 2.5 km T~E af the
foat af Qorqup sermia; feldspar laminatian accurs at a few lacalities, fOl'
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example, on the west side of Qoroq about 3 km east of the 475 fil lake.
A strong,streaky banding is present in marginal syenite excellently ex
posed in fresh, ice-scoured slabs on the west shore of Qoroq about 1.5 km
below the 1963 ice front of Qorqup sermia (fig. 8). Here, the streaky
banding is vertical or steeply inc1ined, parallel to the contact with the
Julianehåb Granite. For the first 15 m from the contact the banding
consists of alternating medium and fine-grained syenite both crowded
with small pegmatitic patches some of which may be elongate parallel
to the banding. There then follows a zone 30-40 m in width where the
rock is almost gneissose in appearance: sinuous, 10-15 cm - wide bands
of fine-grained, dark equigranular syenite (63771) alternate with bands
of medium to fine-grained leucocratic syenite (63772) with occasional
irregular pegmatitic patches. The gneissose zone passes gradually NE
into a normal foyaite (63773) where there are only occasional streaks
and ill-defined patches of a medium-grained syenite resembling the
variety found nearest the outer margin. The structures probably owe
their origin to flow of inhomogenous, partly crystalline syenite against
the cold country rocks. The locality bears a strong similarity to the
marginal member of a large Norwegian larvikite intrusion where the
contact zone is exposed at Nevelunghavn (OFTEDAHL, 1960).

(Hi) Syenite SM. 2
This syenite crops out east and west of the southern arm of Motz

feldt Sø. It is normally a dark grey, massive rock with euhedral tabular
feldspars to 10 x3 mm which increase in size in outcrops furthest from
the contacts with older rocks. A vague feldspar parallelism was mapped at
a few localities. Nepheline is found in white rectangular or anhedral
crystals; alkali pyroxene and amphibole occur as highly anhedral areas.
Rounded, ill-defined xenoliths of partially assimilated porphyry are com
mon throughout the syenite. Pegmatite areas are very uncommon in
this intrusion, nor are there any of the fine-grained sheets or dykes of
microsyenite that commonly accompany other syenites.

(iv) Syenite SM. 3
This syenite crops out in a broad belt to the north of Motzfeldt Sø.

I t is also found as a narrow strip between SM. 1 and SM. 2 east of the
lake, and in a small area at the SW extremity of the lake. It is a foyaite,
with tabular feldspars 20 x 5 mm in cross-section, irregular areas of an
hedral alkali pyroxene and amphibole up to 10 mm across, well-formed
nephelines, and interstitial analcite and pink natrolite. Sporadie, radi
ating aggregates of aegirine needles are present. The rock mayaIso
contain occasional patche.s of deep brown biotite.
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Fig. 9. Feldspar' laminalion in lhe syonito M. Il, ~fotzroldl Contre. From expo ures
about 6 lun ea t-oorth-cast of tho foot of "Flinks Dar'. Scal : pencil about 12 cm

long. (Photo: C.H.R, GGC.)

The tabular erystal of alkali feldspat' often show pur'allel alignmenL.
Thi stl'Ueture may be mapped for several tens af metres; in other in
stances the feldspar orientation is extremely variable sugO'esting a con
siderable amount of disturbanee when the rock was in a partly crystal1ine
condition, This feldspar lamination is the principal inLe1'llal structure of
SM. 3, il, is generally sLeeply inc1ined with a direction of dip to,'vards the
cenLre of Lhe arcuate outcrops. In addition, a small area of intense mane
banding \Vas found in a tream section north of Motzfeldt Sø; this banding
is concordanL wilh as ociated fele! par lamination.

(v) ycuite S I. 4
The majority of the syeniLe' beLween Motzfeldt Sø and Qoroq are

ineluded in this unit. The field evidence indicate that more than one
intru ion i presenL, but S '1. 4 i l ft a, ingle unil and the anomalies
re ulting from thi deci ion di eu ed ubsequently (p. 34),

The coarser central faeies of Lhe yenile onLains grey Ol' eream
colour'ed plat)' alkali feldspars 10-20 mm long \lnd 3-5 mm thick, wiLli
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Fig. 10. AngulaI' xenolith of coarse-grained syenite (SM. 1) in fine-grained syenite
(SM. 4). At 730 m altitude in a stJ'eam section 1.5 km SOD th of Jnunguarssuaq,

Motzfeldt Centre. Scale: knife 12 cm long. (Photo: C.H.E., GGD.)

il'regular Cl'ysLals of red nepheline and dark green alkali pyroxene up
to 5 mm in diameter. The feldspars are often well laminated (fig. 9).
Weak mineral layering, concordant with the lamination, was recorded
at a few localities. Close to the outer margins of the syenite the rock
becomes very fine-gl'ained with platy feldspars 2-3 mm long and 0.5 mm
thick; the finest grained rocks (63730) occur where the syenite is chilled
against the supracrustal succession east of "Flinks Dal".

The syenite SM.4 is often xenolithic. Several classes of inclusion
may be distinguished. Near the eontacts with older syenites angular
bloeks and crystal fragments of the earlier syenites are enclosed in fine
Ol' medium grained SM. 4 (fig. 10). East of lower "Flink Dal", angular
blocks of little-altered quartzite, basalt and breccia oecur in the syenite,
some of the fragments reaetling several hundT'eds of metres in lengtll
(fig. 11 a & b). umerous rounded small, dark-eoloured inclusions of
porphyry up to 30 cm in diameter oeeur seattel'ed throughout the syenite.
At one loeality, on glaeiated slabs on the south side of the valley about
1 km east of the lake at 700 m altitude at the head of "Flinks Dal", tho
dark porphyry inelusions are drawn out into lens-like bodies elongated
parallel to the loeal direetion of feldspar lamination in the host syenite,
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(vi) Country.rock rafts in SM. 4

In addition to the xenoliths of earlier syenites and of dark-coloured
porphyry, the syenite SM. 4 contains numerous large inclusions of
microsyenite, porphyritic microsyenite, porphyries and porphyritic
trachytes, and breccias composed of these rock-types in a microsyenitic
or syenitic matrix. The principal outcrops of these inclusions form an
arcuate belt about 4 km in length north of "Flinks Dal" where their
dark weathering renders them conspicious in the light-coloured syenite
(fig. 12 a). Other inc1usions occur as elongate strips 2-3 km in length and
several hundred metres thick on the south side of "Flinks Dal"; for the
most part these are pale-weathering but on the NE side of the 1410 ro
mountain fui'ther dark-weathering inclusions are found. Inclusions of a
breccia are very common in the syenite around the head of the shallow
valley about 1.5 km north of the mountain Ivnårå. Here, the fragments
are angular, consisting of a variety of porphyries, microsyenites and
porphyritic microsyenites (58034); they have slightly blurred outlines
welded together by a microsyenitic matrix (fig. 12b) and the rock ap
pears to have been thoroughly aItered. EIsewhere in this valley the
inc1usions are mostly of a fine-grained trachytic rock which has a sheeted
appearance due to the presence of irregularly-spaced layers of breccia
up to 5 m thick separating layers of compact trachyte. Similar rocks
were found high on the southern slopes of "Flinks Dal" near the 1410 m
summit. At this locality, where the degree of metamorphism of the in
c1usions was less, the rocks were found to be closely comparable with the
breccias and flow-banded lavas preserved in the supracrustal succession
at the margins of the centre. These inclusions also resembled xenoliths
found in the syenite SM. 1 c10se to the country rock near the NW side
of the glacier flowing into the NE corner of Motzfeldt Sø.

The inc1usions are usually extremely fine-grained, the dark coloura
tion results from a fine impregnation by hematite. In section, a turbid
alkali feldspar is the most abundant mineral, occurring as short laths
or equigranular crystals; directional textures are uncommon in the in
clusions. The feldspar is accompanied by finely-dispersed green to yellow
green aegirine, colourless to green mica, opaques including hematite, and
often a patchy development of carbonate. The large feldspars of the
porphyries are perthites, generally the crystals are turbid and dusted
with sericite but their cores ean be quite c1ear and apparently unaltered.
Aggregates of bright green felted aegirine and of amphibole and biotite,
may be after original mafic minerals. A few of the porphyritic inc1usions
rontain aItered phenocrysts of nepheline as well as alkali feldspar,
nepheline mayaIso be recognised in the groundmass (58015).
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Fig. 12 a. General view of the syenite SM. 4 north of Ivnårå, Motzfeldt Centre.
Dark-weathering rafts of supracrustal rocks contrast with the light-coloured syenite.

The dark lines on the right are alkaline dykes of the Mid-Gardar swarm.

Fig. 12 b. Partially-digested supracrustal breccia xenolith in the syenite 3M. 4.
From the major supracrustal raft shown in the centre-distance of fig. 12 a.

(Photos: C.H.E., GGU.)
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A further group of large inclusions on the southern side of "Flinks
Dal" consists of closely banded microsyenites, and mafic microsyenites.
When these rocks were first seen they were thought to bear aresemblance
to some of the green lujavrites of the Ilimaussaq Intrusion (USSING,
1912; FERGUSON, 1964). However, the resemblance is superficial; there is
littIe similarity when the rocks are sectioned. The inclusions are made
up of lath-like albite, a less well-formed alkali feldspar, acicular crystals
of aegirine and opaque minerals, together with small amounts of sphene,
leucoxene, rare aenigmatite, calcite, and pseudomorphs after original
nepheline. The darker rocks are richest in opaques and alkali pyroxene.
The feldspar laths sometimes show a distinct fluxion structure (58087).
In the fieId, the banded structures may be complex; banding on the scale
of several metres shows a good development of flat-Iying fold structures.

These large inclusions may be interpreted in two ways: they may
represent structurally complex trachytic intrusions, possibly the equiv
alents of the trachytic sheets seen north of Qorqup sermia (p. 37), or
they may be raft-like inclusions of gneiss that have been thoroughly
soaked by, and recrystallized in the syenite SM. 4. On the evidence of
the small and large scale banding, the fold-structures and the rapid
fluctuations in composition an origin as gneiss inclusions is preferred;
furthermore, they occur in close spatial association with large inclusions
of undoubted supracrustal origin.

(vii) Syenite SM.5

This coarse-grained syenite occupies about 8 km2 of the central
part of the high ground immediately south of Qorqup sermia and the
western end of Motzfeldt Sø. The syenite contains grey or red-grey
rectangular alkali feldspars 3-5 cm long and 1-2 cm broad, prominent
white crystals of nepheline to 3 cm in length and anhedral areas of
mafic minerals 2-3 cm in diameter (58024). Coarser varieties, with feld
spars as much as 5 cm in length, crop out on the slopes of "Flinks Dal"
north of the lake at 700 m altitude. In the western part of SM. 5, close
to SM. 4, the syenite becomes fine grained with poikilitic biotite entering
as a prominent constituent (58020). The coarse-grained, normal syenite
is similar in hand specimen to the syenite SI. 5 of the Igdlerfigssalik
Centre.

Xenoliths are relatively common within the marginal SM. 5, they
consist of trachytic and microsyenitic rocks, generally they are rounded
and often intimately veined and partially assimilated by the enclosing
syenite (58018). The fine-grained inclusions were probably derived from
altered supracrustal material enclosed in the adjacent, earlier SM. 4.

There are few mappable internal structures in SM. 5. A small amount
of feldspar lamination was found near the lake at 700 m altitude in
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Fig. 13. Layered sLruclul'es in lhe syeniLe SM. 5, 10Lzfeldt Centl'e. At about 1250 ITI

elevation, soulh of Motzfeldt Sø. Scale: hammer shaft 35 cm long.
(Pholo: C.H.E., GGD.)

upper "Flinks Dal", in the same area there is also a weak development
of mineral layering concol'danL with the lamination. Excellent mineral
layering was found at one locality, in a stream exposure neal' the top af
the cliff SV\! of Motzfeldt Sø, about 1 km SW of the foot of the eastern arm
of QOI'qup sel'mia. The mafic bands have a lateral extent of about 70 m
and occupy a zone about 30 m wide, striking at abol1t 105° and dipping
south at 70°. The individual bands are arcuate, ihey may coalesce and
occasionaJly individual bands may have indications of younging towards
the south (fig. 13). The mafie bands are about 1 cm thick and are sep
arated by 3-4 cm of leucocratic syenite. Tabular feldspars up to 3 cm
long are oriented with their length in the plane of the banding.

(viii) Age relationships of the syenites

The syenites SM. 1 and SM, 2:
The syenite SM. 2 is clearly younger than S1\1. 1 since xenoliths of

SM. 1 are found in marginal S 'L 2 east of . 10tzfeldt Sø and in the same
area, veins of SM. 2 cut coar'se-gr'aincd SM. 1.

The syenite SM. 3 and earlier intrusions:

East of MoLzfeJdt Sø, xenoliLhic masses of SM. 2 are encloscd by
SM.3. InLhe same area, SM.3 formsLhe maLr'ix Lo a zone of igneous
breccia developed along the contact between SYl. 1 and SN!. 2 in the
clifTs Oll thc castcrn side of the lake. To the north of thc lake, the con-
163
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tact between SM. 3 and SM. 1 was found at a number of places. Near
the junction, SM. 3 is fine-grained, with flow-banding parallel to the
contact with coarse-grained SM. 1 while fine-grained veins from SM. 3
also cut the earlier syenite.

The syenite SM. 4 and earlier intrusions:

The contact between SM. 4 and the earlier syenite SM. 1 is sharp,
SM. 4 is relatively fine-grained and contains angular fragments of SM. 1;
a good locality for exposures of this contact is found in the stream
section about 2 km SSW of Inunguarssuaq. Less conclusive evidence
of relative ages comes from the contact between SM. 4 and SM. 2 west
of the southern arm of Motzfeldt Sø. Here, SM. 4 is fine-grained, lam
inated parallel to the contact with SM. 2, and a few veins of fine-grained
syenites cutting SM. 2 are probably derived from SM. 4. The contact
exposures of SM. 4 and SM. 2 on the lake shore section west of Motz
feldt Sø, 3.5 km NE of the 1370 m summit, show variable-textured
SM. 4 in sharp contact with normal SM. 2.

An internal contact between the normal foyaite SM. 4 and a finer
grained variety was found on the north and NE sides of the amphitheatre
like line of mountains about 6.5 km ENE of the foot of "Flinks Dal"; the
normal foyaite outcrops to the west, the finer-grained variety to the east.

The syenites SM. 5 and SM. 4:

The syenite SM. 5 was mapped only in contact with the syenites
designated SM. 4. In the ground on the west of the SM. 5 outcrop there
is good evidence that SM. 5 is younger than SM. 4 (p. 32). The reverse
situation occurs about 1 km NE of the lake at 700 m altitude in upper
"Flinks Dal". Here, SM. 5 is coarse-grained right up to the contact with
SM. 4; at the junction xenoliths of coarse SM. 5 are quite common within
the fine-grained foyaitic SM. 4 which evidentlyaIso chilIs against SM. 5.
These relations, together with the evidence of an internal contact in
SM.4 south of "FIinks Dal", make it clear that the unit shown as SM.
4 on the map (Plate 4) should be subdivided: anepheline syenite
younger than SM. 5 must occupy the ground north of the eastern end
of "Flinks Dal" and Motzfeldt Sø as well as a large part of the country
south of the eastern part of upper "Flinks Dal".

(ix) Alkali-gabbro and syenogabbro intrusions

Several dyke-like outcrops of syenogabbro and alkali gabbro cut
the syenites north and south of "Flinks Dal". At least two of these dykes
are truncated by the major sinistral transcurrent fault in valley floor.

Alkali gabbro forms the broad dyke cutting the syenites SM. 4
and SM. 5 near the lake at 700 m in upper "Flinks Dal"; a continuation
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()f this same dyke cuts the syenites SM. 1 and SM. 3 on the south side
()f the valley north of Motzfeldt Sø, about 1.7 km from the foot of Qorqup
sermia. Another broad dyke of alkali gabbro cuts syenite, mapped as
SM.4, about 2 km SE of the lake at 700 m in upper "Flinks Dal"; it
is probable that there is only one major alkali gabbro dyke in the centre,
off-set by fauIting. In hand specimen the alkali gabbro is a dark coloured
rock with dark grey or dull white plagioclase feldspars up to 3 cm in
length, small granular olivine crystals, and conspicious crystals of dark
copper-coloured biotite. In section, other minerals present are titan
augite, interstitial alkali feldspar, stout prisms of apatite, and opaques.
The plagioclase is strongly zoned from cores of labradorite to oligoclase
rims mantled by alkali feldspar. Interstitial nepheline is usually present
in small amounts (58109). The alkali gabbro dyke south of "Flinks
Dal" was estimated to be 300 m wide, north of the valley it is about
200 m wide and north of Motzfeldt Sø the width is reduced to 40 m dying
out completely 1.5 km from the lake.

Some facies of the alkali gabbro are highly porphyritic. The pheno
·crysts are large crystals of plagioclase, as much as 10 cm in length. The
crystals may be euhedral though usually rounded, in some instances
they appear to be broken (58050). The plagioclase crystals were most
abundant on the southern margin of the dyke north of the 700 m lake
where quantities could be hand-picked from the badly weathered gabbro
matrix. Small anorthosite blocks were also noted in the gabbro at this
locality (59117). A concentration of large plagioclase crystals was noted
also towards the southern wall of the large alkali gabbro dyke SE of
the 700 m lake.

Many of the large plagioclases appear to be xenocrysts. They closely
resemble the xenocrysts found in the marginal dark facies of the syenite
SI. 4 (p. 60) and in the complex contact zone between the syenites
SI. 5 and SI. 7 east of Qororssuaq (p. 77).

Superficially, there is a similarity between hand specimens of the
alkali gabbro and the syenogabbro. In section differences are at once
apparent: the syenogabbro contains abundant cryptoperthitic alkali
feldspar, sometimes as phenocrysts; plagioclase is scarce, the few crys
tals are probably of xenocrystic origin (58036). Interstitial nepheline is
always present, this mayaIso occur as blebs intergrown with alkali
feldspar. The mafic minerals are a fayalitic olivine, paIe brown or paIe
green clinopyroxene, deep red-brown biotite, opaques and stout prisms
of apatite. A thin dyke of mafic syenite or syenogabbro cuts the syenite
SM. 4 about 2.5 km SSW of the 700 m lake in upper "Flinks Dal" (Plate
4, marked D). Apart from this, all the syenogabbro intrusions in the
centre are north of the "Flinks Dal" fauIt. The largest intrusion is in
the form of an arcuate, dyke-like body cutting the syenite SM. 4 in a

3*
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4 km are centred on Ivnårå. Two much smaller syenogabbro dykes cut
the younger SM. 4 on the south side of "Flinks Dal" between the Iake
at 700 m and Motzfeldt Sø.

While the syenogabbro intrusions are considered to be late members
of the Motzfeldt Centre, it is possibIe that the thick alkali gabbro dyke,
or dykes, may be of similar age to the giant dykes of gabbro discovered
in Mellemlandet (WALTON, 1965) and known elsewhere in the district.
The correlation ean be only very tentative; against it is the faet that
the alkali gabbro dykes in the Motzfeldt Centre are thoroughly under
saturated nepheline-bearing rocks whereas the Mellemlandet dykes ap
pear to be mildly alkaline gabbros from the descriptions by WALTON
(1965, p.46) and from our specimens (63777-63780) where only a sug
gestion of nepheline was found (63779). In the Motzfeldt Centre both
the syenogabbros and the alkali gabbros are cut by alkali trachyte dykes
of the Mid-Gardar swarms.

(x) Satellitic intrusions near the Motzfeldt Centre

The North Motzfeldt syenites:

This small intrusive body has a diameter of about 4 km and is
situated near the NE margin of the Motzfeldt Centre. There are two
syenite intrusions: an early outer syenite NM. 1, and a later central
one NM. 2. The syenite NM. 1 is equigranular, paIe grey to white col
oured, containing euhedral alkali feldspar 1-1.5 cm in length, small
amounts of slightly altered nepheline and dark-coloured, interstitial
amphibole (58352). This syenite is veined and brecciated by the finer
grained marginal facies of syenite NM. 2. The syenite NM. 2 is charac
terised by the development of small, coarse-grained patches in a fine
grained matrix; the coarse areas contain idiomorphic feldspars to 5 cm
long, interstitial dark amphibole, white nepheline and pinkish natrolite
in very anhedral areas. The medium-grained rock between the patches
is of similar mineralogy except that natrolite is absent (58368).

Although no exposure of the contact between the North Motzfeldt
syenites and the syenite SM. 1 was found, it is clear from their overall
field relations that SM. 1 is the later (Plate 4).

The ground occupied by the North Motzfeldt syenites is high but
generally undulating. An exception to this is the prominent hill (1300 m)
within NM. 2 which rises several hundreds of metres above the sea of
boulders derived from the in situ disintegration of the syenites. This
hill is made even more conspicious by reason af its deep chocalate brown
colour, cantrasting strongly with the pale-weathering syenites. Most of
the hill is made up of dark-coloured porphyritic trachytic rocks, trachytes,
and breccias (58286), similar to the large inclusions in SM. 4 and almost
certainly derived from supracrustal rocks that once overlaid the area.
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The North Motzfeldt syenites are cut by alkali trachytes and Big
Feldspar dykes of the Mid-Gardar swarm, and by a basic dyke, 10 m
in width, containing numerous platy plagioclase crystals about 25 x3 mm
in cross section although occasionally as much as 10 cm long.

The East Motzfeldt syenite:

This intrusion has an outcrop about 5 km from north to south and
2 km from east to west. It is situated at the eastern margin of the Motz
feldt Centre. The typical rock consists of idiomorphic, rectangular alkali
feldspar crystals 10 x 3 mm in cross section, interstitial nepheline (not
obvious in hand specimen), and alkali amphibole (54234). The specimens
collected are red coloured owing to finely disserninated hematite.

Since the intrusion was only discovered during the course of a brief
helicopter visit it has not been possibIe to determine its field relations
in any detail. The syenite contains little-altered xenoliths of basalt and
agglomerate. Its relations with the Motzfeldt Centre are uncertain, but
it is assumed to pre-date SM. 1. The western parts of the syenite are cut
by sheets of a fine-grain microsyenite (54233), probably adissected sill.

(xi) Late minor intrusions

Numerous sub-horizontal sheets of syenite, microsyenite and pegma
tite cut SM. 1 and SM. 3 on the north side of Motzfeldt Sø. The sheets
vary in thickness from 15 m to less than 1 m, and they form light
coloured layers in the darker syenites; they are so numerous and closely
spaced that when first seen from the south side of the lake it was assumed
that the mountains north of the lake consisted of gneiss cut by dykes.

The sheets vary in grain-size. Some have streaky dark and light
bands of microsyenite with occasional pegmatitic schlieren pods, others
are pegmatitic throughout, or they may be differentiated into coarser
marginal zones with large amphibole and feldspar crystals and a centre
of microsyenite (fig. 14). The microsyenites are highly sodic; bright
yellow-green aegirine is common, sometimes accompanied by deep red
brown aenigmatite (63704). Similar flat-lying sheets occur in marginal
exposures of SM. 1 on the NW side of Qorqup, near the foot of Qorqup
serrnia.

Many of the sheets are highly feldspathic; weathering of this type
of sheet is responsibIe for the high proportion of coarsely feldspathic
rock fragments in the frost-shattered debris mantling the high ground
north of Motzfeldt Sø.

(xii) Geologfjeld syenite

Outcrops of syenite and gabbro were noted and collected by A.
WEIDICK during glaciological work on the north side of Geologfjeld.
The locality is about 5 km north of the margin of the Motzfeldt Centre
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Fig. H. Pegmatite sheets cutting thc sycnitc SM. 'J north of Qorqup sermia, Matz
feIdt Centre. The caarse mal'gins cansist. af aegil'ine-augite, ncphelinc and alkali

Ieldspal'. caJe: hammer shart 25 cm lang. (Phata: C.J-1.~~., GGLJ.)

east of Qorqup sermia, The materiaI collected inc1uded a carbonatite
(8216) and porphyritic tl'achytes (8215 A, 8218 A) from dykes, a lal'
vikitic syenite (8217) and a parLialJy serpentinised olivine augite rock
(8215 B) consisting of well-forrned olivines poikilitically enclosed by
large plates of brown augite. Thc basic and syenitic rock fOT'm low
hurnrnocky ground on the north side of Geologfjeld.

Loose boulders found in moraine in the lower part of Storeelv val
ley, NE of Qorqup sermia, probably come from the same intrusion.
These bloeks inelude feldspathie gabbros (63706 A, B) with interstitial
alkali feldspat' and altered nepheline, a banded larvikiLie syenite (63707B)
wiLh maflc bands (63707 A) rieh in purple-brown augite rimmed with
overgrowths of bright green aegirine augite, together with euhedral
nepheline, alkali fcldspar, opaques, poikilitic brown amphibole, biotite
and caner'iniLe.

Unfortunately, it did not prove possible to visit the Syenitknold
area. HoweveT', from Dr WEIDICK'S descriptions and samples, and from
examining the aerial photographs, it appears probablc that a lar'ge com
posite alkali-gabbro - syenite dyke crops out at Syenitknold, north of
Geologfjeld. This may be related to the thiek gabbroie dykes in Mellem
landet (WALTO , 1965, p, 44, plate 2).
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Fig. '15. Oulwal'd-dipping contact or lhe Motzfcldl Centre syeniles (palc-coloured,
00 lefl) with dark-weathel'ing country rocks. Ea<;t or Lhe lower end of Motzfeldt Sø.

(Photo: C.II.E., aau.)

(xiii) Tho oxtornal margins of the centre

The alteration af the country rocks surl'ounding the centre is very
light, in conLr'ast to the complete reconLitution of inclusion within

the 'yenites. lear the margin, the Julianehåb Granite becomes dull
and lustreless, in section there is a decrea e in the amounL of quartz,
and small needles and aggregates of green alkali pyroxene form along
crystal boundaries. There is not extensive fenitization. Similarly, the
supracrustal rock do not show appreciable alteration.

Because of the high relief within the centre, from ea level to over'
1700 m, the three-dimensional shape af many of the boundaries may be
determined. The contacts with Lhe country rocks are steep and outward
dipping ; this may he verified either side af the southern end of 10tz
feldt Sø (fiO'. 15), north af the lake and Qorqup serrnia, and neal' the
southern end af "Flinks Dal". The emplacement of the syenites appears
to have taken place wiLh a minimum af disturbance to the earlier' rocks;
flat-Iying supr'acrustal rocks crop out right up to the syenite margins
(fig. 11) wiLh almo t no signs af disturhanee although ['afts in the adjacent
syenites may dip at high anales (Plate 4; fig. 11h). Faulting, pos ihly
connected with yenite emplacement, was een neal' the 1550 m moun
tain north of MotzfeldL Sø: several small normal fauIts cut the supra
crustal I'ocks, downthrowing to the north, away fr'omLhe syenites.
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The present external contacts are wall-like; erosion has cut well
below the levelof the roof of the centre. The numerous large inc1usions
in the syenite SM. 4 almost certainly come from the roof zone. In detail,
the margins of these inclusions may be highly irregular and even steep
sided; however, they are in the form of flat-Iying rafts. When taken in
conjunction with the undisturbed state of the country rocks, the shape
of these rafts may provide a further clue to the method of emplacement
of the syenites: similar features are displayed by other Gardar intrusions
(p. 108).

The internal contacts between the different syenites intrusions are
also steep, the emplacement of later syenites has been accomplished
with the minimum of structural disturbance to the earlier intrusions; for
example, there is an almost complete absence of crushing at the contacts.

(c) The North Qoroq Centre

(i) Introduetion

The centre consists of five major intrusions, several of which develop
variants, and a number of minor intrusions. The five syenites have
arcuate outcrops centred on a focus near the western side of Qoroq.
The centre is cut by dykes of the Mid-Gardar swarm, by syenites of the
South Qoroq Centre, and it is fauIted (Plate 4). It forms well exposed
ground on the slightly dissected plateau between Qoroq and Narssarssuaq,
and on the steep eastern hiIIsides of the Narssarssuaq valley. It is also
well exposed in the rather inaccessible cliffs on the western side of
Qoroq.

The nepheline syenites of this centre are mainly foyaites.

(ii) Syenite SNo 1, the Outer Foyaite

Two members have been recognised within this unit, an outer
coarse-grained foyaite and an inner, medium-grained foyaite. These
may be of different age and represent separate intrusions but no evidence
adequate to support this view has been obtained. However, the inner
foyaite is xenolithic in places, unlike the outer foyaite, and the latter
diminishes in width towards the northern part of the centre, as if cut
out by the inner foyaite.

The outer foyaite is usually a dull, aItered-Iooking rock. It is coarse
grained with feldspars 20 x 2 mm, fayalitic olivine, interstitial areas of
alkali pyroxene and alkali amphibole, and small nepheline crystals often
altered to micaceous aggregates (gieseckite). Although the feldspar
crystals are usually tabular, igneous lamination is relatively rare; like
wise, mafic banding is not common. It is imperfectly developed in syenite
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to the west of the long lake at 550 maltitude, near the contact with the
Julianehåb Granite. The inner foyaite is of finer-grain, the feldspars are
10 x 1 mm, accompanied by small, fresh nepheline crystals, fayalitic
olivine, and interstitial alkali pyroxene and alkali amphibole. There is
pronounced lamination of the tabular feldspars often accompanied by
aligned lenticular xenoliths, or, occasionally, thin mafic bands. Xeno
liths, which may be common, are mainly developed in outcrops west of
the 2.3 km long lake at 550 maltitude; they include fine-grained micro
syenites and porphyries. Plastic deformation is common, which, com
bined with assimilation of the xenoliths, imparts a streaky appearance
to the rocks.

(Hi) The syenite SNo 2, the Leucocratic Syenite

The leucocratic syenite is massive, pink in colour, and often shows
some affinity with the Porphyritic Syenite (SN.4). Nepheline is not
visible in the fieId, dark minerals tend to be subidiomorphic, and the
feldspar crystals (up to 20 x 5 mm in size) which sometimes display a
weak porphyritic tendency, are stoutly prismatic and randomly arranged.
Lamination and mineral layering were not found. In section, the rock
consists of anhedral areas of gieseckite after nepheline, perthitic alkali
feldspar, euhedral biotite and paIe green pyroxene, and highly inter
stitial alkali amphibole. Opaque minerals and apatite are common ac
cessories.

(iv) The syenite SNo 3, the Altered Foyaite

The syenite is weakly porphyritic with randomly oriented feldspar
crystals (15 x 2 mm) in a fine-grain grey or purpIe coloured groundmass
containing highly anhedral dark areas. The matrix consists of perthitic
alkali feldspar, nepheline, now largely pseudomorphed by gieseckite,
opaques, and poikilitic alkali pyroxene, alkali amphibole and rare biotite.
The rock is extremely brittIe and so highly discoloured that its texture
is largely obscured, however, there does not appear to be any apparent
metamorphic recrystallization either in the hand specimen or thin
section.

(v) The syenite SNo 4, the Porphyritic Syenite

The Porphyritic Syenite comprises a variety of massive rocks that
pass gradually into one another in the fieId. They are linked by a tendency
for the feldspars to be porphyritic and for the dark minerals to be gran
ular rather than anhedraI. Both features are most pronounced in the
finer-grained rocks. Pegmatites, aplitic varieties, preferred orientation of
minerals and mineral layering are absent. Xenoliths are rare. Small oval
inclusions of a rock resembling the fine-grained marginal SNo 4 occur
in marginal coarse SN.4 to the west of the 608 m summit. Near its
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contact with earlier syenites the Porphyritic Syenite contains xenoliths
of the earlier intrusions.

In its interior, the syenite is coarse-grained and contains stout
rectangular perthitic feldspars up to 20 x 5 mm in size together with
subidiomorphic dark minerals. These are relatively rare olivine, strongly
zoned pyroxene with aegirine augite rims, alkali amphibole and biotite.
Occasionally, small amounts of aenigmatite may be present (54193).
Nepheline is present as anhedral areas or as cuspate inclusions within
the large alkali feldspars; in either situation it is generally thoroughly
altered. Towards the outer boundary the syenite SNo 4 becomes gradually
finer-grained. This marginal phase occupies a belt up to 400 m; it includes
strongly porphyritic syenites (54223) with stout idiomorphic grey feld
spar phenocrysts 5 to 10 mm in length in a fine-grained, dark grey
matrix of interlocking grains of perthite, altered nepheline, biotite and
amphibole. A decrease in size and content of feldspar phenocrysts was
noted for several metres up to the outer contact of SNo 4 west of the
608 m summit, also along the northern margin of the intrusion. There is
a striking similarity in hand specimen between the marginal porphyries
in SNo 4 and some dyke rocks that cut the centre.

At a few places along the outer boundary of the syenite SN. 4 there
is a fine-grained aphyric rock with granular aegirine-augite and am
phibole (52418) or else poikilitic areas of pyroxene and amphibole
(54210), up to 5 mm in diameter. Such rocks are found invading the
marginal phase of SNo 4, as for example 300 m N 15° W of the 608 m
summit, and can occur at some distance from the, margin of SN. 4, in the
marginal phase. Probably there is no great difference in age between the
aphyric rock and SN. 4; similar occurrences are known from other Gardar
syenite intrusions.

(vi) The syenite SN.5, the Inner Foyaite

Typically, the Inner Foyaite is a coarse-grained syenite containing
perthitic alkali feldspar crystals 20 x 2 mm in size, interstitial areas of
alkali pyroxene and alkali amphibole up to 10 mm in diameter and
anhedral nepheline now largely altered to gieseckite and cancrinite.
The rock is often grey coloured but may be reddened over extensive
areas. It weathers readily to gravel, a common feature of the foyaitic
members of the Igaliko Complex. Feldspar lamination is occasionally
seen, mafic bands are very thin and extremely rare. The interior of the
intrusion is uniformly of this type; aplites and pegmatites are negligible
and xenoliths are lacking.

Some variation is found near the outer margin of SNo 5. Medium
grained foyaite is an important constituent; it is composed of 10 mm
long perthitic alkali feldspars, small euhedral nepheline crystals, needle-
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like aegirine and interstitial analcite and rare aenigmatite (54201). This
rock is laminated more frequently than the coarse-grained variety, oc
casionally the lamination may be extreme (54198). The medium-grained
variety is fairly extensively developed in the NW part of the intrusion
where it forms arcuate outcrops within, and passing into coarse-grained
foyaite. There is no good reason to believe that the medium-grained and
coarse-grained foyaites are separate intrusions. They are intimately as
sociated in excellent outcrops that yield no signs of age differences
between them. Both ean be seen to form veins in the Porphyritic Syenite
SN. 4 and structurally they are disposed about a common centre. The
differences may be largely the result of differing degrees of feldspar
lamination.

Another type of SN. 5 is the highly variable rock described in the
field by the term melange. This is found in two elongate bodies, one
extending west for approximately 2 km from the 747 m summit, the
other west of the 658 m summit : they are shown as "Microsyenite (of
various ages)" on Plate 4. The principal outcrop, near the 747 m sum
mit, is an arcuate strip 50-100 metres thick at its northernmost limit,
thinning towards both ends. It consists of a foyaite with innumerable
lenses or impersistent foliae of fine-grained dark-grey rock which either
resembles the aphyric outer contact phase of the syenite SNo 4, or con
tains small feldspar phenocrysts (10 xi mm) aligned parallel to the
lengths of the lenses. The fine-grained component consists of perthitic
alkali feldspar laths, sparse altered nepheline, and anhedral to poikilitic
crystals of aegirine-augittr, "alkali .amphibole and biotite. The lenses are
up to 30 cm in length, a few centimetres thick and are well-defined.
They appear to have undergone plastic deformation for they often
display an undulating pattern, wrapping around the scattered xenoliths
of SN. 4. The lenses make up at least half the melange. The enclosing
foyaite is medium to coarse-grained but not often quite so coarse-grained
as the typical foyaite of SNo 5. There is generally good feldspar lamina
tion concordant with the lenses and with the boundaries of the melange
area.

The melange is seen to intrude the syenite SNo 4 but it appears to
be an integral part of SNo 5.

The other body of melange, near the northern margin of the SN. 5
intrusion, is essentiaIly similar to the main outcrop but the dark com
ponent is a porphyry which weathers to small pits (54209).

Another variant of SN. 5 is a mafic foyaite forming small outcrops
close to the contact with SN. 4 at several localities. The mafic constit
uents are red-brown biotite in discrete areas, aegirine, and aggregates
of green to yellow green biotite. In one specimen (52413), the rock ap
peared to have been crushed and recrystallized, fractures in perthitic
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alkali feldspar were healed by clear albite, and long strips of ealeite,
eancrinite and albite cut through the mafie minerals.

Close to the eontaet with SN. 4 at the northern end of the outerop,
SNo 5 is highly variable. Coarse-grained foyaite eontains dark, fine
grained areas unlike those in the melange. These areas eonsist of white
perthitic alkali feldspar phenoerysts up to 20 mm in length and abundant
idiomorphie nepheline erystals 2-3 mm in diameter. The rest of this
restricted development of variable rock has a considerable range in
grain size and includes pegmatitie areas as mueh as a metre in diameter
with randomly-oriented feldspars up to 5 cm in length. At the SW end
of its outerop, close to SNo 4, the syenite again beeomes variable and
shows banding that strikes at 120°, dipping SW at 20°. The banding
results from the alternation of thin layers enriehed in dark minerals
with eoarse-grained and fine-grained layers of foyaite several centimetres
thiek. In plaees SN. 5 is pegmatitic. Other variants here may result
from reaction between SNo 5 and earlier SNo 4 (54206, 54204).

(vii) Age relationships

The syenite SN.4 is clearly younger than SNo 1, SN.2 and SN.3
sinee it transgresses across their boundaries and develops an extensive
fine-grained marginal phase against them. SN.4 eontains xenoliths of
SN.2 and SN.3, sends an apophysis of its marginal phase along the
SNo 2-SN. 3 boundary at a small lake 500 m east of the 830 m summit,
and veins SN. 2; it also euts sharply across the preferred orientation
direction of SNo 1 on the west side of the long lake at 550 m altitude
(fig. 16).

The age relationships between SNo 1, SN.2 and SN.3 were not
eonclusively established, but from their general disposition they seem
to be numbered in order of intrusion. The eontaet of SN. 2 with SN. 3
was not seen. It may be exposed on the steep wall of Qoroq but it is
eoneealed in the readily aeeessible ground. The eontaet between SN. 1
and SN.2 is rather poorly exposed on the ridge leading to the 830 m
summit. "Simultaneous" eontaets or rapid passages were seen but in
plaees SN.2 becomes texturally variable, sometimes mafie, near the
eontaet. No evidenee that SNo 1 is younger than SN.2 was obtained,
the seanty data suggest in faet that it is the older of the two bodies.
It develops no marginal phase against SNo 2.

There is abundant evidenee that SN.5 is younger than SN.4.
Innumerable veins of the eoarse-grained and medium-grained foyaite
cut SNo 4 whieh is enclosed in SNo 5 as numerous screens and xenoliths
from a few centimetres to many metres in length. Even the melange
variant of SN. 5 eontains xenoliths of SN. 4, and ean be seen to intrude
SNo 4. The outer?p of SNo 4 is cut to ribbons and in plaees breaehed
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Fig. 16. Cross-culling rclationship of Lhe sycnitc Si .4 towards structurc in SNo 1,
TorLh Q6roq CenLre. (Cross symbol = Julianchåb GI'unite.)

by S . 5, which in trudes T. 1 north of the 608 m summi t; this whole-
ale di ruption of S .4 is most striking. Moreover, S J. 5 may form a

]ocal marginal modifi ation at the conLacts with S .4 and S.. 1, and
comes into contact with diiTer'enL varieties of S '.4. For instance, its
northeT'll margin lies largely against med ium- Ol' oarse-grained SN. 4
but followed wcstwar'ds its cuts into fine-grained marcrinal varieties of
the eudier intrusion.

All members of the -orth Qoroq Centre are cut by dyke of the
Mid-Gardar warm. Faulting also aITects most memhers of this centre.

(viii) trllcture of thc ccntre

The syeniLes form outcrops wiLh outer boundal'jes very roughly
arcuate about a common centrc Lhat is now oblitel'ated by the outh
Qoroq CenLl'e. 1'he outer mUI'gin of the centre against the Julianehåb
Granile and upracruslal rocks, is steep and outward-dipping: thi ean
be seen clearly an the SE side of the arssarssuuq valley neal' the
abandoned hospital, and on the west wall of QOI'oq about 3 km below
the foot of Qorqup sermia.

Although relatively poorly exposed there is eYidence that Lhe
internal contacts are vel'Y steep; for example, in the outer' contact of
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SN.4 at the south end of the lake at 550 m altitude, and the con
tact of SN.5 against SN.4 in the SSW valley south of the lake at
550 m.

The intrusions SNo 1, SNo 4 and SNo 5 are considered to have been
originally steep-sided stocks. SNo 1 and SN.4 were both cored-out by
successively younger intrusions, and both of these and SNo 5 truncated
by the later South Qoroq Centre.

(ix) The breccia plug

A small diatreme cuts the syenites SN. 1 and SN. 5 at their contact
in exposures between two small lakes about 400 m north of the 608 m
summit. The plug contains angular to sub-rounded blocks of the syenites
SNo 1 and SNo 5 as much as 0.8 m in diameter, set in a fine-grained,
dark green, iron-stained matrix. The matrix contains small rounded
dark-coloured inclusions sometimes in such profusion that the rock
appears almost pisolitic (87124); also present are dark rounded inclu
sions to 10 cm diameter, flakes and books of dark mica to 2 cm [in
diameter, and lustrous crystaIs and crystaI fragments of titanaugite.
The breccia pIug is cut by a thin, irreguIar 5 cm-thick apophysis from a
dark-coIoured porphyritic trachyte dyke.

In section, the matrix is made of small patches of altered syenite
in a groundmass consisting of phlogopitic mica, a few purple-brown
titaniferous augite crystals, pseudomorphs in carbonate and opaques
after olivine and also after small six-sided or square cross-sectioned
minerals, and areas of calcite some of which is in the form of pseudo
morphs after a lath-like mineral (59743). The matrix is identical in sec
tion to the matrix of the breccia plugs at Qagssiarssuk described by
STEWART (1964); the pseudomorphs after olivine, perovskite and melilite
first recognised by STEWART closely match those found in the breccia
matrix of the North Qoroq diatreme.

(d) The South Qoroq Centre

(i) Introduetion

This centre measures 23 km from NW to SE and nearly 10 km
from NE to SW. The area now exposed is about 80 km2, although this
is evidently only a fraction of the original extent of the centre, much
of which has been obliterated by the later Igdlerfigssalik Centre. The
centre consists of five distinct nepheline syenites, in addition to which
there are a number of minor intrusions of syenite, a small area of alkali
gabbro and three satellitic nepheline syenites.
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(ii) Syenite SS. 1

A small crescentic area of syenite at the SE extremity of the centre
is considered to be the earliest member. The trend of the outer margin
of this syenite, SS. 1, against the basement rocks and the earlier 0st
fjordsdal syenite is not greatly at variance with the trend of the contact
of the later syenite SS. 2 with SS. 1, so it is reasonable to regard SS. 1
as a member of the South Qoroq Centre rather than as a satellitic in
trusion.

The syenite is medium- to coarse-grained, there are abundant
rectangular 30 x 10 mm alkali feldspar crystals, irregular interstitial
areas of grey-green nepheline, anhedral dark green aegirine augite and
small amounts of olivine, amphibole and opaques. The mafic minerals
form complex aggregates of crystals. In some respects this syenite
resembles the coarser facies of the 0stfjordsdal syenite and the syenite
SI. 5 of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre. Approaching the contact with the
country rocks and the 0stfjordsdal syenite, SS. 1 becomes much finer
grained with a patchy crystallization: coarse, pegmatitic areas a few
centimetres in diameter are scattered throughout the rock which is
otherwise of medium or fine grain.

The syenite is usually massive. However, weak feldspar lamination
striking parallel to the outer contact is developed near the SE margin
and also at several localities on the SE slopes of the spur from the
1800 m summit NW of SS. 1.

(Hi) Syenite SS. 2

This syenite crops out extensively south of Narssarssuaq, on the
NE side of "Gieseckes Dal", either side of "Flinks Dal" at the lower
end of the valley, and to the SE on the slopes of the Agdlerulik mountain
mass. It is aremarkably persistent type; syenite from any of these
localities differs very little in the hand specimens, aIthough a somewhat
finer-grained variety is always present at the outer margins of the
intrusion. The typical syenite is light grey coloured, composed of thin
tabular crystals of perthitic alkali feldspar, measuring 10 x 1 mm, small
grey or grey-green nepheline crystals, and aggregates of alkali pyroxene
in irregular poikilitic patches about 10 mm in diameter. The poikilitic
mafic minerals impart a characteristic spotted appearance to this syenite.
The rock is massive, mineral layering and feldspar lamination are not
present except at the margins where there may be strong alignment of
the small, platy feldspars parallel to the contact. In the marginal facies,
which passes imperceptibly into normal SS. 2, the grain size is very
small; the feldspars are often only 3 mm in length and the poikilitic
character of the mafics again very pronounced. The actual contact of
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SS. 2 with earlier rocks is often very sharp regardless of whether the
older rock is Julianehåb Granite, supracrustal rocks, or an earlier syenite.

The syenite SS. 2 is remarkably free from xenoliths. Only at one
place, in the shore section on the east side of Tunugdliarfik, were in
clusions found in any quantity. Near the north end of the submerged
moraine at the entrance to Qoroq (USSING, 1912, PI. IV) there are
xenoliths of a coarse-grained laminated foyaite, these were probably
derived from the nearby Tunugdliarfik syenite. Small rounded mafic
inclusions were found in SS. 2 in coastal exposures about 5 km SSE of
the harbour at Narssarssuaq.

The syenite is remarkably free from pegmatitic or aplitic modifica
tions. An area of pegmatite was found near the contact with supra
crustal rocks about 2 km SE of Narssarssuaq airport.

(iv) Syenite SS. 3
This syenite is invariably separated from other earlier rocks by

the syenite SS. 2 (Plate 4). It is a medium- to coarse-grained rock with
bladed or tabular crystals of perthitic alkali feldspar up to 30 x 7 mm,
smaller pink nepheline crystals, and highly irregular anhedral dark
green aegirine-augite. The rock is usually massive; mineral layering is
rare, persistent feldspar lamination was found at a few places about
6 km SE of Narssarssuaq.

(v) Syenite SS. 4
The syenite SS. 4 is a light-grey rock of rather coarse grain, contain

ing conspicuous rectangular crystals of alkali feldspar up to 15 x 5 mm.
In darker grey varieties, the feldspar has a distinct schiIler structure.
In section, the feldspar is cryptoperthite, it is accompanied by small
amounts of nepheline which occurs either as rounded blebs intergrown
with the feldspar or as anhedral interstitial areas; the proportion of
nepheline is very smalI. The mafic minerals occur as dark, irregular areas
in hand specimen; in section these are seen to be made up of olivine,
pale-liIac coloured augite, brown amphibole and small amounts of opaques
and apatite. The syenite is a more basic variety than most in the centre;
it has clear affinities with the lardalites and larvikites rather than foyaitic
nepheline syenites.

Feldspar lamination was not observed in this intrusion but mineral
layering is present; often it is extremely well developed. Some of the
best exposures of layered rocks are found on the west side of Qoroq
about 5 km NNE of Niaqornårssuk. Here, repeated thin mafic bands
rich in olivine and pyroxene alternate with normal leucocratic syenite
bands 10-20 cm thick. The steep to vertical banding is parallel to the
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Fig. 11. Bre 'cialed mane laycred strueture in Llle yenite SS. 5, 'outh QOl'oq
Centl'e. W shol'e of Qoroq about 2 km ] -E of Niaqornårssuk. cale : llUmmer shaft

35 cm long. (Photo: C.JI.K, GGU.)

contaet with S .3. The mafie bands (e.g.59671) are slightly finer
grained Lhan tlle assoeiated leucocl'atie yenite.

The yenite SS. 4 usuaJly oceupies a zone af variable thiekness
betweenLhe earJier syenite SS. 3 and the extensive outerops of tlle
foyaite, SS. 5. SS. 4 is, however, noL always present betw en Lhe east
side of Qoroq the lower parL of "Flinks DaJ" and the nOl'Lhem side of
"Gie eekes Dal". E of "Gieseckes Dal"jt; is onee again present buL
only as a narrow strip a few hundred metres wide. On the we L ide of
Qoroq the exposures of S . 4 at sea level are considerabl narrower than
those to the west, on the plaLeau, sugge ting that the yenite has been
partiaJly cut out by SS. 5 (flg. 18).

(vi) Sycnitc SS. 5

Well-formed, tabular erystals of alkali feldspar are a eharacLerishc
feature of this syenite. The feld pars are up to 30 x4 mm in size, com·
monly Lhey display excellent lamination and invariably dominate the

186 4
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rock in hand specimen. They are accompanied by grey-green or white
subhedral areas of nepheline, anhedral aggregates of alkali pyroxene
and amphibole (sometimes together with olivine), opaques and apatite
as accessories, and interstitial pink natrolite.

Small amounts of mafic minerallayering were found in this syenite;
the layering is completely conformable with minerallamination in the
same rock except where the layered structures are brecciated. Here,
the laminated structures wrap around the mafic layered blocks. Good
examples of brecciated mineral layering were found in loose blocks on
the west side of Qoroq, about 2 km NNE of Niaqornårssuk (fig. 17).
The laminated and layered structures strike parallel to the outer margins
of the syenite but they dip towards the centre of the intrusion, diverging
sharply from the outward-dipping outer margins.

The present outcrop of SS. 5 is much modified by faulting and later
intrusions. The most extensive outcrops are those west of Qoroq and
on the east of the fjord near "Flinks Dal" and "Gieseckes Dal". EIse
where, the actual outcrop is often limited because of later glacial deposits
or scree but there are good exposures south of Agdlerulik. A very small
but quite recognisable outcrop of SS. 5 is situated on the coast of Qoroq
NW of Iganarssuanguaq (the 577 m hill); at this locality the syenite is
cut by a thick alkali gabbro dyke striking slightly east of north.

(vii) Age relationships of the syenites

The syenites SS. 2 and SS. 1:

Towards the contact with SS. 1 the syenite SS. 2 becomes finer
grained with the mafic minerals forming poikilitic areas which impart a
mossy appearance to the rock in hand specimen. SS. 2 is seen to cut and
brecciate normal coarse-grained SS. 1 at an altitude of about 1000 m
on the SE slopes of the Agdlerulik mountain mass. The contact is steep,
with a southerly inclination.

The syenites SS. 3 and SS. 2:

Both syenites form distinct, mappable units. At a number of places,
notably on the coast about 2 km west of Niaqornårssuk and on the
plateau about 6 km SSE of Narssarssuaq, it was possibIe to see a com
plete gradation from one syenite to the other. The coarser-grained
SS. 3 becomes progressively fine-grained towards SS. 2, there is a com
plete passage to normal SS. 2 over about 100 metres of continuous ex
posure at both places. From the central position of SS. 3 within SS. 2,
together with the decrease in grain size towards SS. 2, the syenite SS. 3
is considered to be the later of the two; it is, however, evident that no
great interval of time separated the two syenites, SS. 3 may well rep-
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resent a later pulse of magma from the same source as SS. 2 (HARRY

& RICHEY, 1963).

The syenites SS. 4 and SS. 3:

Close to SS. 3 the syenite SS. 4 is fine-grained and granular. The
contact between the two syenites is sharp; in exposures at about 400 m
elevation 1.5 km NW of Niaqornårssuk, angular blocks of the syenite
SS. 3 up to 2 m in diameter, are enclosed in marginal SS. 4. SS. 4 is,
therefore, younger than SS. 3 and intrusive towards it.

The syenites SS. 5 and SS. 4:

The relationship of these two syenites is similar to that of SS. 2
and SS. 3. Both are in the form of distinct mappable units, each retains
its characteristic features to within quite a short distance of the other
yet there were no definite intrusive features at their contact. There are,
however, good grounds for regarding SS. 5 as the later syenite, if not a
completely distinct intrusion. There is a slight reduction in the grain
size of SS. 5 towards SS. 4. This is particularly well seen on the west
coast of Qoroq about 3 km NNE of Niaqornårssuk and on the plateau
west of Qoroq where the fine-grained SS. 5 is also patchily pegmatitic
next to SS. 4. West of Qoroq there is not complete parallelism between
the outer and inner margins of SS. 4, the outer margin of SS. 4 is nearly
vertical but the contact with SS. 5 dips north at a moderate angle with
the result that the outcrop width of SS. 4 is much restricted in the
low ground close to the fjord. East of Qoroq, the syenite SS. 5 is in direct
contact with SS. 3, SS. 4 having been cut out completely in this area.
Thus, it is clear from the field relations that SS. 5 is transgressive towards
SS. 4 and must therefore be regarded as a separate, later intrusion, but,
from the absence of xenoliths of SS. 4 in SS. 5, the lack of small-scale
intrusive features, and the absence of a definite chilI marginal zone to
SS. 5 against SS. 4, the intrusion of SS. 5 probably took place shortly
after SS. 4, before the earlier syenite had cooled completely but after it
was essentiaIly solid.

(viii) The outer margins ol the centre
The earliest syenite, SS. 1, does not have a well exposed outer margin.

Near the country rocks or the 0stfjordsdal syenite it becomes much
finer-grained, the development of the fine-grained marginal facies cuts
across the boundary between the 0stfjordsdal syenite and the Juliane
håb Granite (Plate 4).

As mentioned earlier (p. 47) the syenite SS. 2 becomes fine-grained
towards earlier rocks. It occasionally sends small veins into the country
rocks, and sometimes encloses blocks derived from them. About 2.5 km

4*
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SE of Narssarssuaq airport fine-grain marginal SS.2 is in contact with
and intrudes different facies of the syenite SNo 1; further examples of
the intrusive relation of SS.2 towards this and other members of the
North Qoroq Centre were seen near the 587 m summit and, further east,
to the south of the 719 m summit. They demonstrate clearly that the
North Qoroq Centre is of earlier date than the South Qoroq Centre.

Generally, the syenite SS.2 produces littIe obvious alteration in
earlier rocks at its outer margin. The outcrops of marginal SS. 2 against
supracrustal rocks about 1.8 km SE of Narssarssuaq airport are an
exception. Here, the more basic and calcareous (tuffaceous) rocks provide
mineralogically-interesting hornfelses and the quartzites are altered to
rocks rich in alkali pyroxene and alkali feldspar. The unusual degree of
alteration may be connected with the presence of pegmatite in SS. 2,
itself a somewhat unusual feature.

(ix) Minor intrusions associated with the centre
The alkali gabbro :

A thick dyke of alkali gabbro cuts the syenite SS. 5 near the south
side of "Gieseckes Dal". It is well exposed on the SE coast of Qoroq,
to the south it extends for about 150-200 metres before being cut off
by the later, fine-grained marginal syenite SI. 2. The gabbro is a dense,
dark-grey rock, it consists of plagioclase strongly zoned to margins of
alkali feldspar; there is also interstitial nepheline and analcite. The
mafic minerals are rounded olivines, anhedral violet-brown augite,
granular opaques with red-brown biotite rims, and accessory apatite.
Near the contact with SS. 5 there has been reaction with the earlier syenite
resulting in an increase in biotite and alkali feldspar.

Porphyritic microsyenite sheets:

A series of steep-sided sheets of porphyritic microsyenite cut the
syenite SS. 3 close to the contact with SS. 4 (Plate 4). The sheets are
off-set by faulting. Although the sheets are present in SS. 3 close to
SS. 4 none was found within the later syenites; they therefore pre-date
SS. 4 or else they are off-shoots from the later syenite, an interpretation
supported by the manner in which the sheets focus on the SS. 4 outcrop.
The sheets are well laminated microsyenites. Platy crystals of perthitic
alkali feldspar, to 1 cm long, are associated with subhedral nepheline
partially replaced by cancrinite, sodalite, alkali pyroxene and biotite.
The mafie minflrals are generally anhedral and interstitiaI.

(x) Structure of the centre

The outer margins of the centre are well exposed south of Nar
ssarssuaq, near "Flinks Dal", and "Gieseckes Dal", and in the vicinity
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of Agdlerulik. Wherever the relief is sufficiently great, the contacts
with earlier rocks are found to be steep and outward-dipping. Likewise,
the internal contacts between the major members are steep and outward
dipping. Nowhere are there any indications of inward-dipping contacts
nor of contacts with roof-like relationships towards earlier rocks although
the junction of SS. 5 against SS. 4 may be at as low an angle as 40°
west of Qoroq. Within several (jf the major intrusive units the presence
of minerallamination and layering provide indications of the operation
of magmatic currents and of crystal settling with bottom accumulation
of early-formed phases.

The centre consists of a series of steep-sided, elongate stock-like
intrusions (Plate 4; fig. 18). The younger intrusions occupy successively
more central positions within the centre, the emplacement of each major
unit after SS. 2 resulting in the obliteration of a considerable part of
the preceding unit, leaving the earlier units with outcrops that simulate
thick ring-dykes but which are, in fact, cored-out stocks. The presence
of internal structures in several of the syenites strongly suggests that
these intrusions each underwent an appreciable amount of in situ dif
ferentiation before the emplacement of the later units.

(xi) Satellitic intrusions associated with the centre
The Narssarssuaq stock

A small, steep-sided intrusion of nepheline syenite cuts the quart
zites, breccias and metabasalts of the Eriksfjord Formation at Nar
ssarssuaq. This intrusion is of variable texture but most commonly it
is a medium-grained, equigranular syenite (46285), purple-grey when
fresh but more frequently weathered to a dull brown or red-brown
colour. Xenoliths of a porphyritic fine-grained syenite occur sporadically.
A somewhat similar porphyritic syenite cuts the plug in outcrops in the
cliff face on the west of the 221 m hill. The area of syenite at Narssar
ssuaq is about 1.5 x 1 km. Another, similar syenite was found by B. J.
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WALTON exposed over an area of about 1 km 2 on the north side of the
river at Narssarssuaq. It is probable that these two areas of syenite are
parts of the same stock, perhaps dextrally off-set by faulting along the
line of the Narssarssuaq valley.

The syenite north of the Narssarssuaq river cuts Julianehåb Granite.
It is cut by members of the regional trachytic dyke swarm; similar
dykes were also observed cutting the stock at Narssarssuaq. It was not
possibIe to determine the age relative to the syenites of the nearby
South Qoroq Centre. From the altered condition of the Narssarssuaq
stock it could be argued that it had been affected by the South Qoroq
syenites; however, all that is certain is that the stock is later than the
Eriksfjord Formation and earlier than the regional Mid-Gardar dyke
swarm, including the Big Feldspar Dykes.

The T~nugdliarfikSyenite

This syenite forms a very small outcrop on the eastern shore of
Tunugdliarfik about 3 km WNW of Niaqornårssuk (Plate 4). No con
tacts with older rocks were observed, the syenite is bounded by later
SS. 2 syenite of the South Qoroq Centre and by the fjord. In the few
outcrops visited, the syenite was found to be alaminated foyaite (58205)
carrying small porphyry xenoliths in coastal exposures near the southern
limit of its outcrop.

The 0stfjordsdal Syenite

This syenite has an outcrop measuring approximately 5 km north
south and slightly less from east to west. It was nearly elliptical in
outline prior to the intrusion of the later syenites. The syenite is medium
to coarse-grained, consisting of tabular alkali feldspar crystals about
30 x 10 mm in cross-section, grey-green nepheline up to 10 mm diameter,
interstitial aggregates of well formed crystals and irregular areas of dark
green aegirine augite. Biotite is relatively abundant in a fine-grained
marginal phase. Pegmatites are rare, one small area on the SW margin
of the intrusion contains alkali pyroxene, purpIe fluorite, bipyramidal
crystals of brown zircon, and alkali feldspar (52262).

In general, the syenite is uniform and free from signs of internal
structures; however, near the contact with the Julianehåb Granite it
develops feldspar lamination striking parallel to the contact. In the
centre of the intrusion there is a suggestion of weak mineral layering.
A medium-grained variety of the syenite outcrops in the ground close to
several small lakes near the centre of the intrusion. This is a modifica
tion of the normal syenite developed around numerous inclusions of
altered quartzite and biotite-rich basic rocks. The inclusions have prob
ably been derived from supracrustal rocks; it is to be noted that they
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are situated just to the north of a line marking the eastern continuation
of the southern boundary of the main outcrop of supracrustal rocks near
Igaliko (Plates 1 & 4).

The 0stfjordsdal syenite was intruded at a relatively early stage
in the history of Gardar igneous activity in the Igaliko area. It is cut
by the earliest syenite of the South Qoroq Centre, by the later Igdlerfig
ssalik Centre syenite SI. 6, and by trachytic and lamprophyric members
of the regional dyke swarm. However, it is younger than a group of
NE-striking trachyte dykes which outcrop in the Julianehåb Granite
around its margins. These alkaline dykes include several nepheline
porphyries containing well-formed alkali feldspar and nepheline pheno
crysts up to 2 cm in length. These dykes are petrographucally similar to
the Fox Bay group of nepheline porphyries described by USSING (1912,
p. 272). Thus, there is evidence that some of the trachytic dykes in this
ground are members of an early Gardar dyke swarm. From the evidence
of the altered quartzite and basalt inclusions, the syenite was intruded
after the rocks of the Eriksfjord Formation were deposited.

(e) The Igdlerfigssalik Centre

(i) Introduetion
The syenites of the Igdlerfissalik Centre form two groups separated

by the alkali trachyte and basic dykes of the Mid-Gardar swarms (Plate
4). There are three early syenites, SI. 1, SI. 2, and SI. 3, these outcrop
on the northern margins of the centre. The later part of the centre is
made up of four major nepheline syenite intrusions, SI. 4, SI. 5, SI. 6
and SI. 7. Disregarding that part of the centre now concealed by Qoroq,
the total area is about 140 km 2, of which about 25 km 2 is accounted for
by the early syenites. The centre includes some of the highest ground
within the Igaliko Complex (fig. 1); Igdlerfigssalik (1752 m) rises abruptly
from the fjord in the west, to the east the group of mountains around
Agdlerulik and to the south is of similar height. The relief is considerable :
Qoroq cuts through the NW edge of the centre, "Gieseckes Dal" lies along
the NE, and the deep valley of Qororssuaq provides a magnificent sec
tion through the heart of the centre. A large proportion of the high
ground corresponds to the outerop of the coarse-grained syenite SI. 5.

Although the deep dissection of the centre has made it possibIe to
obtain a fairly good three-dimensional picture of this part of the Com
plex, much of the ground was too steep for detailed work, particularly
in view of the crumbling nature of the weathered syenites. As a conse
quence, the mapping is sketchy at a number of places, most notably
on the SE side of Qoroq, on the NE of Igdlerfigssalik, and the steep
slopes of the mountains south of Qororssuaq.
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(ii) Syenite SI. 1
The outcrop of this syenite is restricted to a narrow strip of ground

between Tunugdliarfik and Niaqornårssuk, on the west side of Qoroq.
The normal rock is a grey Ol' dark-grey medium-grained syenite with
rectangular-sectioned feldspars up to 20 x 5 mm, small, interstitial chalky
white areas of nepheline and lustrous copper-brown biotite. Darker var
iants of the syenite often contain feldspar with pronounced schiller. In
section the feldspar is frequently patchily clouded, it also contains
small blebs and cuspate areas of nepheline Ol' altered nepheline. Occa
sionally, there are plagioclase xenocrysts (An 45-50); these have clouded
cores and manties of complexly-intergrown nepheline, alkali-feldspar
and aegirine augite. These xenocrysts appeal' as chalky-white crystals
in hand specimen, they may be zoned with white outer rims and dull
black cores. The mafic minerals in SI. 1 are paIe coloured augite, olivine
(Fo 15), red-brown biotite which sometimes forms a mantie about opaque
grains, brown amphibole and accessory apatite.

The syenite generally lacks obvious internal structures but close to
its outer margins, where the rock becomes very fine-grained, there is
good vertical Ol' steep feldspar lamination parallel to the contact; this
is accentuated by the presence of small feldspar phenocrysts aligned
parallel to the groundmass feldspars.

A few dyke-like bodies of coarse pegmatite cut the syenite on slabs
neal' the fjord about 560 m WSW of Niaqornårssuk. They contain alkali
feldspar, nepheline, natrolite, and well-formed prisms of black alkali
amphibole (58187). It is not known if these pegmatites are a late phase
of SI. 1, Ol' are related to one of the later syenites.

As will be seen, there are many points of similarity between SI. 1
and the dark marginal phase of the late syenite SI. 4 exposed neal'
Narssårssuk, south of Tunugdliarfik. In particular, the dark-colouration
of rock containing schillerized feldspars, the occurrence of partially
digested andesine xenocrysts and the development of a fine-grained,
laminated, slightly-porphyritic marginal phase, are features common to
both. It is certainly tempting to equate the two areas; indeed, this has
been done by the earlier investigators (USSING, 1912, PI. IV; ØDUM,

1928, PI. VII). There are, however, serious objections to this otherwise
attractive correlation. The syenite SI. 1 at Niaqornårssuk is clearly
older than syenite classified as SI. 3 (fig. 19). From the exposures south
of Iganarssuanguaq, it is known that SI. 3 pre-dates the syenite SI. 4;
furthermore, there is the evidence of the relative ages of SI. 3, SI. 4
and the Mid-Gardar dykes. At Narssårssuk there is no evidence to
separate the dark syenite from other members of the SI. 4 suite; these
form a continuous series (p. 60).
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(iii) Syenite SI. 2

This syenite fOJ'm most of the hiB Igånarssuånguaq (577 m) anel
the lower slopes of "Giescckes Dal" for 3 km to the east. It is typicalJy
an equigranular rock, with gJ'ain-size rarely exceeding 10 mm. Grey,
perthitic alkali feldspar i accompanied by interstitial nepheline, which
is not usually vi ible in hand-specimen unless the rock is lightlyaltereel,
and by aggregates af aegirinc augite rimmcd and partly I'cplaced by
alkali amphibole. A fine-grain variety af the syenite is exposed in a
belt up to 50 ID wide again t thc narrow trip of earlier SS. 5 and
alkali gabbro exposed close to Qaroq. Internal structures are not
cornrnon but well-developed feld paJ' lamination with mafie banding
was found in a stream seetion about 1.2 km lE of Igdlerfigssalik
surnmiL (1752 m).
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The contact between SI. 2 and SS. 5 is sharply intrusive, it trans
gresses the contact between SS. 5 and the alkali gabbro, and xenoliths
of SS. 5 are present in the marginal SI. 2.

(iv) Syenite SI. 3

The outcrop of this syenite extends for over 12 km along the north
side of the centre, yet its width rarely exceeds 1 km. A small area was
found just south of the 88 m hill on Niaqornårssuk (fig. 19) but the
syenite is best exposed on the SE shore of Qoroq due north of Igdlerfig
ssalik summit. The rock is characterized by numerous well-formed tab
ular crystals of alkali feldspar (to 30 x 8 mm). It is often extremely well
laminated in a direction parallel to the line of outcrop, the lamination
dips south at angles from 20° to over 70°, or SE at similar angles on
Niaqornårssuk. Other minerals include rectangular crystals of nepheline
often partially replaced by cancrinite, fayalitic olivine, aegirine-augite
and alkali amphibole. The amphibole is interstitial in habit, it has devel
oped partly at the expense of olivine and pyroxene. Close to SI. 2 a
marginal phase of SI. 3 consists of a fine-grained dark-coloured syenite
containing scattered irregular patches up to 5 cm diameter of coarse
grained pegmatite. This marginal phase may be of very restricted width,
only 35 cm was measured in a stream section west of Agdlerulik but sev
eral metres was present in the stream section on the SE slopes of Iganar
ssuanguaq. In the upper reaches of this stream, coarse SI. 3 is cut by
veins of the later syenite SI. 4.

(v) Age relations ol the early Igdlerfigssalik sYfmites

Near the contact with earlier syenite the foyaitic SI. 3 becomes
fine-grained and develops a patchy, pegmatitic texture closely similar
to the marginal facies of other syenites in the Complex (e.g. SN.5,
SS. 5) and to the syenite SI. 6. Fine-grained marginal SI. 3 is in contact
with equigranular, medium-grained SI. 2 in a stream section about
900 m ESE of the 577 m summit of Iganarssuanguaq and similar con
tacts can be found in the stream sections on the northern side of the
Igdlerfigssalik mountain mass. The same syenite develops a similar
marginal facies against dark-coloured SI. 1 on Niaqornårssuk, on the
SE side of the 88 m hill; here, the relative ages are difficult to establish
but SI. 3 becomes coarser away from SI. 1 and has a pronounced lam
ination (fig. 19).

The syenites SI. 2 and SI. 1 were not found in contact.
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(vi) External margins of the early Igdlerfigssalik syenites
The contact between SI. 2 and SS. 5 near "Gieseckes Dal" is sharply

transgressive. The syenite SI. 2 develops a fine-grained marginal facies
in a zone up to 50 m in width, it cuts across structures in SS. 5 and
also transgresses the contacts between SS. 5 and alater dyke of alkali
gabbro (Plate 4). Xenoliths of SS. 5 are also found in the marginal,
fine-grained SI. 2.

The contact between SI. 1 and members of the South Qoroq Centre
is well exposed at several places about 100 m from the shore between
Niaqornarssuk and Tunugdliarfik. Although SI. 1 develops a fine-grained
marginal phase against three different members of the South Qoroq
Centre and is c1early the later intrusion, the detailed field relationships
may be quite complex. This is exceptionally clear on the Tunugdliarfik
coast section where the contact of SI. 1 with SS. 3 ends at the fjord.
Here, the syenite SS. 3 has apparently been remobilised by the in
trusion of SI. 1. The syenite SS. 3 shows unmistakable signs of altera
tion in several hundreds of metres of coast section: the feldspar and
nepheline outlines are blurred and indistinct and the mafic minerals
occur as fine-grained granular aggregates of deep-brown biotite and
aegirine-augite. At the actual contact fine-grained marginal SI. 1 is
cut by several irregular dykes and sheets of syenite originating in the
zone of altered SS. 3. This contact is considered to show an example
of rheomorphic veining closely comparable with the rheomorphic veining
found at many contacts between late basic intrusives and earlier acid
rocks (HUGHES, 1960; WADSWORTH, 1961). Indications of similar back
veining are found at intervals to the NE but exposure is not sufficiently
continuous to determine the relations in detail. In addition to SS. 3
both SS. 4 and SS. 5 show unmistakable signs of thermal alteration
near SI. 1. In SS. 5, ill-defined fine-grained granular aggregates of biotite
and aegirine-augite are common in place of the normal mafic minerals
for several hundreds of metres in shore sections NE of Niaqornarssuk,
this alteration is attributed to a NE extension of SI. 1, now concealed
by Qoroq.

(vii) Syenite SI. 4 (Augite Syenite)
This syenite is the oldest of the four syenites making up the younger

group of syenites in the Igdlerfigssalik Centre. It is the Augite Syenite
of USSING (1912, p. 238) and earlier workers. The syenite is well exposed
from the southern side of Tunugdliarfik to the slopes of Tavdlorutit
about 7 km ESE of Igaliko village. It also forms a narrow strip extending
from the SE side of Qoroq along the northern slopes of Igdlerfigssalik,
parallel with the outcrop of SI. 3 as far as the western slopes of Agdleru
lik. The exposure of this strip is poar except in stream sections but
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further west it is once more well exposed near Qoroq and in the coI
between Igdlerfigssalik and Iganarssuanguaq.

A variety of rock-types is present within the unit mapped as SI. 4.
AIthough several of the variants were quite distinctive and could be
foIIowed for considerable distances, no internal intrusive contact was
found; complete gradation exists between the different varieties. Detailed
mapping south of Tunugdliarfik showed that there is a regular distribu
tion to the varieties within SI. 4 which, in general, strike parallel to the
outer margin of the intrusion. The junctions between the variants, and
their internal structures, are steeply inclined or vertical near the margin
of the centre but eastwards they tend to decrease in dip to a moderate
angle towards the east or SE. The internal variation of SI. 4, the com
plex relationships between the syenite and the country rocks, and the
occurrence of the celebrated pegmatites at Narssårssuk make this area
one of the most varied and interesting in the Complex.

The principal variants distinguished in SI. 4 in the Narssårssuk
area wiIl now be described, their distribution is shown on the large
scale map (Plate 2).

Dark biotite-rich syenite:

This syenite outcrops in a belt about 300 m wide, it is found through
out the area mapped in detail but it diminishes rapidly in thickness
near the river section 1.3 km south of Narssårssuk and was not recog
nised during the mapping further south, near Iganaq.

The typical rock is dark-coloured with abundant mafic minerals
including biotite, fayalitic olivine, paIe brown augite and brown am
phibole. WeII-formed rectangular crystals of alkali feldspar vary in size
up to 40 x 10 mm, they may have schiIler structure. Nepheline is not
seen in hand specimen, a few small interstitial areas are present in sec
tion and small amounts occur within the feldspar. Scattered large
xenocrysts of black plagioclase (ca. An 45) occur throughout the syenite;
good examples may be seen near the base of the cliff about 400 m ENE
of the 25 m spot height near Tunugdliarfik (Plate 2). At this locality,
and elsewhere, there is a certain amount of thin vertical mafic banding,
in the cliff section it is possibIe to verify that the plagioclase xenocrysts
and phenocrysts of alkali feldspar have a random orientation within
the plane of the layered structures.

The syenite is fine-grained towards its contact with the supracrustal
rocks to the west; the contact facies shows good lamination and may
contain smaII feldspar phenocrysts which are also laminated. Xenoliths
are rare in this syenite except near the outer margin where there are
occasional fragments of the country rocks.
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PaIe syenite:

The contact between this syenite and the eastern edge of the dark
syenite is sharp (63869) but neither syenite shows any modification
towards the other, nor are there any intrusive structures. The mineralogy
of the paIe syenite is similar to that of the dark variant except that the
proportion of mafic minerals is very much reduced. The feldspars are
rather less well formed, they sometimes show good schiller structure.
Thin mafic bands were found at sevaral places, notably near Narssarssuk;
they are steep, striking more or less parallel to the syenite margin.

Layered, dark syenite:

This group of rocks was rather ill-defined in the fieId. It is often
fine-grained and slightly more mafic than the pale-coloured syenite,
but the general mineralogy is very similar. The rock may become quite
dark in places, usually with the development of conspicious biotite, but
it has never been found containing the black feldspars that are quite
common in the dark, biotite-rich syenite. The syenite becomes very
much finer grained in the mafic banded parts. Here, the feldspar crystals
are only 2-4 mm in length and the mafic minerals not much over 1 mm
diameter.

Mafic banding is a conspicious feature of this variant. The mafic
bands are about 5 mm thick, spaced 10 mm apart and rhythmically
repeated; gravity stratification is virtually absent. The structures are
vertical or else steeply inclined to the east, they strike parallel to the
syenite margin. Certain of the intensely-banded mafic structures have
curving, contorted forms with steeply inclined axes; in these areas arc
like banded structures are found to be truncated by other curving
structures (fig. 20). Usually the structures are concave towards the east,
and cut-offs occur in this direction, but examples are known where the
curved bands are concave to the west. These structures bear a strong
resemblance to steep mafic banding in the Eastern Border Group of
Kungnat (UPTON, 1960).

Layered and laminated syenite:

In the area mapped in detail, this variant of SI. 4 appears to be
confined to the lower ground close to Tunugdliarfik. The syenite is
extremely well laminated and layered, both structures are concordant.
The typical rock contains thin tabular alkali feldspars (up to 50 x 5 mm
in section), interstitial nepheline, paIe green clinopyroxene with deep
green aegirine augite fringes, opaques and dark brown botite.

The syenite outcrops in two areas separated by the cone of alluvial
debris deposited by a fast-flowing stream. The more northerly area,
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Fig. 20. Sleep Iayering in marginal sycnile SI. t" near larssarssuk. Bandcd sll'uclures
on lhe I'igh l Lr'ansgl'ess more regular banding on lhe lefl; lhe outer conlaet of the
yenile lies oIT Ille left of Lhe pholograph. Scalc: hammer hart = 35 cm long.

(Pholo: C.H.E., GG .)

next Lo Tunugdliarfik, is about 150 ID in width, IL con 'ist of strongly
laminated and banded syenite in which the structures dip E at 25° to
40°. To the south of the stream the syenite forms a serie' af crumbling
autcrops in the steep slopes and crags abailt 800 ro north of ar sårssuk
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Fig. 21. Mafie luyel'ing in the syenite r. 4, Igdledlgssalik Centl·e. Shore section on
the south side of Tunllgdlial'fik, neal' the mouth of QOl'oq. Seale: hammer head 15 em

lang. (Photo: C.H.E., GG .)

(275 m point). The outcrop width narrows south until the variant dis
appears in the slack ground south of the cliiTs. At the same time, when
followed south, the well-laminated, banded rock at the base of the
cliff gr'adually loses its tabular feldspars in favour of anhedral crystals,
the lamination is gradually and the banding increases in dip until it is
aJmost vertical at the top of the cliffs ahout 400 m north ofarssårssuk.
By this stage the character of the rock has so changed that it now
resemble the layereJ dark-coloured syenite variant iuto which it
grades.

Several lar'ge inclusions and areas of inclusions were found in the
layered and laminated syenite. A large xenolith of anorthositic gabhro
is present at about 170 m altitude in the cliff face north of arssårssuk,
together with several small piecøs of similar rock. The structures in
the larninated syenite wr'ap aroundLhe inc1usions. A group of similar
smaller xenoliths is present in the syenites c10se to Tunugdliarfik
(fig. 22). Again, the inc1usions are separ'ated by well laminated sye
nite in which the structurcs appeal' to flow al'ound the inclusions.
Lamination is disturhed in the syenites immediaLely helow the in
clusions huL undisturhed layering and lamination occur in the syenites
immediateJy above the inc1usions (fig. 22, b). From these relations
it is conclucled that the xenoliths were incorporated in the syenite
during the formation of the layered and laminated rocks. The xenohLhs
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Fig. 22. Diagram showing the mafie inelusions .in Lho layered and laminated syenite
SI. Et an the south side of Tunugdliarfik. Struelures in lhe syenile either side of and
bolow the bloeks are dislurbed while lhe layel'ing and lamination in the overlying

syonite is completely undisLurbed.

include biotite-rich basic rocks (63805) comparable with tho altored
basic sheets in the country rocks adjoining the centre, black anorthosites
(63811), and blocks that probably were derived from Big Feldspar
Dykes (63809, 63811).

Syenite with rare tabular feldspar phenoerysts:

The hand specimens of this syenite resemble some of the more
leucoeratie varieties of the dark-eoloured layered syenite. The distin
guishina feature is the presenee of seattered thin phenoerysts of alkali
feldspar. The feldspars measure about 40 x 7 mm in seetion, they are
pearl-grey coloured in hand specimen and are often slightly sehillerized.
A common feature is the presence of a small granular inc1usion of mafic
minerals al'!'anged zonally towar'ds the edges of the crystals.

The outcrop of this syenite is restricted to a nar'I'OW strip of gr'ound
north of arssårssuk, and on Lhe north side of the stream neal' Tunug
dliarfik (PIate 2).

Syenite with abundant tabular feldspar phenocrysts:

This syenite forms an extensive traet about 1 km wide to the east
of arssårssuk ; the width narr'ows towards the south as the syenite is
gradually cut out by the thin dyke-like SI. 6 intrusion. Internal strue
tures are virtually restricted to weak developments of minerallayering;
despite the abundance of tabular crystals of alkali feldspar, mineral
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lamination is not common. The layered structures dip east at moderate
to steep angles, in the northern part of the outcrop the angles are be
tween 35° and 55° but steepen to the south where layering is in any
case much less common.

The mineralogy of the syenites of this group is similar to the previ
ously-described group except that there is more nepheline present. It
occurs as anhedral interstitial areas, and as blebs and small cuspate
patches intergrown with the feldspars. Sometimes it is also found as
myrmekite-like intergrowths within an alkali feldspar host (42000).
Clinopyroxene in this group is often crowded with oriented rod-like areas
of opaque minerals.

Syenite with macroscopie nepheline:

In the Narssårssuk area the outcrop of this syenite is restricted to
the ground between the main outcrop of the syenite SI. 6 and the thin,
dyke-like intrusion of the same syenite to the west (Plate 2; fig. 23).
In this area it attains a width of about 800 m to the south, northwards
it is cut out completely by the SI. 6 intrusions near the col about 1 km
due east of Narssårssuk.

600 m

w

SI.4

o

/
/

/
/

/
/

SI. 6 // SI.5
/

/ sea level

E

500 m

Fig. 23. Diagram showing the downward-termination of a wedge of the syenite
SI. ~ (variety with macroscopie nepheline, Plate 2) between two arms of the syenite

SI. 6, SE of Narssarssuk, Igdlerfigssalik Centre.

The normal syenite is a coarse-grained grey rock with well-formed
rectangular feIdspars to 25 x10 mm; these are often strongly perthitic,
with slight alteration and selective weathering the coarse albitic streaks
may be visible in hand specimen. Nepheline occurs in irregular inter
stitial areas, similar to (42000) but in much greater abundance; it is
also intergrown with the alkali feldspar on a fairly coarse scale. In sev
eral specimens the intergrowth of alkali feldspar and nepheline resembles
granophyric texture (87109). The mafic minerals are fayalitic olivine,

186 5
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Fig. 24.. Large- 'cale maflc layering in the ycnitc l. I, on the • E. side or QOl'oq,
about 2.5 km • W of Igdlerflgssalik. Tlle principal lrllctul'e i planar l'hythmic
laycring, often with gl'avity stl'atification. orne Cl'Oss-cutling tllI'ough banded stru -

ture' were a150 obser'ved. 'cale:figure neal' bottom lert. (l'hoto: W.'r.lI., GG .)

a green to deep green sodic clinopyroxene, interstitial brown amphibole,
and in some sections a blue to blue-green amphibole is present as rims
abou L oli vine. Opaque minerals are often abundant and well forrned ;
biotite and apaLite al'e gener'ally pr'esent in accessory quantities.

This syenite is not usually laminaled, but zones of intense matic
banding are ommon. The band are verti 'al Ol' very . teep-dipping. In
secLion, the mallc rocks contain euhedraJ paIe green clinopyroxene',
opaque minerals and apaLiLes, enclosed by anhedral alkali feld par,
nepheline and brown amphibole; Lhe well-formed pyroxene may be
mantled by an irregular margin of deeper green sodic pyroxene ( 710 l.
Olivine is a]so presenL in 'orne of the matic rocks.

SI. 4 on the SE side of Qoroq:

The SI. 4 outcrop narth af Nar års uk ea e aL Qoraq about
700 m E E of the river mouth at Qinguassakasik. Arter a gap of abaut
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Fig. 25. Layering in tlle syenile SI. tl on lhe E side of QOl'oq -een from Xiaqornår
suk. Thick, repealed manc byers, dipping from lert to l'ight, are Yisible on the lert;

apparenlly horizontal lruclures are seen in the centre of Ihe pholograph neal' lhe
fjord. The sleep cJifT in lhe righL of lhe photograph is about 500 m high.

WhoLo: r..TT.R, GGc.)

2.5 km they reappear to the 'E of Nug suånguaq in eliIT exposures
and steep slopes on the ide of the fjord. SJ. 4 is pr'c..cnt as a thin venee"
baeked by later S1. 6 and SI. 5 on the W side uf Jgdlcrflgssalik. In
this area Lhe syeniLe J. 4 i vcry strongly layered, thiek mafle banded
·Lt'ucLul'es dip south at f!'Om 300 to 45 0 (fig. 24) the layering is so cxten
sive and onspieious thaL il is 'een cl carly from l\iaqornår uk (flg. 25).
The layering i mo Lly as planar stl'uctures up to 3 m thick, eparated
by ]eucocl'alic syenite of similal' thiekne ; tbe Jayered 'cquenee was
ob erved Lhl'ough a vcrtieal distance of about 200 m. A few cxample
of transgressive structUl'es in Lhe layering, and of trough banding were
found; Lhe seetion as a whole is highly reminiscent of tlle sLr'uctmes devel
oped in parts of the Western Lower Layered Series of the J( tlngnåt
Complex (Uno , 1960). Jn the mafie rocks eumulu fayalitic olivine,
dull-gl' en elinopyroxene, opaque minerals and apatite are endo cd by
poikilitie Ol' anhedral eryptoperLhiLic alkali fcldspar, smaller amounL'
af nepheline and by anaJcitc. Brown, poikilitie amphibale is usuaJly
presenl. The cJinopyroxene may be mantled by an jlTcgular border of
brighL (TI'een sodie pyroxene. The mineralogy af the assoeiated leueo
eraLie bands is similal' exeept thaL LIlO alkali feldspar i generallyu b
hcdral and amphibole is uneommOI1.

The exposurcs of SI. l1 an the outh side of 'Gieseekcs Dal" are af
lcucoeratie syenite eontainino- oeeasional steeply-inclined thin mafle

5*
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layers. The marginal fine-grained syenite of this area is in sharp intrusive
contact with SI. 3; near the col about 1 km SW of Iganarssuanguaq
(577 m) thin, dyke-like apophyses of SI. 4 intrude coarse-grained SI. 3.

SI. 4 near Iganaq:

The syenite exposed between the southern continuations of the
two dyke-like intrusions of SI. 6 is similar to the variety of SI. 4 with
macroscopic nepheline found east of Narssarssuk. The hand specimen
characteristics persist and the syenite contains narrow, north-south
striking bands of mafic layered rock, dipping steeply or else vertical
and occasionally showing highly contorted structures.

SW of the outer edge of the westerly SI. 6 dyke much of the syenite
resembles the variety with tabular crystals of alkali feldspar that oc
cupies most of the ground east of Narssarssuk. Strongly banded rocks
are also present, as in the stream section at the west end of Qororssuaq,
these are tentatively correlated with the dark-coloured layered group
that forms a narrow continuous outcrop due south of Narssårssuk.

The marginal dark-coloured syenite was not recognised south of
Iganaq; indeed, this variety appears to die out at, or just south of, the
river section about 2 km NNW of Iganaq. The ground near and south
of Iganaq has not been mapped in the same detail as at Narssårssuk so
it is possibIe that some of the groups recognised to the north are present
but have escaped recognition.

(viii) Syenitic rocks intruding SI. 4 near Narssarssuk

Two distinct varieties of syenitic and microsyenitic rocks cut the
syenites near Narssårssuk. They are a group of sheets and dykes of
extremely leucocratic syenite and pegmatite, and several dykes and an
extensive sheet of porphyritic microsyenite. The leucocratic syenites are
later than the porphyritic microsyenite since they cut the latter about
0.5 km north of Narssårssuk (Plate 2).

The leucocratic syenite is a very conspicious rock, it is highly feld
spathic, consisting almost entirely of paIe cream-coloured or white alkali
feldspar; it weathers to give a light-coloured, coarse feldspathic grave!.
Although sometimes pegmatitic, the rock is generally coarse-grained
with tabular perthitic feldspars 3 cm long, together with small crystals
of aegirine-augite, sphene and albite. Alkali amphibole and astrophyllite
may be present.

The porphyritic microsyenite forms a continuous thin sheet ex
tending from the south shore of Qoroq to the stream section about
1.8 km south of Narssårssuk. The section from Narssårssuk north to
the fjord forms a 20-30 metre thick sheet dipping east at much the
same angle as the SI. 4 varieties but south of Narssårssuk the porphyritic
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microsyenite thins to a few metres, becoming dyke-like and steep and
irregular in detail. A few thin dykes of the microsyenite cut SI. 4 east
of Narssarssuk.

In section, the phenocrysts are perthitic or cryptoperthitic alkali
feldspar. Small rounded or subhedral crystals of mafic minerals may be
arranged zonally about an inclusion-free core. Both phenocrysts and
groundmass feldspar may show flow-alignment; both may display very
fine grid twinning resembling anorthoclase. The mafic minerals are paIe
green to green clinopyroxene, anhedral crystals of blue-green or dark
brown alkali amphibole, apatite and opaque minerals with a thin mantIe
of red-brown biotite. Olivine is occasionally present. No nepheline was
found but there is interstitial analcite.

The porphyritic microsyenite thickens at Narssårssuk, with the
development of a north-south striking lobe on the eastern side. This
lobe is about 400 m long and between 100 and 150 m from east to west.
Within this lobate area only a small part of the rock is actually por
phyritic microsyenite, it is restricted to the marginal zone where it
appears to form an envelope, surrounding the Narssårssuk pegmatite
body and everywhere separating it from the syenite SI. 4. The micro
syenite is clearly intrusive towards the syenite SI. 4 but has equivocal
relations with the pegmatite.

The porphyritic syenite also contains numerous large xenoliths of
SI. 4, and rounded to sub-angular masses of anorthosite and anorthositic
gabbro, as in the cliff exposures about 600 m north of Narssårssuk and
again about 150 m north of the pegmatite locality (Plate 2). 500 m
south of Narssårssuk a very large anorthosite inclusion in the micro
syenite measures 60 m NNW-SSE and up to 20 m ENE-WSW. It con
sists of dull paIe grey or chalky white plagioclase and interstitial epidote.

(ix) The structure of SI. 4 at Narsslirssuk

The most marked feature of the syenite SI. 4 in this area is the
rapid variation in syenite type in a series of zones more or less parallel
to the contact with earlier rocks. Although the different zones are rel
atively easily distinguished they do not display intrusive contacts to
wards one another; all the field evidence points towards complete grada
tions at their junctions.

A possibIe explanation of these features may be found in the changes
encountered between the pegmatite locality at Narssårssuk and the ex
posures in the low ground between the south side of Tunugdliarfik and
Qoroq, and the cliffs a short distance to the south. Near the fjord the
syenite is well layered and laminated ; by analogy with other syenites
in the Gardar province it is most probable that the syenite forrned
by bottom accumulation during the crystallization of SI. 4; that IS,
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this syenite is a layered intrusion that once formed a steep-sided stock
but is now much reduced in outcrop by later intrusions. The position
of the syenites at Narssarssuk is clearly marginal; the interpretation
put on them is that in large part they represent a Border Group analogous
to the Border Group of the Skaergaard Intrusion (WAGER & DEER,
1939), providing a condensed sequence through part of the concealed
layered rocks of SI. 4. Due to the topography and later intrusions it is
only near the fjord, and possibly NE of Narssarssuk, that one can find
a section of the layered syenites that must once have made up the bulk
of SI. 4, although the strongly banded syenite NW of Igdlerfigssalik
clearly forms a part of the layered series. At Narssarssuk, the key to
this interpretation lies in the structural and petrographic changes be
tween the layered and laminated group and the dark-coloured layered
group.

(x) Pegmatites associated with SI. 4
Pegmatites are uncommon in SI. 4. The celebrated Narssarssuk

pegmatite lies wholly within SI. 4, but it appears to be closely related
to the post-SI. 4 intrusion of porphyritic microsyenite (Plate 2).

Small pegmatite-lined veins were found at several places near
Narssarssuk. A coarse feldspathic pegmatite outcrops on the right
hand bank of the small river about 1400 m SSE of Narssarssuk, another
was found on the north side of the same river 1750 m S 20° E of Nar
ssarssuk. Here, the pegmatite body is a dyke-Iike mass about 1 m in
width with elongate crystals of aegirine, pink natrolite, nepheline,
alkali feldspar and aggregates of golden-brown astrophyllite (63986).

(xi) Syenite SI. 5
This coarse-grained, massive syenite builds the group of mountains

which include Igdlerfigssalik (1752 m) and the arc of mountains south
of Agdlerulik, on the southern side of Qororssuaq. The hillsides are often
steep with slabs or a covering of scree; several small glaciers occupy
high north facing valleys on Igdlerfigssalik and steep NW facing valleys
in the mountains east af Qororssuaq.

The syenite SI. 5 is remarkably uniform throughout its outcrop.
The principal minerals are stoutly prismatic perthitic alkali feldspar up
to 40 x 10 mm, fairly abundant nepheline in white-weathering anhedral
crystals about 10 mm across, fayalitic olivine, soda-bearing clinopyroxene
zoned outwards to deep-green margins of aegirine-augite, alkali amphi
bole, opaques and occasional biotite. Small amounts of pink natrolite
are often present. The alkali feldspar, olivine and cores to the pyroxenes
are generally well-formed, nepheline is moulded on feldspar but can be
euhedral. Analcite and natrolite are invariably interstitial. In hand
specimen the mafic minerals appear anhedral but this is partly the result
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of overgrowths on clusters of fairly well-formed or rounded olivine,
pyroxene and opaques. Bright green aegirine-augite and blue green or
brownish green alkali amphibole develop as overgrowths on the clusters
extending outwards between the nepheline and feldspar to give mafic
areas with irregular, poikilitic outlines.

Preferred orientation of the minerals is uncommon in SI. 5, but
several localities were found where there is distinct feldspar lamination
and at a number of places mafic mineral layering was alsa mapped.
These structures are generally steeply dipping towards the centre af the
intrusian or else are vertical; at a few places steep autward dips were
encauntered. The layered structures were usually formed by cancentra
tions of euhedral olivine, zaned clinapyraxene, apaque minerals and
apatite. In a few instances hawever, the cumulus mafic minerals were
interbanded with thin, relatively leucocratic layers where nepheline was
an important cumulus phase (43804).

Although the syenite SI. 5 is remarkably homogenous, a number of
variants were recognised. Of these, the most conspicuous and the com
monest is a dark-coloured porphyritic rock containing feldspar pheno
crysts up to 50 x 15 mm. These are set in a fine-grained, granular matrix
of olivine, green clinopyroxene, nepheline, and perthitic alkali feldspar
(41922). This variety is widely distributed. It is found in a belt at about
650 m altitude on the western slopes of Igdlerfigssalik, several sheets are
present in SI. 5 at and near the pass at 1100 m between the 1640 m and
1650 m peaks SE of Qororssuaq, and many sheets were mapped in the
stream section SE of this pass. The variant is particularly extensive in
the lower parts of this stream section, near the river junction at 540 m
where it appears to constitute a marginal zone to SI. 5. This porphyritic
variant probably constitutes a mappable unit within SI. 5; however,
no attempt has been made to separate it except near Igdlerfigssalik.
A complete gradation into normal SI. 5 was found at the large number
of contacts examined; because of this the porphyritic syenite is consid
ered to be an integral part of SI. 5.

Irregular areas of a patchy, pegmatitic syenite resembling the
syenite SI. 6 occur within SI. 5. These areas, whieh ean be as mueh as
twenty metres in diameter, are sporadically developed at a number of
places. Some of the clearest examples were found on the SW slopes of
the Igdlerfigssalik massif, about 2.5 km NNE of Igfmaq. Although the
variant is petrographieally identical with the syenite SI. 6 (see p. 90),
there is always a eomplete passage into normal SI. 5.

(xii) The relationship ol SI. 5 to earlier rocks
There is no true marginal variant to SI. 5. The syenite was not

found in eontaet with earlier rocks; the later syenite SI. 6 intervenes
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everywhere between SI. 5 and the older rocks no matter whether these
are the Julianehåb Granite, the satellitic syenites, or earlier members
of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre. The possibility that SI. 5 and SI. 4 form
part of the same intrusion, now separated by the SI. 6 ring-dyke, was
examined. It is difficult to find support for this suggestion despite the
very narrow width of the SI. 6 intrusion. There is little resemblance be
tween SI. 4 and SI. 5 in relatively close outcrops and, furthermore, the
combined SI. 5 and SI. 6 outcrop is transgressive towards SI. 4 (Plate 4).
The only place where an approach to a marginal phase was found in
SI. 5 is the river section near the 0stfjordsdal syenite but even here a
thin body of SI. 6 is interposed between SI. 5 and the altered Julianehåb
Granite.

(xiii) Syenite SI. 6
The syenite SI. 6 is characterized by a distinctive patchy appear

ance, caused by the formation of irregular coarse-grained or pegmatitic
areas about 20 cm in diameter in relatively fine-grained surroundings
(fig. 26). There is not usually any directional structure to the rock fabric
except in the marginal parts where the coarse-grained areas may be
elongated parallel to the contacts.

The normal medium-grained syenite consists of perthitic alkali feld
spar, nepheline, fayalitic olivine (frequently with a mantle of blue-green
alkali amphibole), clinopyroxene zoned outwards to a green or bright
green sodic rim, apatite, and opaque minerals. The coarse-grained areas
often consist of an outer zone of leucocratic rock with alkali feldspar
and nepheline in crystals up to 3 cm long and small amounts of inter
stitial alkali pyroxene or alkali amphibole. The central part contains
alkali pyroxene, alkali amphibole, aenigmatite, natrolite and other
minerals. The succession of crystallization in the mafic minerals is note
worthy: the euhedral olivine is mantled by blue-green amphibole, the
original colourless or paIe-green clinopyroxene is zoned outwards to a
deeper green sodic pyroxene or else the sodic pyroxene is intimately
intergrown with the pale-coloured cores suggesting areplacement rela
tionship. The sodic pyroxene is rimmed by deep green to blue-green
alkali amphibole, this is zoned to a clear blue-green alkali amphibole
not unlike the amphibole rimming the olivine. Finally, the amphibole
may be mantled by, or intergrown with clear green to yellow-green
aegirine. Large anhedral crystals of deep red-brown aenigmatite are
closely associated with the mafic minerals, they appear to have formed
at much the same stage as the deep-green alkali amphibole or else
slightly later. The crystallization sequence in the mafic minerals is
broadly similar to that deduced for the alkali rocks of Tugtutoq (UPTON,

1964a, p. 46-47) although there are differences of detail. A very similar
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Fig. 26. Patchy pogmatitic strllct.uro in tho syonit.o SI. 6. LocaJit.y in st.roam secLion
abollL J km east-sollth-east. of Qinguassakasik, fgdlel'figssalik CenLre. Scale: l'uJel'

= 1 metro. (Phot.o: W.T.H., GGU.)

sequence is observed in the coal'ser parts of SI. 5, especially in the var
iant with pegmatitic patches.

The syenite SI. 6 forms a virtually complete ring dyke about 35 km
in circumference, completely enclosing the earlier syenite SI. 5. There
is a duplication of the dykc for about 6 km neal' Iganaq and Narssårssuk,
and there are also minor oit- hoots and parallel sheets within SI. 5, and
intruding SI. 4 on the SE side of Qoroq. The ring-dyke has an outcrop
width af abaut 600 m on the SW of Igdlcrfigssalik, it is thinnest on the
eastern side where it may be as littIe as 30 m in width neal' the øst
fjordsdal syenile.

(xiv) '1'11e relatioIlship af SI. 6 to earlier rocks

Sharp, cross-cutting cantacts between SJ. 6 and earlier SI. 4 were
found at several places. 1.5 km J! E of Iganaq well-defined eastward
dipping feldspar lamination in SI. 4 is sharply tl'uncated by marginal
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Fig. 27. Sharp conlaet of the syenite SI. 6 against SI. 4. Hillside abou L1.3 km north
east of Iganaq, 19d1erfigssalik Centre. Scale: hammer head 15 cm long.

(PhoLo: C.lI.K, GGU.)

SI. 6 (fig. 27), the contact clips WSW at about 60°. Another sharp con
tact is well exposed in a clifT section on the SE side of Qoroq 2.8 km
NW of Igdlerfigssalik (1752 m). Here, strong maric banding in SI. 4
dips SE at about 35°. The layered structures terminate against marginal,
Iater SI. 6 dipping to the N IW at about 60°. WhMe SI. 6 is in contact
with SI. 4 and earlier rocks at its outer margin, it j a finc- to mcdium
gr'ained rock which retains its characteristic patchy appearance although
an a smaller' scale; it is aften somewhat darker than the normal SI. 6
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and bears a close similarity to certain of the more sparsely porphyritic
examples of the porphyritic, dark-coloured facies of SI. 5 (p. 71).

The contacts between SI. 6 and SI. 4 near Iganaq and Narssårssuk
vary in attitude. The thin westerly intrusion of SI. 6 is steep-sided with
either a steep westerly dip or else nearly vertical margins. The outer
margin of the thicker easterly part of SI. 6 is inclined west at about
50°. If these attitudes are maintained to any depth, the strip of nephe
line-bearing SI. 4 between the SI. 6 intrusions must have a limited down
ward extent, probably not more than 250 m below the present surface
in the vicinity Narssårssuk (fig. 23).

It was frequently difficult to interpret the contacts of SI. 6 with
the syenite SI. 5. There is no marginal modification to SI. 5 next to
SI. 6, nor was there often any obvious change in SI. 6 at its outer mar
gins next SI. 5. However, unequivocal evidence for the later age of
SI. 6 was found at several places. The contact is exposed at about 480 m
aItitude in a stream 1800 m N 20° E of Iganaq. It is vertical, sharply
defined and in detail it is slightly irregular. Over a distance of 30 m
from SI. 5 the coarse-grained patches in SI. 6 become evenly-spaced,
smaller and less distinct. For 2 cm next to the contact, SI. 6 is a fine
grained, rather mafic equigranular rock. On the south side of "Gieseckes
Dal", SI. 6 is found in sharp contact with SI. 5 in a stream section
2 km N 47° E of the 1752 m summit of Igdlerfigssalik. Here, SI. 6 is
fine-grained, enriched in mafic minerals and contains rounded xenoliths
of unmistakable SI. 5. At another locality on the NW side of the northern
end of Qororssuaq both syenites are seen in steep-sided sheets in a cliff
section about 2.8 km NE of the 1505 m summit of the Igdlerfigssalik
massif. Close examination of the outcrop showed that steep, northward
dipping dyke-like bodies of SI. 6 cut SI. 5 enclosing rounded xenoliths
of the coarse-grained syenite. There is, therefore, littIe doubt that SI. 6
is:the later of the two syenites aIthough it is probable that no great
interval of time separated their intrusions.

(xv) Syenite SI. 7

This is the youngest major intrusion in the Igaliko Complex. It
forms a steep-sided stock about 7 km from NW to SE and 5 km from
NE to SW. It is situated in the centre of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre with
its outer margins everywhere in contact with the syenite SI. 5. The
only intrusions which cut it are a curving dyke-like intrusion of alkali
gabbro, a few thin dykes of mafic syenite either side of the northern
lake at 570 m in Qororssuaq, and several Late-Gardar alkali trachyte
and lamprophyre dykes.

The syenite SI. 7 is a medium-grained, generally leucocratic foyaite.
It is characterized by thin tabular crystals of perthitic alkali feldspar to
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1505 m 1550m

Fig. 28 a & b. Layered strucLures in the syenite SI. 7. View from Lhe south-east
side of Qororssuaq looking towards Igdlerfigssalik. (Photo: C.H .E., GG .)

15 x3 mm, small, fairly well-formed nepheline crystals, interstitial anal
cite and some cancrinite, and rather anhedral to poikilitie areas of mafic
minerals. The mafic minerals are a green sodic pyroxene often present
as relies within dark green to brownish-green alkali amphibole. Small
amounts of biotite are generally seen, together with opaques and apatite.
Certain of the rocks have a distinctive, spotted appearance with poikili
tic amphibole enclosing alkali feldspar' and perfectly formed small nephe-
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Fig. 29. Cross-sectio through the Igdlerfigssalik Centre from Igånaq to a point
near the northern end of Q6rorssuaq.

line crystals. Olivine is comparatively rare but olivine-bearing SI. 7
does occur, especiaIly near the southern edge of the intrusion. Slight
variations in the amount of mafic minerals, their relations to the other
minerals, and general variations in grain-size of all minerals combine
to produce a fairly wide variety of rock types within the SI. 7 intrusion.

The various syenites within SI. 7 form a series of thick layers, each
in the shape of a shallow saucer with slightly upturned margins gener
ally dipping at 50°-60° although steeper dips are recorded. These saucer
like layers are stacked one on top of another to form a superb series of
layered rocks within the steep margins of the stock-like intrusion; the
layering is well-exposed in the steep cliffs on the NW side of Qororssuaq
(fig. 28 a and b; fig. 29). Within each of the major layers there is broadly
conformable feldspar lamination and rather infrequent small-scale
mineral layering.

(xvi) Inclusions in SI. 7

Close to the edge of SI. 7, on the north of Tavdlorutit, there is an
area several hundreds of metres in length where the syenite contains
a profusion of large and small inclusions of a rock with rectangular,
chalky-white to dull black plagioclase crystals to 5 cm long, biotite,
alkali feldspar. There are also blocks of altered anorthosite (43880).
The inclusions resemble the altered anorthosites and Big Feldspar
Dykes present within SI. 4 and associated intrusions near Narssårssuk.

(xvii) The contact between SI. 5 and SI. 7

The steep-sided junction between the two syenites is well exposed
at each end of the long cliff on the NW side of Qororssuaq (fig. 29).
It is also found over a considerable vertical extent on the saddle-like
twin peaks (1610 m) east of the valley. In all places the contact is found
to have a steep outward dip of the order of 75°-80°.

Fine-grained SI. 7 is in sharp contact with normal SI. 5 about 1 km
ESE of the 1475 m summit of the Igdlerfigssalik massif. At the contact,
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the normally flat-Iying lamination of SI. 7 steepens next to SI. 5 untiI
it is vertical at the contact. In exposures in a small stream 1500 m NNE
of Tavdlorutit (1588 m), coarse- and medium-grained syenite xenoliths
resembling SI. 5 are enclosed by a patchy-textured marginal facies of
SI. 7. EIsewhere, SI. 7 has been found invading SI. 5, detaching single
crystals and small fragments of the coarse syenite. Thus, SI. 7 is c1early
later than, and intrusive towards, the syenite SI. 5.

(xviii) The margin ol the centre between Tunugdliarfik
and Tavdlorutit

The marginal relationships south of Tunugdliarfik are more varied
and complex than elsewhere in the Igaliko Complex. The western edge of
the syenite SI. 4 is in contact with earlier Gardar dykes, members of the
Eriksfjord Formation, and Julianehåb Granite over a distance of about
8 km. Thesyenite is cut by several trachytic dykes as well as by sheets
of leucocratic syenite, microsyenite and pegmatite. In addition, the
syenite and the earlier rocks are thoroughly brecciated at two localities.
The events fall into two groups : first, those that probably accompanied
the emplacement of the syenite SI. 4 and, secondly, events that defi
nitely post-date this syenite.

Events pre-SI. 4 and contemporaneous with the emplacement of SI. 4:

The succession in the country rocks has aIready been outlined:
Julianehåb Granite is unconformably overlain by Igaliko sandstone,
intercalated with which are three basic sheets. West of the Complex,
the supracrustal rocks are generally flat-Iying, but in a zone up to 1 km
in width next to the syenite there is a progressive increase in dip east
wards, reaching 60° E next to the syenite (fig. 3). This steep inc1ination
towards the syenite probably led USSING to interpret the syenite as
overriding the earlier rocks at Narssårssuk and in the Igimaq area
(USSING, 1912, p. 252, figs. 21, 22). The recent detailed mapping has
shown that the syenite contact has an outward dip of about 60° to the
WSW at Iganaq; similar steep westerly dips at the edge of SI. 4 are
found south of Tunugdliarfik. Near this fjord the curving line of the
contact gives a superficial impression of an easterly dip but the steep
westerly dip may be verified in the cliff section.

The structure in the contact zone resembles a sag or subsidence of
the sediments towards the syenite (fig. 3). No unequivocal explanation
of the downfolding presents itself; two possibIe causes may be considered.
It is possibIe that the structure results from downdrag during the sub
sidence of a large block of country rock at the time of the emplacement
of SI. 4; another possibility is that there has been downwards sag of the
supracrustal rocks when the underlying Julianehåb Granite was weak-
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ened and partially mobilised on the emplacement of SI. 4. At present
it is not possibIe to prove or disprove either mechanism. No shearing
or small-scale faulting has been found in the country rocks next to SI. 4
such as might have been expected had the former mechanism operated ;
in particular, there was no field evidence to support the contention that
a fauIt, or series of fauIts, separates the flat-Iying supracrustal rocks
from the steep-dipping altered rocks near the syenite. Some support for
the second suggestion is to be found in the numerous acid veins that cut
the quartzites and metabasalts, occupying a well developed series of
tension cracks in the contact zone. However, the amount of acid material
in these sheets, dykes and veins is too small to account for the volume
of material that would have to be removed from the underlying granites
and gneisses to permit the downfolding to take place. Since there is at
present no evidence that there has been extensive assimilation of Juliane
håb Granite by SI. 4, this cannot be invoked as a possibIe means for
the removal of excess country rock. The origin of the structure must
be left open for the present.

A large number of dykes cut the rocks of the contact zone. At
least 27, of various types, are present between Tunugdliarfik and the
river about 2.8 km SSE of the fjord. Of these, three are aphyric trachytes
which cut SI. 4 and younger syenites. Another four aphyric or sparsely
porphyritic fine-grained red-brown trachytes intrude post-SI. 4 marginal
breccia but die out eastwards befare they reach the syenite. The re
mainder of the dykes, which include porphyritic and non-porphyritic
trachytes, and Big Feldspar Dykes, pre-date the syenite SI. 4. In the
contact zone these early dykes all show signs of thermal alteration. The
efIects of progressive contact metamorphism can be observed in several
of the dykes that extend unbroken for a long distance west of the con
tact. The relationships of the dykes and syenite are similar at Iganaq
and to the south. A few dykes are clearly later than the syenites, one
or two die out eastwards in the post-SI. 4 breccia, while the majority
pre-dates the syenites.

For about 100 m from the margin of SI. 4 the country rocks are
thoroughly veined by sheets and dykes af quartz syenite, syenite, granite
and 'hybrid' rocks. The minor intrusions are best seen on Iganaq and
west of Narssarssuk where they have reacted to a limited extent with
the quartzites and metabasalts. The country rocks are often so extensively
disrupted that they form breccias, cemented by the syenites or alkali
granites forming the sheets and dykes. The assemblage was termed the
Mixed Zone since it was initially thought that there was continuous
gradation into the syenite SI. 4. The later mapping, however, showed
that SI. 4 has a fine-grain marginal facies in sharp intrusive contact
with the Mixed Zone.
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Post-SI. 4 events

In addition to the late aphyric trachyte dykes there are two areas
of hreccia which post-date the syenite SI. 4. In the north the hreccia
extends for ahout 800 m in a north-south direction in a zone up to 150 m
wide, south of the lake at 215 maltitude near Narssårssuk (Plate 2).
The southern area of hreccia is of similar length and width, it extends
SSE from a point ahout 300 m south of Iganaq to within a few hundred
metres of the Qororssuaq river.

The hreccias consist of rounded to suhangular hlocks of J ulianehåh
Granite, quartzite, metahasalt, trachytic and other dyke rocks, fine
and medium-grained syenite of SI. 4 type, and a leucocratic syenite sim
ilar to the sheets cutting SI. 4. The larger hlocks, which may he as much
as 2 m in diameter, do not appear to have undergone much displace
ment hut there has heen thorough mixing of the smaller pieces. The
hlocks and smaller fragments are altered. Pieces of SI. 4 have a dull,
hrick-red colour inside a 3 cm-thick zone of marginal hleaching. In sec
tion, the mafic minerals are clouded and altered, the small amounts of
original nepheline are now replaced hy aggregates of iron-stained mi
caceous material, and the alkali feldspar is heavily dusted with finely
disseminated hematite flakes. Alteration of the J ulianehåh Granite is
similar. Many of the hlocks have a thin coating of fihrous, hlue-grey
alkali amphihole which also permeates the hreccia matrix. This matrix
consists of finely comminuted material from the syenite and the country
rocks, along with small rock fragments and single crystals all of which
show signs of alteration. The fragmental character of the matrix is one
of the features which distinguish these late hreccias from similar-Iooking
hreccias in the Mixed Zone where the matrix is a thoroughly crystallized
igneous-Iooking rock.

The hreccias are appreciahly younger than the syenite SI. 4 since
fragments of sheets cutting SI. 4 are present as inc1usions. They are
earlier than the latest alkaline trachyte dykes, and earlier than the
remarkahle, impersistent trachytes which die out eastwards in the
hreccias. It was not possihle to estahlish the relative ages of the hreccias
and other late members of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre; it is possihle that
a connection exists hetween the hreccias and one of the post-SI. 4
syenites since the location of the hreccias is ohviously controlled hy the
margin of the centre.

(I) The Klokken Intrusion

The Klokken Intrusion is a small intrusion of quartz-syenite and
alkali-gahhro. It cuts Julianehåh Granite on the south side of 0stfjords
dal, ahout 10 km ENE of the settlement of Søndre Igaliko (Plate 1).
Preliminary work hy K. ELLITSGAARD-RASMUSSEN has shown that
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within a thin marginal zone of alkali gabbro or syenogabbro there is a
series of superbly layered saturated or slightly oversaturated syenites.
The layering consists of bands rich in alkali feldspar, and in olivine or
clinopyroxene. It is generally flat-Iying or else gently inclined towards
the centre of the intrusion; the layered series may be likened structurally
to a series of saucers stacked one on top of another.

The intrusion differs from all the members of the Igaliko Complex
in being quartz-bearing. It is not, therefore, regarded as part of the
Complex. However, from the evidence of the few dykes in the country
rocks around the intrusion together with its fresh, unaltered condition
and the absence of faulting in the syenites, it is likely that the Klokken
Intrusion is of similar age to the younger members of the Igdlerfigssalik
Centre.

These notes are based on observations made during a brief visit in
the company of K. ELLITSGAARD-RASMUSSEN. Field data for the dykes
was kindly supplied by S. ANDERSEN.

186 6



V. THE LATE ALKALI GABBRO

An arcuate, dyke-like intrusion of alkali gabbro and alkali dolerite
is intermittently exposed for a distance of about 6 km in the eastern
part of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre (Plate 4). The dyke varies in width
from a few metres in the east to over 200 metres near Qororssuaq. It
is well exposed in a stream section 1 km SE of the southern lake at 570 m
in Qarorssuaq, in a steep-sided cleft between the peaks at 1800 m and
1650 m south of Agdlerulik, and in a stream about 1.5 km east of the
eleft. The intrusion is steep-sided, it has an inclination to the south or
SW and has the field attributes of a partial ring-dyke. It is one of the
youngest intrusions in the Igaliko Complex since it cuts the syenites
SI. 5, SI. 6 and SI. 7 of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre as well as the earlier
0stfjordsdal syenite. No intrusion cuts the alkali gabbro ; late dykes
are, however, uncommon in this part of the Complex.

The rock is medium to fine-grained, often doleritic rather than
gabbroic. The principal minerals are olivine, purple-brown clinopyroxene,
labradorite zoned marginally to sodic plagioclase and alkali feldspar,
poikilitic areas of deep-coloured red-brown biotite, abundant small
apatite crystals, opaques, and interstitial alkali feldspar and nepheline.

Good mineral layering occurs in exposures in the stream section
east of Qororssuaq. The layering, which dips at 45-50° SW, consists of
about 15 cm of fine-grain granulose rock rich in olivine, apatite and
opaques interbanded with normal dolerite. The banded structures, which
sometimes show excellent gravity stratification (fig. 30), often have feld
spar growth structures similar to growth structures described from the
basic ring dyke of the Kungnåt Intrusion (UPTON, 1960, p.45). Thin
plagioclase crystals 1.5-2 cm thick, up to 4 cm in length, grow upwards
from the floor provided by the sharply-defined base of the mafic layers;
the structures resemble some of the features of the Willow Lake type of
layering (TAUBENECK & POLDERVAART, 1960).

The intrusion is regarded as an incomplete ring-dyke. Although
largely within the Igdlerfigssalik Centre it is clearly later and has a
different focus. It provides another example of the common association
of alkaline basic rocks with syenites and nepheline syenites in the Gardar
Igneous Province, an association found elsewhere in the Igaliko Com-
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I~'ig. 30. Layered structures in the late alkali dolerite dyke cutting the syenite SI. 7.
Localily on the outh-east side of Q6rorssuaq, Igdlerfigssalik Cenll'e. Scale: hammer

shaft 35 cm long. (Photo: C.H.E., GG"C.)

plex, at Klokken, spectacularly developed on Tugtut6q ( PTON, 1962,
1964 b) and at Kungnat (CPTON, 1960).

The kilomeLl'e-long dyke mapped either side of the northern lake
at 570 m in Qor'or'ssuaq (PlaLe 4) is a maflc syeniLe Ol' syenogabbro; it is
probably unconnected with the late alkali gabbro. It is a dark coloured
granular rock of medium grain size, in seetion il, is strieLly a mafie
syeniLe eonLainjng alkali pyroxene, alkali amphibole, nepheline and
perLhiLic alkali feldspal'. His peLrogr'aphically distinct from any facies
of thc alkali gabbl'o intrusion.



VI. THE GARDAR DYRES

(a) Introduetion

The numerous dykes intruding the syenites and earlier rocks are
one of the more striking features of the geology of the country around
Igaliko Fjord and Tunugdliarfik. The abundance of dykes impressed
the earliest geologists to visit the area, one of the first geological papers
on this part of Greenland was concerned with the porphyry dykes at
Igaliko (PINGEL, 1843).

The dykes provide an excellent example of a dyke swarm. Regional
mapping by GGU has shown that the swarm occupies a broad zone 25
to 30 km wide extending from the vicinity of Tugtut6q near Julianehåb
Bugt ENE to the country north and east of the Igaliko Complex, a
distance of over 100 km. Included within the zone are the major centres
of Gardar igneous activity at TugtutOq, Narssaq, Ilimaussaq and Igaliko
(Plate 1). The north-western and south-eastern limits of the swarm are
sharply defined. The northern margin has been mapped in Johan Dahl
Land by B. J. WALTON (1965, PI. 3); to the WSW the dykes cease at a
line slightly north of the northern shore of Sermilik and Bredefjord.
Near the Igaliko Complex the southern limit is close to Klokken and
near Søndre Igaliko (BERRANGE, 1966, Map 2). To the south-west and
north-east the swarm is 'open-ended'; dykes persist to Julianehåb Bugt
in the west, to the east many cut the syenites and earlier rocks east of
Qorqup sermia and NE of Motzfeldt Sø where they have also been found
north of Geologfjeld (A. WElDICK, personal communication).

Several generations of dykes are present in the Igaliko syenites and
the surrounding rocks. The close parallelism of the strike of the difl'erent
types makes it difficult to determine relative ages; however, in the ground
north and NE of Narssarssuaq, distinct generations of dolerite, Big
Feldspar Dykes, and alkali trachyte dykes have been recognised (WAL
TON, 1965), several of which may be matched with dyke generations
within the Igaliko Nepheline Syenite Complex. The Gardar dykes in
the Igaliko Complex may be divided into three major groups on their
relations with the nepheline syenites: there is an early group cut by
relatively old syenites, a second group that was intruded after the em
placement of the Motzfeldt, North Qoroq and South Qoroq centres and
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the first three syenites of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre but which are earlier
than the four late syenites of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre, and a third,
late group that cuts the youngest syenites of the Complex. Within the
second group it is possibIe to make further subdivisions on the basis of
dyke intersections and rock types.

x
o

475 m {ake

N

l
x

x

500 m

Fig. 31. Marginal relationships of the syenite SM. 1 west of Qorqup sermia. A limited
zone of fenitization (shaded) is found in the Julianehåb Granite (shown with cross
symbol). A thick dolerite dyke (Bdo?) is truncated by the syenite which, in turn,

is cut by several Mid-Gardar alkali trachyte dykes and a Big Feldspar Dyke.

(b) Early Dykes

Evidence for the existence of early dykes comes from the ground
west of Qorqup sermia and from the southern margins of the Complex.
West of Qorqup sermia a dolerite dyke striking slightly north of west
is truncated and altered by the syenite SM. 1 about 400 m east of the
475 m lake (fig. 31). This dyke is probably the eastern continuation of
one of several early SE dolerites mapped in Mellemlandet and Johan
Dahl Land (WALTON, 1965, PI. 3). In the field the dyke appears to cut
the margin of the syenite (WALTON, 1965, p. 51); however, while it is
found (in an altered state) in the metasomatically-altered country rocks
margining the syenite, it is cut of! at the edge of the syenite SM. 1.

Near the southern margin of the Complex several alkali trachyte
dykes striking between N 40° E and N 60° E cut the Julianehåb Granite
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Fig. 32. Nephclinf> pOl'phyry dyke wilh large nepheline phenocrysts and maller
lalh-like alkali feldspar phenocl'ysts. I\ol'lh-east edge of lhe 0slfjordsdal syenite.

cale: pencil 13 cm long. (photo: C.Il.E., GGC)

and are m Lurn cut and rnetamorpho ed by the ø tfjordsdal Syenite.
The dykes include aphyrie traehyLes (52275) and everal highly por
phyr·iLie traehyte with large alkali feld par and nepheline phenoery t

(lig. 32) in a fine grain cl mierosyenite groundma s (52276). imiJar por
phyriLic dykes, also sornewhat altered, were mapped by S. A)lDERSEN

south of SulugtssuguLau å, south of the Igdlerfigssulik Centre. This
early gl'oup i probably the TE continuation of the nepheline porphyry
dykes described by s IKC (1912, p. 272, Fox Bay type) fl'Offi the eoa t
of IgaJiko Fjord; they are probably ul o the arne as the nepheline por
phyry dykes of the Vatnahverfl area (BERRA T E, 1966, p. 42).

(c) Dykes of intermediate age

(i) Alkali trachytc

The great majoriLy of the dyke rnapped in and ul'ound the 19a1iko
Cornplex eorne within this group; Lhey are the eastern rnernbel's of the
Mid-Gardar dyke swarrns ( PTON, 1962, 1964 a). From the map {Plute
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4) it will be seen that dykes of this generation are common throughout
the country west of Narssårssuk, in the syenites of the Motzfeldt, North
Q6roq and South Q6roq igneous centres, and south of "Gieseckes Dal"
where they cut syenites SI. 2 and SI. 3. Their absence in the ground
north of "Gieseckes Dal", in the syenites west of the southern end of
Motzfeldt Sø, and north of the syenite SS. 1 is probably apparent rather
than real; much of this ground is virtually unmapped.

The swarm is made up of a number of petrographically distinct
types. The most common are trachytes and microsyenites, including
porphyritic and non-porphyritic types, and also extremely fine-grained
varieties which are almost glassy. On the basis of the petrography, the
trachytic and microsyenitic dykes evidently range from undersaturated
to oversaturated types. Several varieties may be distinguished. Of these,
the most common type consists of lath-like strongly perthitic alkali
feldspars to 0.2 mm in length with turbid, anhedral alkali feldspar,
nepheline and analcite. The nepheline is frequently altering to 'gie
seckite', analcite or cancrinite. The mafic minerals are a pale-lilac, co
lourless or paIe green clinopyroxene zoned to deep green aegirine-augite
margins. This is accompanied by brown to dull green biotite and some
times by a small amount of grey-green to violet-grey alkali amphibole.
The alkali feldspar laths may be arranged in typical trachytic flow
aligned bundles but more often have a random arrangement with the
other minerals occupying the intervening spaces. These dykes are clearly
soda-trachytes, thoroughly undersaturated; they should probably be
classed as tinguaites or phonolites. They bear a strong compositional
and textural resemblance to one of the more abundant types of trachyte
recognised in the Grønnedal-lka Complex (EMELEUS, 1964, p. 58); they
probably correspond to the group of soda-trachytes distinguished by
WALTON (1965, p.46). These dykes may or may not be porphyritic,
alkali feldspar is the only common phenocryst. A second group is in
variably porphyritic, with aggregates of alkali feldspar up to 1 cm in
diameter together with single crystals of a fayalitic olivine, augite and
sometimes magnetite. The alkali feldspar aggregates may be complex,
the individual crystals are often rounded and corroded, sometimes they
are zoned with a core of grid-twinned anorthoclase mantled by a zone
of clear, untwinned alkali feldspar. The groundmass is fine-grained, not
unlike that in the first group, with laths of perthitic alkali feldspar
sometimes with trachytic texture, altered nepheline, zoned alkali pyrox
ene, occasionally fayalitic olivine, biotite, and sometimes alkali amphi
bole and aenigmatite. Members of this group are termed porphyritic
tinguaites or porphyritic phonolites. A limited number of oversaturated
alkaline dykes have been mapped; they probably correspond to the
quartz-bearing potassic trachytes of Mellemlandet (WALTON, 19fi5, p.47);
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they also bear a strong resemblance petrographically to the oversaturated
microsyenites of Tugtutoq (UPTON, 1964 a). Not all are porphyritic, but
where phenocrysts are present they are of single or aggregated crystals
of turbid perthitic alkali feldspar; unlike the porphyritic phonolites the
phenocrysts are not usually obvious anorthoclases. The groundmass gen
erally consists of short, rectangular turbid perthitic alkali feldspars,
sometimes arranged in typical trachytic texture. The feldspar margins
may be clear albite which is also found in wedge-shaped, interstitial
areas. An alkali amphibole is the commonest mafic mineral, occurring is
anhedral crystals strongly pleochroic from grey-green to violet-grey, the
intensity of the colour increasing towards the margins especiaIly when
adjacent to an area of interstitial albite. Some opaque grains are present,
associated with which there may be deep-brown biotite although biotite
is otherwise an uncommon mineral in this group. The quartz is in small,
clear interstitial areas. A fourth group is of extremely fine-grained al
most glassy rocks. These may be black or green coloured, often with
very strongly developed flow-structures and spherulitic areas (46277).
The group is generally non-porphyritic although very fine-grained mem
bers of the porphyritic phonolites have similar groundmass features. In
section the rocks are extremely fine-grained; usually the only identifi
able mineral is frond-like aegirine in spherulitic aggregates in the green
dykes (e. g. 46277) or alkali amphibole in the black dykes (58086).

(ii) Big Feldspar Dykes

In addition to the alkaline dykes there are more basic types repre
sented by highly porphyritic dolerites, trachydolerites and mafic micro
syenites, mapped under the collective field term of Big Feldspar Dykes.
This highly porphyritic and xenolithic group of dykes is a conspicious
and widespread member of the suite of Gardar igneous rocks in southern
Greenland, almost all the accounts of the GGU geologists working be
tween Igaliko Fjord in the south and Ivigtut in the north contain well
documented descriptions of these rocks (BRIDGWATER & HARRY, 1968;
STEWART, 1964; BERRANGE, 1966; WALTON, 1965), and the type occurs
even further afield. The dykes found in the Igaliko Complex do not
differ appreciably from those aIready described from adjacent areas.
The individual dykes remain remarkably constant in width throughout
their length; they measure from 15 m downwards. The margins are
generally very fine-grained, without phenocrysts and sometimes flow
banded. The central parts contain dull, white plagioclase crystals up to
15 cm in length, crystal fragments, and blocks of anorthosite or anortho
sitic gabbro from 20-30 cm in diameter. The groundmass consists of
plagioclase strongly zoned from andesine to oligoclase and interstitial
alkali feldspar, augite often altered to green amphibole and chlorite,
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opaques, biotite and apatite. Occasionally olivine is present in the
rocks with unaItered groundmass. The large plagioclase crystals and
anorthosite blocks are usually aItered, the plagioclase is heavily im
pregnated with sericitic mica and epidote, the mafic minerals are aItered
to fibrous green amphibole and chlorite. Calcite is common in the aItered
dykes. Big Feldspar Dykes with a sodic trachyte groundmass are found
in several places outside the Igaliko Complex (e. g. WALTON, 1965, p.
49) but few, if any of those mapped at Igaliko are microsyenitic. The
majority of the dykes have a trachydolerite matrix, a few more basic
examples being found in the relatively fresh dykes cutting the Motzfeldt
Centre (58327) and the North Qoroq Centre (59745).

The Big Feldspar Dykes maintain remarkably constant widths
within the area mapped. Individuals also have very characteristic as
semblages of plagioclase crystals, anorthosite blocks, or botlt- Because
of these constant features the dykes were of particular value in determ
ining the amounts of movement on the fauIts, when taken in conjunction
with certain distinctive trachytic dykes.

(Hi) Lamprophyres

No intersections were found between the lamprophyres and any of
the other dykes. With the exception of a vogesite (54168) cutting the
Julianehåb Granite near the southern end of Motzfeld Sø, the lampro
phyre dykes are either kersantites or spessartites. Two fresh biotite
spessartites (52285, 52287) cut the NE of 0stfjordsdal Syenite, augite
kersantites intrude the syenite SS. 2 near Agdlerulik (52274) and SM. 4
near the 1410 m summit south of "Flinks Dal" (63726).

(iv) Intrusive sequence

Because of their parallel strike, it is difficult to determine the
relative ages of the dykes in this group. A few intersections were found
on the plateau between Narssårssuaq and Qoroq, as well as at a number
of other localities. On the basis of these intersections it is possibIe to
draw up a tentative sequence. The Big Feldspar Dykes are the earliest
major group, at only one place within the syenites were they observed
cutting a trachyte. The locality is 1.3 km NNW of the 970 m hilltop in
the northern part of the South Qoroq Centre. Here, a 5 m wide sparsely
porphyritic trachyte (58242) striking at 1300 is cut by a thick Big Feld
spar Dyke (= 58262) at 160". The trachyte contains scattered small
augite phenocrysts in a groundmass of turbid flow-aligned perthitic
alkali feldspars, augite zoned to aegirine-augite, deep brown biotite,
opaques and chlorite.

Numerous dyke intersections were found in the vicinity of the
970 m hilltop in the northern part of the South Qoroq Centre (fig. 33).
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Here, the Big Feldspar Dykes are the oldest and a 12 m-wide sparsely
porphyritic microsyenite (58241) is the youngest intrusion. The sequence
determined is, starting with the youngest, a 12 m sparsely porphyritic
trachyte or microsyenite (58241), a porphyritic trachyte with anortho
clase phenocrysts (58238) and a porphyritic phonolite (58240), followed

58241

N

\
58240

58251

l I
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Fig. 33. Sketch map of the intersections between Big Feldspar Dykes and alkali
trachyte dykes near the 970 m summit, South Qoroq Centre. The numbers (58251,

etc.) refer to GGU specimens.

by a non-porphyritic phonolite (58239), two porphyritic phonolites
(58252, 58253) and a porphyritic trachyte (58251). Other intersections
were mapped in the North Qoroq Centre where porphyritic phonolites
with mantled anorthoclase phenocrysts cut non-porphyritic phonolites
and trachytes. All the intersections observed have been between saturated
and undersaturated dykes, none of the quartz trachytes was observed
cutting or cut by other dykes; there is a strong possibility that these
oversaturated dykes should be placed with the latest group (p. 91).
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(d) Late dykes

The most reliable criteria for deciding whether Ol' not a dyke belongs
to the youngest group are either that it is found cutting one of the four
late syenite of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre Ol' the associated intrusions,
Ol' else that the dyke is found in an unmetamorphosed condition within
country rocks that have been thermally altered by the late Igdlerfigssalik
syenites. Since this virtuaIly limits recognition to dykes mapped in and
adjacent to the Igdlerfigssalik Centre a number of late dykes elsewhere
will have been incorrectly c1assified as belonging to the group of inter
mediate age. At present, the only way in which it may be possibIe to
assign these dykes to the later group is on the basis of petrographic
similarity to known late dykes, on the somewhat uncertain assumption
that petrographically similar dykes are of similar age. On this basis,
together with their generally unaltered state, it appears most likely that
both the quartz trachytes and the porphyritic phonolites with pheno
crysts of mantled anorthoclase, olivine augite and some opaques, may
belong to the late group. None of these has been definitely recognised
amongst the altered trachytes dykes in rocks bordering the Igdlerfig
ssalik Centre whereas non-porphyritic trachytes, non-porphyritic phono
lites, phonolites with altered nepheline and alkali feldspar phenocrysts,
porphyritic phonolites with altered phenocrysts of alkali feldspar and
complexly intergrown aegirine-augite and alkali amphibole have been
recognised amongst the pre-Igdlerfigssalik Centre dykes. It is possibie
that the last-mentioned porphyritic phonolites are the altered equiv
alents of some with anorthoclase, augite and olivine phenocrysts, but
this has not been proved as yet. Dykes that definitely fall into the late
group include a lamprophyre and a variety of alkali trachytes. No
intersections were observed between any of the late dykes.

The most common late trachytes are a group of porphyritic phono
lites with phenocrysts of alkali feldspar and aegirine-augite (41951,
43897) and occasional nepheline (43802). Belonging to this group is a
dyke described by USSING (1912, p.250) as a 5-m wide green-coloured
tinguaite dyke "neal' the river south of the Narsarsuk plateau a littie
above the waterfall made by this river where it falls onto the low granite
area north of the Igaliko Fjord". USSING identified cordierite in this
rock, occurring as 3-5 mm grains with the appearance of milky quartz.
He regarded the cordierite as of extraneous origin. Specimens collected
from several points on this dyke are all tinguaite (Ol' phonolite; 43802,
54325, 87118). They correspond well with USSING'S description but
cordierite has not been identified. In one (54325) the areas resembling
milky quartz in hand specimen were found to consist of rounded nephe
line crystals, aften partially altered, with numerous minute inclusions.
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Several of the late dykes are non-porphyritic trachytes (41925, 41932)
with turbid lath-like alkali feldspar, biotite and alkali feldspars, aegirine
augite, analcite and occasionally fresh nepheline (41935). A single quartz
trachyte (63836) cuts the syenite near Narssårssuk, this dyke is petro
graphically similar to the quartz trachytes found cutting the earlier
syenites near Narssarssuaq, and elsewhere. ane of the porphyritic
phonolites is very similar petrographically to dykes cutting the earlier
syenites of the Motzfeldt Centre and the North Qoroq and South Qoroq
Centres and Narssarssuaq. It contains phenocrysts of olivine, augite
and aggregates of anorthoclase with marginal rims of clear alkali feId
spar (41954).

A distinctive group of dark fine-grained, sparsely porphyritic
trachytes cuts the marginal post SI. 4 breccias on the western edge of
the syenite area at Narssårssuk (Plate 2: TR. 2). These dykes contain
scattered, turbid perthitic alkali feldspar phenocrysts in a very fine
grained groundmass which is frequently strongly stained by hematite.
The recognisable groundmass crystals are restricted to spherulitic growths
of alkali pyroxene (54297) or alkali amphibole (54293). Although these
dykes cut, and are chilled against the post SI. 4 breccias, they show
some signs of shattering and impregnation by veins of albite (e. g.
54293, 54297). Because of this alteration they are considered to be
relatively early members of the group since other dykes (TR. 3, Plate 2;
41999, 43802) are not affected.

ane lamprophyre dyke cuts the syenite SI. 7 in Qororssuaq. The
rock (43887) is dark-coloured, with scattered feldspar phenocrysts up
to 1 cm in length. In section, it consists of plagioc1ase phenocrysts
(An 45) in a groundmass of well-formed brown biotite, and anhedral
alkali feldspar and plagioclase, accompanied by scattered opaques and
apatite, Other fresh lamprophyre dykes cut early members of the Igaliko
Complex, but in the absence of any direct evidence of a late age, they
are provisionally assigned to the group of intermediate age.

(e) Carbonatite dykes

The occurrence of carbonatite within the Igaliko Complex is limited
to a few thin dykes, and the breccia plug in the North Qoroq Centre.
The dykes rarely exceed 1 m in width and a few tens or hundreds of
metres in length. Because of their impersistent character it proved
difficult to place the carbonatite dykes accurately in the igneous se
quence; no intersections were found with other dykes. Carbonatite dykes
cut the late members of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre (Plate 2), one example
(41996) intrudes the syenite SI. 4 on the west bank of a stream 1.4 km
SSE of Narssårssuk, another (41982) cuts the syenite SI. 5 about 2 km
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N 80° E of Iganaq summit. Near the same locality, in the country rocks
on the west of the syenite SI. 4 there are at least two carbonatite dykes
(54243, 54244; 54275) metamorphosed by the syenite (Plate 2). Thus,
carbonatite intrusions in the Igaliko area cover a considerable part of
the time span of the Gardar igneous activity, a finding in accordance
with results from adjacent areas (STEWART, 1964; WALTON, 1965, p. 39).

The majority of the carbonatite dykes consist of calcite with var
iable, though small amounts of phlogopite or biotite, apatite and opaque
minerals. Fluorite, apparently of replacement origin was found in several
(e. g. 46257), quartz and albite are occasionally present in very small
amounts (43931). The two pre-SI. 4 carbonatites near Narssårssuk are
distinctive in that they carry appreciable amounts of clinopyroxene and
olivine in addition to calcite, large crystals of apatite and phlogopitic
mica.

In all, about 15 small dykes were found over the whole of the
Complex.

(f) Summary and conc1usions

The Gardar dykes mapped in and around the Igaliko Complex are
mainly alkali trachytes, members of the extensive dyke swarms of Mid
Gardar age recognised throughout the Tugtutoq-Igaliko zone (UPTON,
1962). The dykes in the vicinity of Igaliko are largely undersaturated
types, more accurately termed phonolites or tinguaites than trachytes;
although trachytes sensu stricto and quartz trachytes are represented.
LittIe has been published on the dykes near the Ilimaussaq Intrusion
but on Tugtutoq, UPTON (1962) has described a variety of Mid-Gardar
dykes, including many saturated to over-saturated trachytes. He makes
the suggestion that these dykes "represent preliminary tappings of the
magma source which was subsequently to produce rocks of the TugtutOq
central ring complex" (p. 38). The suggestion has attractions in the
Igaliko area where the majority of the dykes and syenites are under
saturated in character.

WEGMANN (1938) and BONDAM (1955) have advanced the hypoth
esis that some of the alkali trachytes are metatrachytes. This interpreta
tion was based largely on WEGMANN'S view that the nepheline syenites
near Narssarssuaq had originated through metasomatic transformation
of pre-existing country rocks (WEGMANN, 1938, p. 81). Since the trans
formationist hypothesis for the origin of the syenites cannot be sustained,
it is not possibIe to accept the implication that the dykes were present
before the formation of the nepheline syenites (BONDAM, 1955, p. 11).
All the numerous trachytic dykes mapped in the Igaliko Complex show
intrusive relations towards the syenites although some are highly altered
by distinctly later syenite intrusions.
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The major alkaline intrusions are cut by trachytic and microsyeni
tic dykes belonging to the regional dykes swarms and by thin micro
syenite sheets and dykes closely connected with the large syenite intru
sions. It is generally possibIe to distinguish between the minor intru
sions of different origins on the basis of their relations to the earlier rocks
and their crystallizations textures. The members of the dyke swarm
have sharply defined margins against the earlier syenite, they often show
distinct evidence of chilling at the edges and flow structures are some
times developed. Though usually very fine-grained, the coarser members
contain abundant thin platy feldspar crystals often showing a typical
trachytic parallelism. In section, the groundmass feldspars are elongate
and well-formed, sometimes showing trachytic texture, with the mafic
minerals, nepheline, analcite, etc., generally occupying the interstices
between the feldspars. In contrast, the sheets and dykes closely related
to the major intrusions are thoroughly welded to the country rocks,
they do not have chilled margins, and flow structures are rare although
zones of coarse and fine-grained rock may aIternate in bands more or
less parallel to the margins. Their crystallization differs from that of the
trachytes, the feldspars are short, stumpy anhedral or subhedral crystals
and the mafics are rounded, subhedral or anhedral crystals, aIthough
sometimes distinctly poikilitic mafic minerals are present. Their crystal
lization is very similar to that of the syenites although on a reduced scale,
in this respect they are more truly microsyenitic than the trachytic
dykes.

These differences reflect the different cooling conditions of essen
tially similar magmas : the microsyenitic sheets and dykes intruded
syenites that had solidified but not cooled completely, whereas the
trachytes cut relatively cold rocks, regardless of whether these were
syenites or earlier country rocks.

The Gardar dykes have a very constant strike direction at about
N 60° E throughout most of the Igaliko-TugtutOq zone. However, the
dyke swarm undergoes a notable deflection within the Igaliko Complex
(Plate 4; fig. 34), on the peninsula between Narssarssuaq and Qoroq and
on the south side of "Gieseckes Dal". There is a progressive change in
direction to about N 20° E, or even N-S north of Niaqornårssuk, of all the
different trachytic dykes and the Big Feldspar Dykes. The effect of the
deflection is to off-set the course of the dyke swarm by about 5 km to
the NNW. The picture is somewhat confused by the presence of two
major and several minor sinistral transcurrent faults, most of which
have had post-dyke phases of movement. However, the displacement
and change in direction cannot be attributed to successive close-spaced
movements along these or associated fauIts. The deflection appears to
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Fig. 34. 'kelch map of tile Oardar dykes (all generation) in and al'ound lhe 19a1iko
nepilcline yenile . .:\ote (a) lile ab ence of dykes culling lile Jale 19d1erfigssalik
syeniles ("l"), and (b) tlle approximalely '-S trend of all dykes in Ih counlry

belween QOl'oq and Tunugdliarflk.

be limited Lo tlle dykes passillg through the northem haH 01' the Igaliko
Complex. 1\0 evidence 01' deI1ection j found either side 01' the 1l0rLhem
arm 01' Tunugdliarfik (J. ALLAART, personal communication, 1967), nor
is Lbere evidence 01' deflection to the east of Lhe complex although Lhe
mapping i far from complete in that ground.

On the available evidenee there are two po sible explanations of
the deflection 01' the dyke swarm. Deflections 01' s\varms are known
in the vicinity af associated major intrusions, as for example in the
Crazy Peak area 01' Montana (ODE, 1957) Ol' the Tertiary Volcanic Dis
tricL 01' We tem ScotJand (RICHEY, 1938). IL i therefore pos ible that
the early stage 01' development 01' the Jgdlerfig alik Centre eau ed a
modiflcation in the regional tre spattem l'esulLing in a deflecLion of
the dyke swarrn fl'om its normal 60° E strike, although Lhe di tribu
tion ofLhe dykes aboutLhe Igdlerfigssalik Cen tl'e doe' not match we]]
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with the distribution envisaged by ODE (1957). Furthermore, there is
the distinct possibility that some of the dykes affected post-date the
Igdlerfigssalik Centre. Alternatively, the deflection may have been caused
by the superposition of stresses associated with the transcurrent fauIts
on the regional pattern that elsewhere determined the orientation of
the dykes. It is significant that there is evidence of overlap in time
between the emplacement of the dykes and movement on at least one
of the fauIts (p. 101).



VII. FAULTING

FauIting affected the Igaliko area before the emplacement of the
nepheline syenites and at different times during and after the intrusion
of the syenites and associated dykes.

(a) Pre-syenite faulting

Between Tunugdliarfik and Igaliko Fjord the Gardar supracrustaI
rocks are broken up by a series of faults at about N 80° E (POULSEN,

1964, Map 1). The faults have a slight effect on the bedded rocks; their
main movements appear to have been vertical. They are cut by alkali
trachyte dykes and Big Feldspar Dykes SW of Igaliko village. Further
evidence of their early age is found on the west side of Iganaq, on the
SW margin of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre, where a fault at N 70° E throws
down sandstones against Julianehåb Granite to the north (USSING, 1912,
fig. 24). There is no evidence that this fault cuts the syenite SI. 4 on the
eastern side of Iganaq. V. POULSEN has mapped another early fault at
Narssarssuaq, separating sandstones and effusive rocks from Julianehåb
Granite in the valley between the Narssarssuaq Stock and the western
edge of the syenite SN. 1. Again, there is no evidence that this fauIt
affects the syenites. Another early fault occupies a prominent NE-SW
valley extending from the west side of the 0stfjordsdal Syenite to Fox
Bay. In the valley, the Julianehåb Granite is crushed and discoloured
but the boundary between the 0stfjordsdal Syenite and the country
rocks is not affected.

(b) Post-syenite faulting

Two groups of fauIts affect the syenites, one consisting of minor
fauIts with an orientation between north-south and NE-SW, and the
other of major and minor faults with a general orientation that is ap
proximately east-west. The first group is not responsibIe for any major
movements, although quite pronounced topographic features may be
associated with them, as in the North Qoroq Centre where a long, straight
valley extends from near the 587 m hill in the south of the centre NE
for over 10 km. The northern margin of this centre is slightly displaced

186 7
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either side of the 550 m lake by the fauIt but dykes cutting the syenites
are little affected. Minor fauIts in this group cut the late syenites of the
Igdlerfigssalik Centre near Igtmaq and east of Sulugssugutausså; however,
there is also evidence that some of the faulting may pre-date these late
syenites. East of Iganarssuanguaq, on the SE side of Qoroq, a north
south fault displaces the contact between the syenites SI. 2 and SI. 3
by at least 400 m in a horizontal, dextral sense yet there is no evidence
that the contact between the syenites SI. 3 and SI. 4 is displaced aIthough
it is well-exposed on the hillside 1 km south of the fjord. It is usually
difficuIt to demonstrate any vertical movement on the fauIts within
the syenites, since all the reference planes provided by dykes and syenite
contacts are vertical or steeply inclined. The apparent movements are
all horizontal, in either dextral or sinistral senses. However, one fault
in the South Qoroq Centre, about 3 to 4 km south of the 970 m summit,
provides evidence for vertical movement, with a downthrow to the SE.
The contact between the syenites SS. 4 and SS. 5, which is inc1ined steeply
to the west and NW, shows an apparent sinistral movement on the SW
part of the fault and an apparent dextral movement about 1 km to the
NE on the same fault.

The spectacular valley of Qororssuaq (fig. 28 a) is marked by a belt
of small fractures, fauIts and crush lines. The effeets of movement are
visible in the river exposures towards the SW end of the valley, near
the two lakes at 570 m elevation, and in deep gorges eroded along crush
lines towards the northern end of the valley, on the south side of "Gies
eckes Dal". Despite its prominence as a topographie feature, the faults
associated with Qororssuaq have had littIe visible effect on the geological
boundaries (Plate 4).

The two major east-west fauIt zones erossing the Complex both
give rise to prominent topographic features. The northern fauIt zone
can be followed eastwards from a small bay on the east shore of Tunug
dliarfik, south of Akuliaruseq, aeross the peninsula to Qoroq, then for
12 km through the Motzfeldt Centre where it forms the broad flat valley
of upper "Flinks Dal" (fig. 35), to the eastern eorner of Motzfeldt Sø
where the fault is in the deep valley filled by the glaeier flowing from
the Inland Ice into the lake. The fault is marked by a zone up to 200 m
wide in which the syenites and dykes are sheared, discoloured and
thoroughly breceiated. Off-shoots from the main zone extend for up to
300 metres into the adjoining rocks. The width of the zone is well dis
played in the steep exposures either side of Qoroq (fig. 35) as well as sev
eral localities in upper "Flinks Dal", for exampIe, south of the lake at
700 maltitude. The horizontal displacement across this fault is of the
order of 2 km in a sinistral sense. The displacement remains fairly eon
stant throughout the length of the fauIt; at the east end the outer margin
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Fig. 35. Erosion along tlte line of the sinistral tran current fallit in lIpper "Flinks
Dal" (disl ance) and lhe Qoroq sycnitcs (foreground) . (pholo: C.l-LE., GGC)

of the syenite S 1. 1 again t the Julianehåb Granite i moved about
2 km, while on the plateau between :-rar sarssuaq and Qoroq Lhe displace
menLs of disLincLivc Gal'dar dykes are of the same amounL and in the
same ense. TO indication of the vertical component of this fault could
be obtained within the area mapped; information regarding this may
hecome available when a saLisfactory correlation has been established
between the fatut cutting the yenites neal' . arssarssuaq and those
on Lhe wesL side of Tunugdliarfik, neal' Qag iarssuk. A downLhrow to
the nOI'Lh appeal's to be required to account for everal features including
the relaLionships between the syenite SS. 2 and SS. 3, and members
of theNorLh Qoroq Centre about 5 km SE of .arssars uaq, as v..ell as
Lhe difTol'ences between inc1usions in the syeniLe SM. 4 on tho northern
anel southern sides of upper' "Flinks Dal".

The southern of the two major faulLs is well displayed east of Qoroq
where erosion alang its eourse determines the position of "Gieseekes
Dal" to the ea'L of a point about 2.5 km from the fjord. As with Lhe
northern fault, there is a broad zone of erushing and discolouration up
to 100 m wide; the full width of thi erush zone i exposed on slabs and
in the river gorge about '1.0 km east of Qoroq. In the we tern parL of
"Gie eekes Dal" the fauIt dispia es the contaet of the yenite SS. 2
with Julianehåb Gl'anite for about 1 km in a horizontal, sinistra.1 sense
(the apparently greater displacement shown on the map (Plate 4) is
due to cl ifIerences in elevation of the • E-dipping contact of SS. 2 on
either side of the fault). The sinisLral senso of the movement is well
demonstrated by the di tortion of trachyLie and other dykes on the

7*
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QORQUP QAQAI
(1525m)

Fig. 36 a & b). View o[ lbe soulh race of Q6rqup qaqai ("1525 m) nOI'lh of "Giescckes
Dal", showing Lhe defiecLion of Oardar dykes by a major sinisLral LI'anscurrent fault.
Mosl of Lhe exposcd face is formed of crushed syeniLes (S . 2 and SS. 3); the dykes

stand ouL as dark lines. (PhoLo: C.H.E., GOU.)

south side of Qorqup qaqai (fig. 36 a & b). The western extension of
this fauIt on the peninsuIa north of Niaqornårssuk causes significantIy
less sinistraJ horizontal displacement of the syenites and dykes, about
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400 m instead of 1 km at "Gieseckes Dal". Part of the difference is due
to the fauIt branching to form a number of smaller fauIts north of
Niaqornarssuk.

It is probabIe that this fauIt has a southerIy downthrow of at Ieast
400 m. The precise amount is difficuIt to determine; the figure given
has been obtained using the base of the Eriksfjord Formation as a ref
erence plane. East of Narssarssuk this is at about 180 m, while of the
north side of the fauIt, SE of "Flinks Dal", the base of the formation
is at about 1400 m. The Eriksfjord Formation has a regional dip of not
more than 5° SW, which is the vaIue of dip used in estimating the
verticaI displacement on the fauIt. However, at the IocaIities mentioned
the beds are almost flat-Iying, and consequently the estimate of the
downthrow of the fauIt may be too small.

There is no direct evidence of the relative ages of the two major
sinistral fauIts in the area mapped; if they continue west with the
trends found south of Narssarssuaq they should intersect south of
Qagssiarssuk or just off-shore in Tunugdliarfik. An indication of relative
ages comes from the relationship of a distinctive 12 m-wide sparsely
porphyritic microsyenite dyke (59774, 58241, etc.). The dyke undergoes
the normal 2 km sinistraI displacement across the northern fauIt. At
the southern fauIt, this same dyke is dispIaced Iess than 100 msinistrally
about 2 km N 10° W of Niaqornarssuk compared with displacements of
the order of 400 m undergone by the majority of the other dykes. Thus,
there is evidence that the northern fauIt is the Iater of the two, and that
there was a period of overlap between dyke intrusion and movements
on the southern fauIt.

A major fault forms the southern boundary to the Eriksfjord For
mation near IgaIiko village. The fauIt truncates trachytic dykes of the
regional swarms, consequently there must have been movement at a
relatively late stage in the Gardar. However, the fauIt appears to be
earlier than the late syenites of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre since there is
no indication that an eastern continuation displaces the syenite SI. 4
nor the thin ring-dyke syenite SI. 6. Exposure is not good on TavdIorutit,
south of Qororssuaq, but it is sufficient to enable positioning of the
syenite-Julianehåb Granite boundary with a fair degree of confidence
and, further west, to map the position of SI. 6, and the 0stfjordsdal
syenite. At a first glance it would appear that this fauIt must pre-date
the late syenites of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre; its direct continuation
east from the coast exposures south of IgaIiko shouId bring it against
the late syenites. However, there is the possibiIity that the continuation
of the fauIt swings slightly to the south thus missing the nepheIine
syenites; the sinistral displacement of SI. 6 east of Sulugssugutaussa
(PIate 4) may occur aIong a branch from this major fauIt. The question
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of the relative ages of the late syenites and this fault should remain
open for the present, particularly in view of the evidence that the move
ment on the major "Flinks Dal" fault is later than late members of the
Igdlerfigssalik Centre (p. 107).

The origin of Qoroq must be considered when dealing with faulting
within the Complex; it is possibIe that there is a fault along the line
of the fjord. No definite answer ean be given on the evidence available
from the Igaliko area alone, but the folIowing facts indicate that the pos
sibility is worth considering. Shears with a NE trend commonly occur
on the shores of Qoroq on both sides of the SS. 2jSS. 3 contact west
of "Gieseckes Dal"; there are dissimilarites between the complex in the
lower part of Flinks Dal and that on the opposite NW side of Qoroq;
there is mineralization and crushing folIowing the trend of the fjord at
Niaqornårssuk; numerous small displacements with a similar direction
to the fjord are present on the Narssarssuaq peninsula. The fault would
have to change course with the bends in the fjord (Plate 4), but these
changes could be readily explained by its displacement along the major
sinistral faults which cross the fjord. Against the hypothetical fault it
may be argued that there is a lack of apparent displacement of the small
strip of Igdlerfigssalik Centre syenites at Niaqornårssuk relative to the
main body of this Centre and also the fault would not have to effect a
notable movement of the Julianehåb Granite near "Flinks Dal"; other
wise, Julianehåb Granite would appear on the north shore of Qoroq
where none has been found. On the whole, the arguments for a fault
along Qoroq outweigh those against, but the matter cannot be finally
settled on the evidence available. The continuation towards Tunug
dliarfik will also have to be taken into account.



VIII. CONCLUSIONS

(a) The sequence within the Igaliko Complex, and the position
of members of the Complex in the Gardar chronology

The sequence of events within the Complex IS summarized in
Table 1.

The earliest recorded event, after the erosion of the Julianehåb
Granite, was the deposition of the continental arenaceous sediments,
the pyroclastic deposits, and the associated lavas, to form the group
of supracrustal rocks known collectively as the Eriksfjord Formation
(POULSEN, 1964; BERTHELSEN & NOE-NYGAARD, 1965). Elsewhere,
there is some evidence that certain of the Gardar dolerite dykes pre
dated, or were contemporaneous with the lavas and pyroclastic rocks
(B. G. J. UPTON, personal communication). Before emplacement of any
of the Igaliko syenites, the supracrustal rocks were extensively faulted,
and cut by two volcanic pipes NE of Motzfeldt Sø.

The exact order of emplacement of the earlier nepheline syenites
is not known. It is assumed that activity began at a number of points
now represented by the early satellitic intrusions of North Motzfeldt,
East Motzfeldt, Tunugdliarfik, Narssarssuaq and 0stfjordsdal, though
whether these were all equally early or merely preceeded the adjacent
major centre could not be ascertained. The 0stfjordsdal syenite cuts a
minor swarm of nepheline porphyry dykes striking NE from Igaliko
Fjord (these are the Fox Bay Porphyry type of USSING (1912)).

The earliest major centre was probably the Motzfeldt Centre, this
was emplaced with successively younger members towards the west;
the syenites are cut by arcuate dykes and partial ring-dykes of alkali
gabbro and syenogabbro. Large rafts of highly altered supracrustal
rocks and of Julianehåb Granite are preserved within SM. 4; it also is
possibIe that the large area of coarse syenite SM. 5 may be a sheet or
raft enclosed by SM. 4. At its extreme western margin, the syenite
SM. 1 truncates a 15 m-wide dolerite dyke which strikes at 90°. This
intersection is useful since it demonstrates that the Motzfeldt Centre
is later than some of the Gardar dolerite dykes and thus almost certainly
later than the nepheline-syenite-carbonatite complex of Grønnedal-Ika
(EMELEUS, 1964).
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Table 1. Geological dCCJelopment of the Nepheline Syenite Complex.

Post-Gardar. Quaternary glaciation, erosion.

Late-Gardar. Final 2 km sinistral transcurrent movement on major fault in upper
"Flinks Dal" and the Narssarssuaq plateau. Displaces Gardar dykes
which probably post-date late members of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre.

Partial ring-dyke of alkali gabbro (cuts SI. 7, etc.).

Late-Gardar dykes, including:

quartz trachytes
trachytes
porphyritic phonolites
lamprophyres (?)

Minor NE-SW faulting (in Qororssuaq).

Sinistral transcurrent movements on the faults in "Gieseckes Dal"
and cutting the South Qoroq syenites 3-4 km N and NW of Niaqor
narssuk.

(N.B. There is overlap between movement on these faults and intru
sion of the Late-Gardar dykes.)

Late breccias along the western margin of SI. 4 near Iganaq and
Narssarssuk.

Late members of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre:

SI. 4 ~ SI. 5 ~ SI. 6 ~ SI. 7.

(The Porphyritic microsyenites and leucocratic syenites probably
fall between SI. 4 and SI. 5.)

Early faults, trending N-S and NE-SW.

Mid-Gardar. Majority of the dykes, including:

trachytes
phonolites
porphyritic phonolites
lamprophyres
Big Feldspar Dykes

Early members of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre:

SI. 1 ~ SI. 2 ~ SI. 3.

Syenogabbro (cuts SS. 5 but cut by SI. 2).

Syenites of the South Qoroq Centre:

SS.1 ~SS. 2 ~SS. 3 ~SS. 4 ~SS. 5.

(N.B. Microsyenite sheets cutting SS. 3 near SS. 4 are probably as
sociated with the later syenites.)

(continued)
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Table 1 (cont.).

Satellitic syenites:

Narssarssuaq stock (probably pre-SS. 2).
Tunugdliarfik syenite (pre-SS. 2).
0stfjordsdal syenite (pre-SS. 1).

Breccia plug cutting SNo 5.

Syenites of the North Qoroq Centre:

SN.l -+ SNo 2 -+ SNo 3 -+ SNo 4 -+ SNo 5.

Alkali gabbro and syenogabbro cutting the Motzfeldt Syenites.

Syenites of the Motzfeldt Centre:

SM. 1 -+ SM. 2 -+ SM. 3 -+ SM. 4 -+ SM. 5.

Satellitic syenites:

North Motzfeldt syenites (pre-SM. 1).

NM. 1 -+ NM. 2.
East Motzfeldt syenite (pre-SM. 1 ?).

105

Pre-Gardar.

Early-Gardar.
Early dykes:

Dolerites (in Mellemlandet).
Fox Bay nepheline porphyries.

Faulting (At Narssarssuaq and near Igaliko).

Eriksfjord Formation (sediments, lavas and pyroclastic deposits).

~~~~~~~~~~~~- (angular unconformity) --~---~-~..

Julianehåb Granite suite.

The sequence from the North Qoroq Centre, to the South Qoroq
Centre, to the early members of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre calls for little
comment; the centres are elongated about NW-SE axes, as are the
Motzfeldt Centre and the late Igdlerfigssalik Syenites. Taken overall,
the focus of igneous activity has moved southwards with time. Within
each centre there was probably an appreciable time interval between
many of the syenites; evidence for this comes from the sharp intrusive
contacts between syenites and the development of internal feldspar
lamination, sometimes accompanied by concordant mineral layering,
all of which had time to form before the intrusions were cored out by
alater syenite. As in other complexes, the successive intrusions are
usually slightly ofr-set in a consistent direction within individual centres,
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..... - ...... e:----...... Movement from

~ centre to centre

Direction of movement

within centres

.... Faults

5 Km

Fig. 37. 'ketch map sI10wing the directions of migration of igneous activitJ· within
individual centres and fl'om centre to cenLl'c.

while Lhe change of the foeus of activity from centre to eenLre foJlowed
a regular patter'n (fia. 37).

A break in plutonic inLrusion is evident after the emplaeemont of
the early members of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre. The ensuing event was
the intru ion of numerous dykes to form the regional dyke swarm. In
the Igaliko area, the earlie t dykes are severallong Big Feldspar Dykes,
these were fol1owed by numerous alkali tr'Uchytes. The swarm ontain
a few lamprophyre dykes whieh cut syenites in tho outhern parL af
the Complex. The dykos are members of a major regional swarm ex
tending from Mellemlandet WSW to TugLuLoq and beyond; the Igaliko
syenites lie slightly to thc outh of the main eoneentl'ation af dyke,
whieh is in the gl'ound norLh af Tunugdliarftk, botween Qag iar 'su k
and the llimau' aq Jntrusion. Same af the '-S to TE- 'W-trending
fault weJ'e fOl'med during Lhe period of dyke injcction but the exa'L
timing of tbe movcments on the Lwo major E-W sinistral transcurrenI,
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fauIts are less certain; a maj or part of the movement on these faults
is very late.

A minor event within the North Qoroq Centre aids correlation with
the Qagssiarssuk area. A small plug of carbonated breccia of monchiqui
tic affinities cuts the junction between the syenites SN. 1 and SN. 5.
This breccia plug is petrographically identical with breccias described by
J. W. STEWART (1964) from Qagssiarssuk where they are placed fairly
late in the intrusive history of that area. The North Qoroq breccia plug
is cut by an offshoot of an alkali trachyte dyke which is probably a
member of the regional dyke swarm.

From their relations to the Gardar dolerite dykes and to the later
swarm of alkali trachyte and other dykes, the Igaliko syenites (with
the exception of the late members of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre) are
thought to be slightly older than the alkali syenites and granites of the
Narssaq Complex (SØRENSEN, 1966) but younger than the Tugtutoq
giant dykes of gabbro, syenogabbro and syenites (UPTON, 1962).

The latest events at Igaliko are the sequence of syenite intrusions
SI. 4 to SI. 7, the late alkali dolerite dyke, and the last movements on
the major sinistral transcurrent fauIts. Although these fauIts do not
intersect any of the late Igdlerfigssalik syenites nor the alkali dolerite
intrusion, they do cut all the alkali trachyte dykes on the Narssarssuaq
peninsula, in "Flinks Dal", and in "Gieseckes Dal". Since the late
Igdlerfigssalik syenites are cut by a few dykes that are petrographically
identical with dykes displaced by these faults it must be assumed that
the last movements on the fauIts were probably the latest events in the
Complex. Consequently, the latest syenite intrusions at Igaliko may be
slightly older than the Ilimaussaq Intrusion (FERGUSON, 1964; SØREN
SEN, 1966, p.9), and possibly older than the Central Complex of Tug
tutoq (UPTON, 1962), the Nunarssuit Complex (HARRY & PULVERTAFT,
1963) and the Kungnåt alkaline complex (UPTON, 1960).

(b) The mode of emplacement of the syenites

The emplacement of the syenites of the Igaliko Complex has, in
general, been accomplished without appreciable disturbanee of earlier
rocks, regardless of whether these were Julianehåb Granite, Gardar
supracrustal rocks, or other syenites. A useful pre-syenite reference level
is provided by the unconformity of the Gardar supracrustal rocks on
the basement granites and gneisses; this is present near the Igdlerfig
ssalik and Motzfeldt centres as well as in the vicinity of Narssarssuaq.
Except near Narssårssuk, where there has been a certain amount of
downwarping towards SI. 4, disturbance which can be attributed to
the syenites is at a minimum. While the supracrustal rocks at Narssar-
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ssuaq have a moderate SSE dip, directed towards the South Qoroq
Centre, this inclination can hardly be directly attributed to the centre
since the structures are truncated by the earlier North Qoroq Centre
(Plate 4). Elsewhere, slight upwards displacement may be suggested by
a pattern of small, repeated normal fauIts downthrowing northwards
on the north side of the Motzfeldt Centre, near the 1550 m summit area.

The contacts between syenites do not provide evidence of disturb
ance or crushing. Junctions are generally clear-cut, unless no great time
interval separated the intrusions, and the structures in the older rocks
have not been disturbed or distorted as far as could be ascertained.
Crushing is certainly present in the syenites but this appears to be
related to regional small-scale faulting rather than to the intrusions.

Within each centre the majority of the syenites have arcuate out
crops resembling broad ring-dykes. However, inspection of the contacts
shows that in most instances the outer margin of each intrusion is against
older rocks but the inner margin is the contact with ayounger syenite;
thus, the ring-dyke form is an apparent rather than a real feature. Two
exceptions are the syenite SM. 3 of the Motzfeldt Centre which is regarded
as a partial ring-dyke, and the syenite SI. 6 of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre
which is a thin, almost continuous ring-dyke. Otherwise, the syenite
intrusions are steep-sided, stock-like bodies, the centres of which are
generally occupied by later intrusions.

Taking into account the undisturbed surroundings and the form of
the intrusions, the mechanism of emplacement favoured is one of com
bined ring-dyke intrusion and block subsidence. In each, a large cylin
drical or steep-sided inverted conical block has been downfaulted, the
space formed being filled by syenite magma that moved up the circular
fracture and over the top of the subsided mass of earlier rocks. Whether
the final intrusion appears as a ring-dyke or a stock would depend on
the amount of central subsidence and of subsequent erosion. Repeated
subsidence about approximately the same centre, or with slight off-set,
has resulted in successively younger intrusions appearing towards the
middle of each centre, culminating, in the Igdlerfigssalik Centre, in the
perfectly-preserved stock of SI. 7. The mechanism envisaged is that
proposed by J. E. RICHEY to account for the structural relations of
granitic and other rocks within the Central Complexes of the Tertiary
Volcanic Districts of the British Isles (RICHEY, 1928, 1932). Proof of
the operation of downward subsidence is found within the Motzfeldt
Centre. Here, large rafts of country rock are preserved within the syenite
SM. 4; since these include a high proportion of aItered' basalt and agglom
erate derived from the Gardar supracrustal rocks, it is necessary to
postulate downward subsidence to account for their present position.
Structurally similar relationships are known within the Grønnedal-Ika
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nepheline syenites where a large raft of altered gneiss and amphibolite
separates different syenites (EMELEUS, 1964), in the Kungnåt alkaline
igneous complex where a conspicious raft of gneiss occurs within the
Western Centre, separating two series of layered syenites (UPTON, 1960),
and probably within the Nunarssuit syenite, although here there is the
possibility that the inc1usions represent roof pendants (HARRY & PUL
VERTAFT, 1963, p. 125). At Igaliko, it is significant that the inclusions
within SM. 4 are thoroughly recrystallized and altered metasomatically,
indicating prolonged contact with active syenite magma. Apart from
the rafts in SM. 4, and occasional inc1usions such as those found in
SI. 4, the syenites are remarkably free from xenoliths of any sort, a
further point of similarity with the Tertiary intrusions of the British
Isles.

During the prolonged period of time involved in the gradual build
up of the Igaliko Complex, a succession of centres of igneous activity
was established. Within each centre, activity took place in several dis
tinct phases, now represented by the different syenites. In several instan
ces, a considerable amount of time must have elapsed between succes
sive intrusions. Individual syenites have internal structures and other
features which indicate that in situ differentiation was able to take
place during the consolidation of the body. However, several syenites
provide evidence that occasionally intrusions succeeded one another
quite rapidly; this is suggested by the contact relations of syenite pairs
such as SS. 2/SS. 3, and SS. 4/SS. 5, and also by the c10se similarities
and contact relationships of SI. 5 and SI. 6; these may represent suc
cessive pulses of magma from the same source (HARRY & RICHEY, 1963)
although there may be slight compositional differences between pairs
(e. g. SS.4 and SS. 5). Within each centre there is a definite preference
for the youngest intrusion to occupy the most central position; the older
syenites have usually been cored-out by successively younger intrusions.

The symmetry of the centres calls for comment. Inspection of the
map (Plate 4) shows that each centre is, or was oval in outline. The
long axes of the centres are all oriented approximately NW-SE at
right-angles to the direction of the regional Gardar dyke swarms. It is
perhaps worth noting a similar orientation exists in the nearby Ilimau
ssaq Intrusion (FERGUSON, 1964). Furthermore, the succession of centres
from North Qoroq to the late member of the Igdlerfigssalik Centre shows
a gradual change in a constant direction, that is approximately from
NNW to SSE when allowance is made for faulting. AIso, within the
late Igdlerfigssalik Centre there has been a change in the centre of ac
tivity in the same general direction. The progressive and systematic
changes provide a similar pattern to changes observed on the Tertiary
Centres of NE Ireland where the elongation of the centres lies across
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the direction of the associated dyke swarms. Many of the features of
the Igaliko Complex find a parallel in the ring-structures described by
TURNER (1963) from Sara-Fier, Nigeria. Here, the author describes
progressive migration from one centre to another, the presence of several
intrusions within a centre and the tendency for younger members to lie
within the limits of the earliest, outermost intrusion. The Nigerian in
trusions are frequently steep-sided and TURNER points out that it is
difficult to envisage their emplacement by a simple cauldron-subsidence
mechanism; the difficulty is also present with some of the syenites at
Igaliko (e. g. SS. 4, SI. 7) although even a slight outward inclination of
the intrusion margin may be adequate, provided there is considerable
subsidence of the central block; this seems a likely event since the
magmas were all of nepheline syenite composition (cf. L. R. WAGER in
discussion of D. C. TURNER'S paper (1963, p. 365)).



IX. APPENDIX

Access to the Igaliko Complex

There is great variation in the ease of access to the different parts of the Com
plex (Plate 3). On the western side there is little difficulty; a boat may be used to
land at many points on the eastern shore of Tunugdliarfik; it is possibie to walk to
the syenites from the village of Igaliko or the landing place at I tivdleq, from the
shore near Narssårssuk and from Narssarssuaq airport. Access becomes progressively
more difficult towards the east of the Complex. Qoroq is usually navigable as far as
"Flinks Dal", although extreme care is required especially near the ice front, since
sudden fohn winds can blow large masses of loose ice from the foot of Qorqup serrnia
to Niaqornårssuk in a matter of hours. However, landings can usually be made on
either side of the foot of "Gieseckes Dal", at "Flinks Dal", and at the base of the
steep fjord walls at numerous points. From Narssarssuaq airport, it is possibie to
walk to most of the ground between Tunugdliarfik, Kiagtut sermiat and Qoroq.
South of Qoroq there are several ways of reaching the mountain masses centred
around Igdlerfigssalik and Agdlerulik. The western slopes, which are generally
fairly gentle, are somewhat scree-covered. The broad valley of Qororssuaq provides
an extremely useful through route from which central parts of this ground may be
reached. The southern slopes facing towards 0stfjordsdal may be climbed at a
number of places though much of the ground is steep and thickly mantled by mobile
scree. On the northern side, south of "Gieseckes Dal", the mountains are steep
with the upper parts of the valleys filled by small corrie glaciers making access diffi
cult though by no means impossible. From the Qoroq end of "Gieseckes Dal" it is
possibie to walk along the southern side of the valley to the upper part of 0stfjords
dal and thence to Igaliko Fjord near Fox Bay, keeping below 500 metres elevation
for most of the distance; however, it should be pointed out that the river flowing
through "Gieseckes Dal" is fed by glacier melt waters and cannot be crossed except
possibly where it spreads out over the gravel flats at Qoroq or in the area of gravel
flats at the southern end of Motzfeldt Sø.

The ground bounded by "Gieseckes Dal", Qoroq, the two arms of Qorqup
serrnia, and Motzfeldt Sø is fairly easily approached from the northern side of
"Gieseckes Dal", and through "Flinks Dal" and its various branches. To reach the
southern side of the upper part of Motzfeldt Sø and the corresponding SE arm of
Qorqup serrnia it is necessary to walk the length of "Flinks Dal", descend to the
lake through a col about 3 km east of the mountain Ivnårå, past the lake at ?OO m
elevation in the uppermost part of "Flinks Dal". To reach the southern end of
Motzfeldt Sø, follow a fairly well-defined sheep track on the northern side of "Gie
seckes Dal"; however, it is doubtful if it is possibie to traverse all the western shore
of Motzfeldt Sø in order to join the route through "Flinks Dal".

The most difficult ground to reach is that lying to the north and east af Motz
feldt Sø. During our field work both of these areas were mapped from camps estab
lished with the help of helicapters. To reach either on foot, carrying tents and sup-
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plies for a prolonged stay, would be arduous but quite possibIe for a well-equipped
group. The eastern part would have to be approached from the southern side of
"Gieseckes Dal",across the gravel flats west of the large glacier. To reach the northern
area of syenite it would be necessary to walk through "Flinks Dal", get to the SE
arm of Qorqup sermia and cross the glacier which was, in 1963, very slow moving
and relatively little crevassed compared with the active western arm of Qorqup
sermia. Once the northern shore of Motzfeldt Sø is gained there is little difficulty
in walking into the syenites using the NE-SW river valleys. It is also possibIe to
walk as far east as the foot of the glacier at the NE eorner of the lake. Obviously, a
boat on this lake would be of considerable help; however, great care would have to
be exercised in its use, the two principal hazards being sudden, violent fOhn winds,
and submerged rocks-the waters of Motzfeldt Sø are densely charged with rock
flour. There should be no difficulty in reaching the Geologfjeld and Syenitknold
areas once the north side of Motzfeldt Sø is reached, the obvious route is by way
of the valley of the Storeelv.
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Plate I.

Generalized geological map of the country around Ivigtut and Julianehåb, showing
the positions of the Gardar 19neous Centres and the principal areas of surpracrustal

rocks of the Eriksfjord Formation.

Plate II.

Geological map of the Narssarssuk area, south of Tunugdliarfik.

Plate III.

Topographic sketch map of the country between Igaliko Fjord, Tunugdliarfik, and
the Inland lce to the east. The principal landing places are indicated as well as the
main routes giving access to the country at a distance from the fjords. (N.B. The
heights shown north of 61°N are taken from recent (1966) provisional maps supplied

by the Geodetic lnstitute, Copenhagen.)

Plate IV.

Geological map of the 19a1iko Nepheline Syenite Complex. Scale 1: 50 000.
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